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fOREWORD 

, , 

The prediction of dangerous and violent behavior is a topic that 
continues to be the subject of mucn controversy and discussion 
in the criminal justice and mental health systems. Decisionmakers 
in both systems are frequently called upon",or even required to 
consider the likelihood that particular individuals will or will not 
engage in "future acts of violence against other persons or ~ainst 
themselves. And, not infrequently, the judgments that are made 
can have serious consequences for the individuals concerned-and 
also for segments of the community thatmlght be placed at risk. 

In their efforts to reach responsible judgments pertaining, to an 
J\.dividual 's d~J!lgerousness, the criminal and civil justice systems 
have often ~ought assistance from mental health" professionals. 
And, while such collaboration between the two systems has had 
its useful aspects, .it has also come under much criticism in recent 
years. Serious questions have been raised about the absence of 
sound and empiric!}l evidence that meIJtal health professionals 
have any special expertise when it com~s to making reliable and 
a~curate predictions concerning violent and other ct~ngerous 
behaviors. It has further been noted, and to ""some extent demon
strated, that courts and other criminal justice agencies have tend~d 
to place rather heavy, and even undue, reliance on tne opinioJ:¥l 
of mental health professionals when reaching decisions that involve 
not only mental health concerns but also legal, judicial, and public 
policy considerations. 

The difficulties already alluded to could rather easily be resolved 
if some reliable instruments were readily available for the predic
tion of-violent behaviors. Unfortunateiy, ·such instruments do not 
exist; and it is doubtful that tll~Y will ever attain the degree of 

1, , 

reliability and accuracy that might be desired. It has been and will 
remain a very difficult taSk to predict events that typically have 
relatively low rates of occurre;nce mthin an individual's life time, 
e.g., serious acts. of violence. But, .,even given this circumstaiice, 
there are steps that can be taktm to achieve improvements in the \ 

II 

quality of the predictive information l).eeded by various decision-
makers. 
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iv FOREWORD 

n Monahan provides a comprehe?sive 
In this monograph, Dr. Joh t t scientific and technical htera-

revi~w and discussion of :~i:: :r'individual violent behavior: ~h~ 
ture pertaining to the pre lCr te the technical problems asSOCla e, 
literature is first used to ex,p t~a this material is drawn upon as a 
with such predictions, .and en th t can be taken to improve the 

' d' t' g VarIOUS steps a t 
means of In lca ill " d to reduce the error ra es, , 
reliability of such predIC~l~ns an hologist, has excellent and lm-

Dr. Monahan, by trammg a rtPS~~ matters pertaining to the, pr~-
, d t'als as an expe 'th's tOPIC m presslve cre en 1 has written extensIvely on 1 'al 

diction of violence. He ral task forces and profe~slo~ 
recent years, has se~ed o~ seveic has testified before le~ls,latlve 
committees dealing wIth thl~ top lted in several judicial opmIOns. 
bodies, and his ~t~gs have fe::v: ral monographs that ha~e been 

This publicatIOn IS one 0, 2St 10 years on tOPICS per-
developed by this center dunng th: ~ and mental health syste~s. 
taining to interactions betwe?n i~~;d g Competency to Stand Trza~ 
Previous monographs have m~ d 1977) Mental Health and .La'll!' 
and Mental Illness (1973, reprmte , ted i976) Criminal Commzt-
A System in Transition (1975, r?p~: Legal Iss~es of Confinement, 
ments and Dangerous :Mental Patzenri~ted 1977), Dangerous Behav~ 
Treatment and Release (1976

M
, re

t
p I uealth (1978), and Legal As-

' Law and en a il' 
ior' A Problem zn f Offenders (1979). 

't f the Enforced Treatment 0 _ in this series, Dr. 
pec s 0 th t like its predecessors t ntal 

It is our hope a,. f interest and value 0 me 
Monahan's monograph will be, °d eC! legislators, administrators, 
health . professionals, lawye~ ~t~ ~sues pertaining ~o the pre
and other persons concem;an erous and violent behavIOr. 
diction al"ld management of g 

Saleem A. Shah, P~.D. 
Chief Center for Studie~ .of Crime 

, and Dellnquency 
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PREFACE 

At several points in its gestation, The Clinical Prediction of 
Violent Behavior had a working subtitle. When I was beginning 
the monograph, it was "Why You Can't Do It." About halfway 
through writing it, I changed the subtitle to "How to Do It and 
Why You ShouIdn't." By the time I was finished, I was toying 
with "How to Do It and When to Do It." The development of 
my thinking on the prediction of violence is reflected quite well 
in these changes: fl'om an empirical distaste for the task, to an 
ethical aversion to engaging in it, to a reluctant concession that 
there may be circumstances in which prediction is both empirically 
possible and ethically appropriate. 

The purpose of this work should thus be clear at the outset. J 
It is to assist the practicing mental health professional in under
standing the issues involved in violence prediction and so to im
prove the appropriateness and accuracy of his or her clinical predictions, 

Since developed theories and definitive research do not exist 
merely to be "translated" into clinically relevant terms, I often 
had to develop theoretical linkages and make empirical assump
tions in order to present a framework of any coherence. I learned 
a great deal in so doing, academic invention once again being 
parented by clinical necessity. I hope, in other words, that the 
monograph is of value to researchers and theoreticians in the 
area and to those in the criminal justice system who deal with 
violent behavior. 

Work on this monograph began while I was a Fellow in Law 
and Psychology at Harvard Law School, and my thinking on pre
diction evolved substantially through my contact there with Alan 
Dershowitz and Alan Stone. It continued at the law school of the 
University of California, Los Angeles, and was completed while I 
was a visiting scholar at Stanford Law School. 

Several persons reviewed earlier drafts of this monograph and 
provided valuable comments: Loren Roth, Raymond Novaco, Leah 
McDonough, Michael Widdon~ and Mary Ruggiero. Stanley Brodsky 
and several of his stUdents were especially helpful in their sugges
tions for improvement. 

Saleem Shah provided a meticuIou.$ .. ~nd penetrating analysis 
of an earlier version of this work that greatly improved the final 
product. v 
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PREFACE 

(:)' 

Paul Meehl provided very valuable advice on several key issues 
in prediction, although he may wisAi that I'tookomore of it. ,0" 

While it 'would please me greatly to share with these colleaiues 
responsibili~y for any errors and omissions in the monograph along 
with their deserved kudos for what others may find, useful an 

' , unfortunate tradition not of my making insists that I hold them blameless. c=! 

'" 9_= 

'" 

John Monahan 
" Charlottesvill~".,Virginia 

Fan~1980 
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2 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

The mental health and criminal justice systems, as codifications 
of socially acceptable human interaction, rely heavily upon predic
tive decisionmaking. Shah (1978a, p. 225) has recently enumerated 
the points in the legal process at which estimates of future harmful 
conduct are taken (see also Rennie 1978): 

1. Decision concerning bail, or release on personal recognizance 
for persons accused of crimes, including the level at which 
the bail is to be set 

2. Decisions concerning the waiver to adult courts of juveniles 
charged with serious crimes 

3. Sentencing decisions following criminal convictions, in
cluding decisions about release on conditions of probation 

4. Decisions pertaining to work-release and furlough programs 
for incarcerated· offenders 

5. Paroles and other conditional release decisions for offenders 
6. Decisions pertaining to the commitment and release of 

"'sexual psychopat..."1s," "sexually dangerous persons," "defec
tive delinquents," and the like 

7 . Determinations of dangerousness for all indicted felony de
fendants found incompetent to stand trial (e.g., in New York 
State) 1 

8. Decisions pertaining to the special handling of and transfer 
to special prisons of offenders who are disruptive in regular 
prisons 

9. Commitment of drug addicts (because of fears that they will 
commit violent crimes to support their drug habit) 

10. Decisions concerning the emergency and longer term involun
tary cl,?mmitment of mentaily ill persons considered to pose a 
"danger'to self or others" fi 

11. Decisions concerning the "conditional" and "unconditional" \.1 

release of involuntarily confined mental patients 
12. Decisions concerning the hospitalization (on grounds of con

tinuing mental disorder and dangerousness) of persons 
acquitted by reason of insanity 

1& Decisions regarding the transfer to security hospitals of 
mental patients found to be too difficult or dangerous to be 
handled in regular civil mental hospitals 

14. Decisions concerning the invocation of special legal pro
ceedings or sentencing provisic:>n for "habitual" and "dan
~erous" offenders) 

1. NY Criminal J~rocedure Law Section 730.50 (1971). This section is no 
longer in effect. It -\vas found unconstitutional in 1974 in People ex reI A nony
mous v. Waugh, 76 Misc. 2d 879,351 N.Y.S. 2d 594 (Sup. Ct. 1974). 

'. 
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INTRODUCTION 3 

15. Decisions concerning the likelihood of continued dangerous
ness of persons convicted of capital crimes, as a basis for 
det.ermination regarding the use of the death sentence 

Regarding this last point, the U.S. Supreme CoUrt held that it 
was not unconstitutional for a State to make the imposition of the 
death penalty on an 'offender' convicted of certain categories of 
murder contingent upon a prediction tliat he or she would be vio
lent in the future. "It is, of course, not easy to predict future behav
ior. The fact that such a determination is difficult, however, does 
not mean that it cannot be made" (Jurek v. Texas 1976). 

For a variety of reasons, to be discussed below, the legal system 
typically relies upon psychiatrists and psychologists to provide 
estimates of the potential for future harm, although computer
generated tables are sometimes used in the case of parole.' , .. 

Before discussing how predictions of harmful conduct can best 
be made, it is necessary to consider what it is that is being predicted 
an9, whether one should be engaged in predicting it at all. 

Definitions of Dangerous and Violent Behavior 

At first glance, the definition of "violent" or "dangerous" behav
ior appears to be a straightforward one about which only academics 
could quibble. Being shot, stabbed, or punched is violent. The 
meaning of a sign reading "dangerous" placed behind a gasoline 
truck or near' a patch of thin ice is likewise clear. Yet as soon as one 
goes beyond these obvious examples, problems arise (Brooks 1978). 
While Sarbin (1967) cogently distinguishes between violence and 
dangerousness ("Violence denotes action; danger denotes a relation
ship"), virtually all others hold the terms synonymous. Some define 
violence to include only injury or death to persons (e.g., Rubin 
1972), while others include the destruction of property (e.g., 
Mulvihill and Tumin 1969). Violent thoughts are considered dan
gerous "by some "because patients with fears and fantasies of vio
lence sometimes act th~m out" (Ervin and Lion 1969). A Federal 
court once ruled that Writing a bad check was a sufficiently "dan
gerous" behavior .to justify commitment (Overholser v. Russell 
1960), since the economy would collapse if everyone did it. 

The Model Sentencing Act defined two types· of dangerous 
offenders: "(1) the offender ·who has committed a serious crime 
against a person and shows a behavior pattern of persistent ;iSsaul
tiveness based on serious mental disturbance and (2) the offender 
deeply involved in organized crime" (National Coun,ciI on Crime 
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4 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

and Delinquency, 1978, p. 456). The act commented that in no 
State would such offenders total more than 10.0 at any given time. 
One may wonder, however, about the harmlessness of an offender 
who has committed a serious crime against a person and shows a 
behavior pattern of persistent assaultiveness without having a 
serious mental disturbance. Note that if one considers all repetitive 
violent offenders to have a serious mental disturbance one has re-
duced the concept of mental disturbance to a tautology. . 

The working definition of violence adopted by the National 
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence (Mulvihill 
and Tumin 1969) was "overtly threatened or overtly accomplished 
application of force which results in the injury or destruction of 
persons or property or reputation, or the illegal appropriation of 
property.'~ Megargee (1969) notes that such a definition would 
~?lude as violent: acci~ental homicide, homicide in self-defense, or 
Injury on the football fIeld. He states that two issues confound the 
framing of a completely acceptable definition of violence. The first 
of these is legality. By ignoring legality and focusing on the act it
self, the Commission has unwittingly characterized as violent 
various legal inj,llries to people. The alternative of defining violence 
in terms of illegal acts, however, "is to classify as nonviolent the 
behavior of Nazi genocidists or Roman gladiators ... " (p. 1089). 
The second nemesis of obtaining an acceptable definition of vio
lence is the question of intentionality. The Commission's definition 
includes unintentional or accidental violence. The alternative of 
specifying that violence can only be intentional or conscious would 
not hold well with those of psychoanalytic bent. 

This confusion in the specification of "dangerous" acts has 
been. noted ~y the U.S. Court of Appeals (l?C. Circuit) in Cross v. 
Harrzs (1969), a case which held that "a fin\ding of 'dangerousness' 
must be based on a high probability of s,',ibstantial injury." The 
court stated that some framework is needed to' specify which acts 
are dangerous and which are not. 

Without some such ftlamework, "dangerous" could readily 
become a term of art describing anyone whom we would all 
t~ings considered, prefer not to encounter on the streets.' We 
dId not suppose that Congress had used "dangerous" in any 
~uch Pickwickian sense. :Rather, we supposed that Congress 
mtended the courts to refine the unavoidable vague concept of 
"dangerousness" . on a case-by-case basis, in the traditional 
common-law fashIon (p. 1099). 

It may be best, however, to .. avoid terms that are "unavoidably 
vague." "Dangerousness" confuses issues regarding what one is 
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INTRODUCTION 5 

predicting with the probab ility one is assigning to its prediction. 
The word has a tendency in practice to degenerate from a character
istic of behavior to a reified personality trait. "Hence, th.rough a 
conceptual shortcut, first certain aspects of an individual's behavior 
are defined as dangerous, and the individual himself comes to be 
viewed and 'labeled as dangerous" (Shah 1977, p. 105). 

The "prediction of dangerous behavior" is even more trouble
some. "Dangerous behavior" may be thought of as a prediction in 
itself. It is a conditional prcbability. If one steps on dangerously 
thin ice, then one will fall in the water. If not, one is safe. If one 
c,orners a dangerous tum toe fast, then one will drive off the road. 
If not, one will drive on (cf. Gordon 1977). . 

It may be conceptually crisper to refer only to "violent behav-
. ior" (or "violence"). These terms may simplify the separation of 
definitional issues from probabilistic ones and keep the focus on 
actions rather than on personalities. As Scott (1977, p~ 128) con
cluded, "the available definitions of 'dangerousness' may be 
thought to be so unsatisfactory that it would be better for m9st 
purposes to substitute a probability figure of this or that sort of 
damaging behavior occurring in this or that' expected environm~nt." 
In this monograph, violent behavior will be defined as-Megargee 
(1976, p. 12) has defined it: "acts characterized by the application 
or overt threat of force which is likely to result in injury to peo
pie." "Injury" shall be taken to mean "physical injury." The notion 
of "threat" is included so that the definition will encompass armed 
robbery or other situations in which injury is threatened but not 
accomplished. The notion of "likely" is included so that shooting 
at someone will be considered violent even if the bullets mis~~ As 
Megargee (1976, p. 5) states: 

This use of the term includes, but is not restricted to, such 
criminal acts as homicide, mayhem, aggravated assault, forcible 
rape, battery, robbery, -arson, and extortion. Criminal behav
iors not likely to result in injury to people, such as noncoer
cive thefts or vandalism, are excluded, as are business practices 
which, although injurious to people, do not involve the appli
cation of force. 

It is important to distinguish between the description and the 
evaluation C?f violent acts. Because a giveir' act is judged to be 
"legal" or "legitimate," e.g., a citizen killing in self-defense, a police 
officer shooting a fleeing felon, does not make it any less violent for 
descriptive purposes. ii 
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6 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

Criticisms of Prediction in Law 

'Prediction, we have noted, has always been a part of life and has 
always been a part of law. Yet one would have to be completely 
out of touch with recent developments in criminal and mental 
health law not to notice that the prediction of violent behavior b¥ 
mental health professionals has been under sustained attack. These 
criticisms and the issues they :raise are examined so that the reader 
may put the remaining chapters into perspective. 

The three criticisms"are (1) that it is empirically impossible to 
predict violent behavior; (2) that, even if such activity could be 
forecast and averted, it would, as a matter of policy, violate the civil 
liberties of those being predicted; and (3) that even if accurate pre
diction were possible without violating civil liberti~s, psychiatrists 
and psychologists should decline to do it, since it is a social control 
activity at variance with their professional helping role. 

l' 

The. Empirical Attack: Accurate Prediction Is Impossib{e 

Rarely have research data been as quickly or nearly universally 
accepted by the academic and professional communities as those 
supporting the proposition that mental health professionals are 
highly inaccurate at predicting violent behavior. We shall consider 
prediction research in detail in subsequent chapters, but the reader 
pad best be forewarned that stock in .the predictive .enterprise is 
going very cheaply. '-" 

A task force of the American Psychiatric Association concluded 
that "the state of the art regarding predictions of violence' is very 
unsatisfactory. The ability of psychiatrists or any other profes
sionals to reliably predict future violence is unproved'~ (1974, 
p.30). 

In 1978, a task force of the American Psychological Association 
reached a similar conclusion: 

It does appear from reading the research that the validity of 
psychological predictions of dangerous behavior, at least in the .( 
sentencing and release situation we are considering, is ex
tremely poor, so poor that one could oppose their use on the 
strictly empirical grounds that psychologists are not profes
sionally competent to make such judgments (p. 1110). 

c" 

With few exceptions, individual psychiatrists and psychologists 
prominent in the area have echoed their association's warnings. 
Halleck (1967), for example, noted that "if the psychiatrist or any 
other behavioral scientist were asked to show proof of his predictive 
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INTRODUCTION 7 

skills, objective data could not be offered" (p. 314). Diamond 
(1974, p. 452) has written: 

- (. 

. N either psychiatrists nor other behavioral scientists are able to 
.. predict the occurrence of violent behavior with sufficient 

r.;7 reliability to justify the restriction of freedom of persons on 
the basis of the label of potential dangerousness. Accordingly, 
it is recommended that courts no longer ask such experts to 
give their opinion of the potential dangerousness ?f ~y 
person, and that psychiatrists and other behavioral SCIentISts 
acknowledge their inability to make such prediction when 
called upon to do so by courts and other legal agenc~es. 

Attorneys in the mental health area have shared these conclu
sions. Dershowitz' concluded that "for every correct psychiatric 
prediction of violence, there are numerous erroneous predictions" 
(1969, p. 4'1). The latest edition of the American Civil Liberties 
Union Handbook, The Rights of Mental Patients (Ennis and Emery 
1978), states that "it now seems beyond dispute that mental health 
professionals have no expertise. in pr~dicting future dangerous 
behavior either to self or others. In fact, predictions of dangerous 
behavior ~e wrong about 95 percent of the time" (p. 20; italics in 
original). 

Kahle and Sales (1980) surveyed several hundred practicing 
psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, and mental health lawyers in 
a national study of attitudes toward civil commitment. They asked 
the respondents to estimate the "percentage of accurate predictions 
which are made with current methods of predictihg dangerousness 
to others." The groups did not differ significantly among them
selves. The mean es~imates of predictive accuracy were between 40 
and 46 percent. 

The Political Attack: Prediction Violates Civil Liberties 

Originally voiced by Szasz, the position that preventive or thera
peutic intervention based upon a prediction of future behavior 
violates the most fundamental rights guaranteed in a democratic 
society-punishment for past acts, not detention ~or futur: ~cts-::. 
has gained a large number of adherents. As Szasz (1963) orIgmally 
put it: 

The ghost of the "dangerous mental l?ati~nt': will not ~e laid 
to rest until it is recognized that the mstitutlOn to WhICh the 
so-called mental patient is committed is not a hospital but a 
prison. Lawbreakers, irrespective of their mental health, ought 
to be treated as offenders. This would afford possibilities for 
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CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

"thera ,,; " 
protecf?ct, :;~ a context In WhICh personal liberties could be 

, ereas our present practices wh' h ' 'I 
to deprive people of their libert' ak b IC use CIVI law 
protection of civil rights imposst~;~ ~P. e14~~~)~herapy and the 

Indeed the very design t' f 
lent" refl;cts political value~ ~~~t ~o: ~~y ~~~d:;~~~~~:b~:, "vio-

Drunken drivers are da b t 
others The " nge~ous 0 h to themselves and to 
exampie, pe~o~~~~th and kill. many. more people than, for 
people labeled "para!o~~?o: del~I~ns of pe~ecution. Yet, 
drunken drivers are not. e rea Y commIttable, while 

~~rn;ri~!r:s t~! danger~us behavior are even rewarded. Race
and appla~se. kZ~o::~' :.d astfonaut~ receive. admiration 
would-be suicide receive n~ . e po y-SurglCal addIct and the 
Indeed, the latter type of J~~: but cont~mpt ~d aggression. 
cause for commitme t T .. rousness IS consIdered a good 
that is at issue here n buth~:t~t IS t~ot dangerousne~,s in general 
dangerous (Szasz 1963 p. 46). er e manner in which one is 

The most recent frontal p lit· al 
of violent behavior has 0 IC

d 
.assault on the use of predictions-

tencing. The "just deserts?,c~:e 1 ~. the. context of criminal sen
adopted b man 8t . . e 0 Impnsonment, which has been. 
consideratrons i: det~~:~=:tl~:sc~e~s reliance upon predictive 
Hirsch 1976; Twentieth Cent o;n er s release fr~m prison (von 
explicitly normative and mor~d und 1976). ~n Its place is an 
offender's culp bili't ,c h . J ~ent of relatIve harm and the 

a y J.or aVIng committed it. 
[P]redictive restraint pos 'al' 
that the person's liberty i:Sa~P~Clk et~ICal problems. The fact 
bility of mistakes of sa. e ~e uces the moral accepta
question whether it is ~~~ir~dlCtlOn. M?reover, one may 
severely for what he is ex ect J~st to punzsh. someone more 
was accurate (von Hirsch 1~76 ep t~6~?t'ali~ve~ If t~~ prediction 

, ,. ,1 CS In onglllal). 

The Professional Attack' P d' t' 
the Mental Health Discipiin:: IC Ion Destroys the Helping Role of 

After years of being blasted as .. all . 
dict violent behavior and CryPtO-f~~~~f ~ Incompete~t to pre
mental health professionals hav: ey even tried, some 
only have outflanked their 't' e made a ~ounterattack. They not 
tion is factually impossible :d

ICS ot;i:~ee~ng that accurate predic
them one better by asserting tt t th y Im

d
. p~oper, b~t have gone 
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INTRODUCTION 9 

subsequent interventions to avert it are not-and, in fact, never 
were-within the purview of the mental health professions. It was 
the legal system that asked the psychiatrist and psychologist to give 
opinions regarding violence potential for use in civil, commitment 
and other proceedings. If mental health professionals naively ac- ,', 
quiesced, they have now discovered that this incursion into fore
casting the future was a mistake. It was a mistake not simply be
cause research allegedly showed the effort to be fruitless or because 
political rights were trampled, but because in the process the mental 
health professional gave up his or her essential role as a healer of 
psychic pain and became an agent of social control. Engaging in the 
prediction of violence to others "tends to relegate psychiatry to the 
very role for which it has been criticized, that of valuing societal 
rights above those of the individual," whereas "our sole aim should 
be to ensure the welfare of our patients." Thus "the prediction of 
danger' i~ not within medical competence and under no circum
stances should be" (Peszke 1975, pp. 826,828). 

The professional attack on prediction was led by Stone, a psy
chiatrist on the faculties of the Harvard Law and Medical Schools. 
Stone, in his highly influential NIMH monograph, Mental Health 
and the Law: A System in Transition (1975), proposed a new 
medical model of civil commitment, openly based on paternalistic 
concern for the patient's! welfare rather than society's protection. 
His' "Thank-you Theory" "divests civil commitment of a police 
function; dangerous behavior is returned to the province of the 
criminal law. Only someone who is irrational, treatable, and inci
dently dangerous would be confined to the mental health system" 
(p. '70). 

Even if accurate prediction could be accomplished with civil 
liberties safeguarded, many mental health professionals would still 
be oppo"~ed to parlicipating in any scheme that would make them 
agents 01 social control rather than benefactors of the welfare of 
the individual client. 

o 

The Moral iand Political Issues Raised by 
Prediction 

l'he criticisms that have been raised against the use of predictions 
of violence in criminal and mental health law tend. to confound 
empirical issues with moral and political ones. Even the criticism 
that violence cannot be predicted accurately enough for use in legal 
decisionmaking involves a moral and political judgment on the 
meaning of "enough." It," may be beneficial, if only to facilitate 
rational discourse on the topic, to separate empirical and moral-
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10 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

~olitic~ questions so that each may receive our undivid d tt 
~:';;uS:~e th~t?':firica\ issues ~e considered in later cha;ter~.:~ 
:£ ,po lC ones are outlined here (cf. Monahan 1980) Th 
?ur que~tlOns of moral and political value inherin in " e 

tlOn ,of, vIOlence appear to concern: (a) the nature ~f w~~~ ~:~~ 
pred~ctm~;, (b) the factors we use to predict it; (c) the 

tPhredlctabili~y tha~ triggers preventive action; and (d) the ~:::: ~~ 
e preventive action taken. 

The Criterion: Why Some Forms of Violence and Not Others? 

Szas~' (1963), position' on the Singlin~ out of the mentally ill f 
reventlve confmement based on a prediction of harm has air Jr 
t~e~en~~~~~:t'~es of how harm is defined do indeed ap';e;; 

find how "danger~us~~~~ P:~!i~~O~ l~t9~~~::~:~~~::~~0 
referred to as such in legal and mental health literature Th f .. ~ 
that older persons ranked more behaviors as "dangero~s" ~~a~:d 
r::ger persons, females more than males, the less educated more 

M 
the more educated, and conservatives more than ll'berals 
uch of th 't' , . , e, vana ·lon m ho}V a harm comes to be officiall -

celved and deSIgnated as a matter of publi y per 
pr~duced by social and political factors, c~~::: aNPpears to bde 
GelS (1979) d f' d " ' ovaco, an , e me . corporate violence" as "illegal b h ' 
producmg an unreasonable risk of physical harm t e aVlOr 
employees or th 0 consumers b. ,0 er ~ersons as a result of deliberate decisionmakin~ J. corporate executIves or culpable negligence on their part" (cf 
, ?ga:ge:h 1976), argued that it is responsible for more deaths and 
IDJurIes an the more mundane forms of cri d 
the preoccupation of th I me, an suggested that 
"street" rather than "sm'te" a~l and the beh~vioral sciences with e VIO ence reflects m part rt' al 
~~~~: ~!~:~ ~perahating in American soci~ty (see' Js~ ld~is :~ 

, ,on an and Novaco 1980). The ve choi f 
~:nt~~~::p::,,~~';;.~herefore. is a decision Jaden wnf mora:'':.:d 

The Predictors: What Shall Be Included? 

As we shall later see among th "al .. 
future violent behavidr ill'e paste ~~~~~e SS~~lStlCal correlates ,of \\ 
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INTRODUCTION' 11 

effort from the start. Yet, many are unwilling to include informa
tion that will work to the furth~r disadvantage of precisely those 
they \flew as most "victimized" in the past by social injustice (Ryan 
1971). As Wilson notes with regard to criminal "sentencing, "the 
things that might be taken into account that are most determinative 
of criminality-the age, sex, and race of the offender-are precisely 
those factors that society for perfectly commendable reasons, often 
wishes not to take into account" (1977, p. 115). 

Even the use of prior violent behavior as a predictor of future 
violence raises moral dilemmas. "If an ex-convict has truly 'paid for 
his crime,' as is so often said, upon his release from custody or 
$upervision, then it would arguably be morally invalid to exact any 
further payment from him in later ye~ by giving him a greater 
sentence than a first offender otherwise similarly situated" (Wilkins 

et al. 1978, p. 9). 
In fact, according to one point of view, racial and economic dis-

crimination, the "diseases" of alcoholism and heroin addiction, and 
the "macho" demand characteristics of lower class male subculture 
can be seen as restricting a person's behavioral options and thereby 
reducing the moral acceptability of preventive confinement. 
Clarence Darrow put this position wen in a speech to the prisoners 
of the Cook County Jail in Chicago in 1902 (quot.ed in Weinberg 

1957, p. 8): 
Long ago, Mr. Buckle, who was a great philosopher and histo
rian, collected facts, and he showed that the number of people 
who were arrested increased just as the price of food increased. 
When they put up the price of gas ten cents a thou~and, I do 
not know who will go to jail, but I do know that a certain 
number of people will go. When the meat combine raises the 
price of beef, I do not know who is going togo to jail, but. I 
know that a large number of people are bound to go. When
ever the Standard Oil Company raises the price of oil, I kn01\V 
that a certain number of girls who are seamstresses, and who 
work night after night long hours for somebody else, will be 
compelled to go out on the streets and ply .another trade, and 
I know that Mr. Rockefeller and his associates are responsibJle 
and not the poor girls in the jails. 

Apropos of Darrow, Brenner (1977) has recently reported that a 
1 percent increase in the national unemployment rate· generates "a 
4 percent increase in the incidence of homicide and a 6 percent 
increase in the incidence of robbery. 

Ideally, one would hope to develop predictors "which would be 
based only upon statistically valid factors a.p.d weights which were 
simultaneously proper from an ethical standpoint" (Wilkins et al. 
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12 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOJ..JENT BEHAVIOR 

1978, p. 8). Yet what does one do when science and morality are at 
crosspurposes(? And how does one take into account "justice" to 
the potential victims of violent crime "who, like their offenders and 
unlike the legislators, judges, and psychologists ,making decisions in 
the criminal justice system, are often poor and nonwhite" (Ameri
can Psychological Association 1978)? 

The Relationship: How Accurate Is Accurate Enough? 

All a~'person predicting violence can hope to do is assign a prob
ability figure to the occurrence of violent behavior by a given indi
vidual during a given time period. The figure may be expressed in 
either arithmetic (e.g., 75 percent likely) or in prose form (e.g., 
"substantially likely," "more likely than not"). In either case, the 
question remains, "Is this degree of relationship sufficiently great to 
justify preventive intervention?", whether that intervention is in the 
form of civil commitment, denial of parole release, or informing a 
potential victim. "What represents an acceptable trade-off between 
the values of public safety and individual liberty?" (Wenk, Robison, 
and Smith 1972, p. 402). (The answer to the trade-off question 
may be very different, depending upon the intervention to be taken 
[see below]). No one insists that prediction be perfect. We do not, 
after all, require' absolute certainty for convicting the guilty, only 
proof beyond a "reasonable doubt." This means that we are willing 
to tolerate the conviction of a few innocent persons to assure the 
confinement of a much larger number of guilty criminals. It also 
means that, when there is a doubt, we would much rather release a 
guilty person than confine an innocent one. 

But how many persons are we willing to hospitalize, or deep im
prisoned, to keep the streets safe from one "dangerous" person? 
According to Dershowitz (1974, p. 60), "we have not even begun to 
ask these kinds of questions, or to develop modes of anlaysis for 
answering them. " '. 

\' 

The Consequences: Prediction for What Purpose? 

As Shah (1978a) has noted, the consequences accruing to a posi
tive prediction of violent behavior range, from denying a work
releas~~-:ptogram to an incarcerated offender to imposing the death 
penalty on him. Clearly, the Inoral issues raised by prediction may 
vary as a function of the uses to which the predictions are put. If 
one believes that imposing the death penalty is an intrinsically 
immoral end, then a prediction of violent behavior, as the means to 
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INTRODUCTION 13 

achieving that end, is likewise tainted (see Dix 1977a; 1977b). It is 
not surprising that Szasz (1963), who believes civil commitment to 
be unethical, alsO: abjures the predictions of harm upon which it is 
often based. 

Most would agree that where the "cost" of predicting too many 
people to have a condition is negligible, and the "benefit" of cor
rectly predicting the. true cases is great, prediction is morally 
acceptable even when Elxtremely inaccurate. Thus, physicians place 
drops of silver nitrate in the eyes of all newborn infants to prevent 
blindness resulting from congenital gonorrhea, even though the 
incidence of congenital gonorrhea i~, infinitesimal. The erroneously 
"predicted" babies are not injured, and a great gain-sight-is 
achieved for the correct predictions (Heller and Monahan 1977). 

As the consequences of prediction vary, so may its moral com
ponent. In the case of civil commitment, :for example, the con
sequences of long-term hospitalization to the person committed on 
the basis of an inaccura1;e prediction of violence are very great. Yet, 
the situation may. be otherwise with predictions of imminent 
violence which result in "only" several days commitment, after 
which the person is r€!leased. While such detention is plainly a 
deprivation of liberty, it would be highly disingenuous to compare 
it to the lifelong conDinement so effectively castigated by Szasz 
(1963) and others. TheJre is, as we shall see, reason to believe that 
short-term predictions may be more accurate than long-term ones. 

Yet with the costs of each so vastly different, it may be pos
sible ethically to justify short-term commitment even if the 
predictions of imminent violence on which it is based are less 
accurate than the long-term research indicates. Paraphrasing 
Blackstone it may be better that ten "false positives" suffer 
commitme~t for three days than that one "false negative" go 
free to kill someone during that period (Monahan 1977a, 
p. 370). 

. In this regard, it is sometimes noted that the ability of psycholo
gists and psychiatrists to predict violent behavior is not appreciably 
worse than their ability to predict job performance,,:, school per
formance, or many other facets of human behavior (Mischel 1968). 
The question is whether this observation should ,make us f~el more 
sanguine about violence prediction or more guarded about predic
tion ,in other areas. It may be that the prediction of violence for the 
purpose of hospitalization or imprisonment is, at its best~ no less 
accurate than the predlictions of academic success upon which we 
base admission to universities and graduate schools, or the predic
tions of job performance which figure into the hiring of employees 
for government, industry, and the military. Should this be true, 
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14 CLINICAL P~EDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

however it would still not attenuate the urgency of coming. to 
terms with the ethical quandaries of predicting violent beha~or. 
The consequences of erroneous prediction in o~her areas of hfe, 

,e.g., a career opportunity closed because one faIled to score suf
ficiently high on a test that had low validity to begin with, may 
indeed be severe .. Y et, the consequences of erroneous predictions of 
violence include the injury or death of the victim of the person 
wrongly predicted to be safe and the extended institution~lization 
in a prison or mental hospital of the person wrongly pr~dlCted ~o 
be violent, or, even, as we have noted, his or her executIon: While 
the prediction of violent behavior shares many features"?-th the 
prediction of other forms of human conduct, the potentIal con
sequences of its misapplication give it a priority in professional and 
ethical concern. :' 

A Statement of [,personal Values 
. ,( 

It is clear that the participation of mental health professionals in 
decisions calling for' a prediction of violent behavior is a matter of 
considerable empirical political, professional, and moral contro
versy on which people'of equal intelligence and in~egrity will diff~r. 
Since the m~qner in which one evaluates the eVIdence on predIC
tion and even the factors one will admit into evidence (Kuhn 1962) 
are ~trongly influenced by one's pe~sonal val~e positions o~ ~he 
questions raised, it may be approprIate to bnefly but expl~cItly 
state roy own current position. In this manner, the reader WIll be 
bette~' able to evaluate potential biases in the material that follows. 
I would stress the word "current," since my own views have evolved 
substantially in this area and will no doubt continue to do so at a 
sometimes troubling rate. . 

Empirically, it is much less clear to me now than it ?nce was t9at 
relatively accurate prediction is impossible under all cIrcumstan(;~s. 
AS will be discussed, most existing research in this area le~ves som~
thing to be des~l}.d, and, while much could be ~one t~ Im~rove It 
(Mollahan 197s4Z the pract~cal diffic~ty ~f d1SCov~nng ~ole~ce 
when it occursan,d the ethICal questIOns mvolved m domg ran-

,domized experiments with possibly violent persons ~ake it d~ubt
fu1 whether definitive tests of predictive accuracy m many SItua
tions Will ever be done (Dix 1976; Monahan 1977a), 

Further
9 

there are theoretical j~easons why short-term predictions 
of violent behavior may be more accurate than the long-t(~rm pre

" dictitbns studied to date, and there is a growing body of empiri,cal 
" ,if 
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" 

evidence suggesting th:~t, for the small group of habitually violent 
persons, the probabilit!~of future violence is raised considerably. 

Rather than we know it is impossible tq accurately pred,ict vio
lent behavior under any circumstances,"::: I believe a more judicio~s, 
assessmerft of the research to date is that we know very little about 
how accurately violent' behavior may be predi,cted under many 
circumstances. 

Po liticaD.y , I have a great deal of sympathy with the libertarian 
critics of "preventive justice" (Dershowitz 1973). One cannot read 
accounts of the horrendous abuses of mental health and penological 
discretion without being profoundly moved. As a matter of policy, 
for example,} see little' value in psychiatrists and psychologists 
offering individual clinical predictions of violence for use in setting 
prison sentences, for mentally competent offenders (cf. Monahan 
and Ruggiero 1980). Here, I am more concerned with justice and" 
deterrence than with predictive accUracy and would limit predictive 
considerations to a decidedly secondary role . 

Yet, even in criminal sentencing, the issue of prediction is politi
cally complex. As the American Psychological Association~ Task 
Force on the Role of Psychology in the Criminal Justice System 
recently stated: 

In those situations where the realistic alternative to (IJistin
guishing among offenders on predictive grounds is that a 
Draconian sentence is uniformly: given to all offenders, it is 
not clear to us that offering su'~h predictions is, on balance, 
always ethically inappropriate. Nor-i.s there agreement on 
whether predictive considerations should play a role in deci
sions regarding the release of certain classes of offenders (e.g~, 
offenders with psychological disorders) from prison to com
munity treatment to serve the length of the~) sentence (1978, 
p. 1110). ' // " 

Professionally, I believe that it would indeed be nice if mental 
health personnel could leave their current "police power" roles (i.e., 
their roles as protectors of community safety rather than of the 
individual client) to those who were sworn police officers and could 

c:focus exclusively; on promoting their clients' welfare. But it is not 
clear to me that this is either possible or desirable.' Do not all 
"human seryice" professions have a social protection component to 
them? Teachers, for example, whose role is to improve the welfare 
of their stUdents, surely view themselves primarily as transmitters 
of knowledge and cultUre: Yet they frequently ft;nctioh as disci
plinarians whose tasks include expelling ,those whose conduct is 
detrimental to the learning of others and acting as society's gate-
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16 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

keepers by withholding diplomas needed for jobs and further educa
tion from those who do not meet socially defined standards of 
academic performance. It is as the agents of society, not for the 
welfare of the individual pupil, that teachers perform these func
tions. 
. Likewise arid more to the point, nonpsychiatric phy~icians per
form a variety of social control functions with little adverse effect 
on their primary help-giving role. l'hey can initiate the involuntary 
detention of persons who through no fault of their own carry con
tagious diseases. They are bound in many States to report to the 
police whenever they suspect child abuse to have occurred. 

While one would hope that the community protection role of 
mental health professionals would be minimal relative to their 
helping functions (as it is with teachers and physicians), it does not 
seem to me to be unreasonable of society to demand that a limited 
"police power" function remain (cf. Roth 1979). 

In a far-reaching and bitterly contested decision, the California 
Supreme Court ruled that psychiatrists and psychologists may be 
liable for civil damages if they fail to inform the prospective victim 
of a patient they have predicted-or should have predicted- to be 
violent. The court, in other words, imposed a police-power role 
upon psychotherapists in regard to patients they perceive as violent'. 

... public policy favoring protection of the confidential char
acter of patient-psychotherapeutic communication must yield 
in instances in which disclosure is essential to avert danger to . ~". 
others. The protective privilege ends where the public perU{ ~! 
begins. (Tarasoff v. Regents of the University of California j 

1976, p. 14). 

Some mental health professional~ see such decisions as driving a 
sta~e into the heart of their helpin~r role. I would agree with Shah 
(1977), however, that this naed not be so. 

Some clinicians are utterly convinced that therapeJ,ltic con
fidentiality must remain an absolute and paramount value 

/:,over all other societal interests. Such ethnocentric zeal seems 
ffJ~o dem~d that the entire ~ociety should accept the value and 
\ IdeologIes of psychotherapIsts. In other words, what is good 
\for psychotherapists is good for society! (p. 2, italics in 
~ .. al) ongm . 
~, . 

T1!~\ ~)bral issues raised by prediction are very; troubling. At least 
one wdUld hope that they would trouble both the utilitarians who 
are tempted to run roughshod over considerations of moral justice 
and the libertarians who must consider justice to the victims as well 
as the p~rpetrators of violellif acts. While I am not prepared to offer. 
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a prescription for analyzing, much less resolving, the moral quan
daries surrounding the predictive enterprise, I do have several biases 
concerning prerequisites for such analysis and resolution. The first 
prerequisite is the injection of a large dose of candor into predictive 
decisionmaking. The principal impediment to progress in the area of 
prediction is that most of the difficult problems hide behind a 
screen of ''professional judgment. " 

What,are we trying to predict? Assault? ~9pertYDdamage? No. 
We predict "dangerousness." 

What factors do we use in making the prediction? Race? Socio
economic status?'No. We rely on "clinical experience." 

How lik~ly must a "dangerous" act be to justify intervention? 
Ninety percent probable? More likely than not? No. We intervene 
whenever there is a "risk" of halm. 

What is to be done on the basis of the prediction? Seventy-two
hour commitment? The death penalty? Far too often, we treat 
predictions as if they were cheap socks: "One size fits all. " 

What is necessary for moral and legal (and, as we shall discuss, 
empirical) progress in the area of prediction is a dramatic increase 
in the degree to which mental health professionals articulate what it 
is they are predicting and how they went about predicting It. This 
involves explicitly enumerating the kinds of acts one takes to be 
violent, frankly stating the factors on which the prediction is based, 
and b~ing clear on the likelihood with which it is believed they will 
occur. One's judgment on all these factors may vary with the pur· 
pose to which the prediction is put. 

Without such an influx of candor,.~.prediction will rightly con
tinue to be criticized as the imposition of the mental health profes
sionals"personalvalues on decisions:'that should be left to otli'ers in 
a democratic society (Morse 1978). 

Regardless of whether one is intellectually persuaded to increased 
" explicitness in formulating predictions, courts are' beginning to 

demand as much from the_ mental health professions. In Millard v. 
Harris (1968), the United States Court of Appeals for the District 
of CQlumbia stated: 

Predictions of dangerousness ... require determinations of s~v-
"~leral sorts:' the type of conduct in which the individual may en

gage;., the likelihood or probability that he will in fact engage 
in that co~duct; and the effect such conduct if engaged in will 
have on others. Depending on the sort of conduct and effect 
feared, these variables may also require further refinement 
(p. 978). c,' 

In another case, Cross v. Harris, (1969) the court continued this 
analysis: . 
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CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

[It is] particularly important that courts not allow this se'conct 
question [of likelihood of harm] to devolve by default upon 
the expert witness. Psychiatrists should not be asked to testify, 
without more, simply whether future behavior or threatened 
harm is "likely" to occur. For the psychiatrist "may in his 
own mind" be defining "likely" to mean""anything from virtual 
certainty to slightly above chance. And his definition will not 
be a reflection of any expertise, but ... of his own personal 
perference·for safety or liberty (pp. 1100-1101). 

It should be noted that mental health professionals have not so 
much sought ambiguity in the law regarding prediction in order to 
enhance their own power as they have had it foisted upon them by 
legislatures and courts unwilling to face up to difficult moral and 
policy choices. Why should courts worry about whether the Consti
tution permits sex or age to be used in an actuarial prediction table 
for parole release when they can just get a psychiatrist or psycholo
gist to "launder" both these factors into a prediction based on 
"clinical expertise?" Why should legislators engage in heated de
bates about the trade-offs between: liberty and safety involved in 
deciding the degree of likelihood of harm that is sufficient to 
trigger State intervention, when a mental health professional is 
willing to make the decision for them? 

The strategy adopted here is to provide as much information to 
the legal system as possible regarding the prediction of, violent 
behavior, and then, within some broad moral constraints, to stand 
back and let the legal system do with it as it will. As one recent 
report on this topic stated, "Since it is not within the professional 
competence of psychologists [or psychiatrists] to offer conclusions 
on matters of law, psychologists [and psychiatrists] should resist 
pressure to offer such conclusions" (American Psychological Asso-
ciation 1978, p. 1105). '. 

Monahan and Wexler (1978, p. 38), in this regard, argue that 
when a mental health professional predicts that a person will be 
"dangerous to others" for the purpose of civil commitment, he or 
she is making three separable assert~ions: 

c. 1. The individual being examined has certain characteristics. 
2. These characteristics are associated with a certain probability 

of violent behavior. 
3. The probability of violent behavior is "sufficiently" great to' 

justify preventive intervention. 

The first two of these assertions, Monahan and Wexler hold, are 
professional judgments within the expertise of the mental health 
professional (judgments which can, of course, be challenged in 
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court). The third is a social policy statement that must be arrived at 
through the political process and upon which the mental. health 
professional should have no more s~y than any otheJ; citizen (Morse 
197,~). What the mental health professional should do, they argue, 
is present and defend an estimate of the probability that the indi
vidual will engage in violent behavior and lea.ve to j'L{dges and legisla
tors-who are' the appropriate persons in a democratic society to 
weigh, competing .claims among social values-the decision as to 
whether this probability of violent behavior is suffit;ient to justify 
preventive il1terventions. /J 

In no sense, for example, do the data on the predicitonof violent 
behavior c,;ompel their own policy implications. Given that the level 
of predictive validity revealed in the research has, in an absolute 
sense, qeen rather modest, one could use the data to argue for 
across-the-board reductions in the length of institutionalization of 
prisoners and mental patie~pts: Since we cannot be sure who will do 
us harm, we should detain no one. Alternatively, and with equal 
fervor arid logic, one could use the same data to argue for across-the
board increases in the length of institutionalization: Since we can
not be sure which ones will be safe, we should keep them all in. 
Whether one uses the data in support of one rather than the other 
of these implications will depend upon how one asseSSes and weighs 
the various "costs" and "benefits" associated with each, or upon 
the nonutilitarian principles for ~ocating confinement that one 
adopts (e.g., R~wls 1972; Scharf in press). In regard to the former 
approach, the principal impediment to developing straightforward 
"cost/benefit ratios" for predictive decisionmaking is the lack of a 
common scale along which to order both costs and benefits (e.g., 
how are "years in a prison or mental hospital" to be compared with 
"rapes," "robberies," "murders," or "assaults" prevented?). 

Summary 

The prediction of violent behavior has played an important role ./ 
throughout legal history. It is currently Used to assist in making a 
wide variety of legal decisions,from civil commitment to the im-
position of the death penalty. , 

The term "violent behavior" appears preferable tb~~dangerous-'/ 
ness." It can be defined as acts characterized by the application or 
overt threat of force which is likely to result in il).jury to people. 

Three majdr criticisms are currently being made of the use of ./ 
violence prediction by m~ntal health professionals. It is claimed 
that Violence cannot be predicted with any satisfactory level of 
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20 ~LINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

" d that any "attempt to do so violates the civil liberties of 
accuracy an b' ::ft to prediction As well, many believe-that the 
the' persons su Jec . h d' t' "f violent 

. tal protection rationale underlying t e pre 1C Ion 0 ", 

~~~:vior is at ~ariance with the traditional' helping role of the 

mental health professions. " 'd 'lit' al 
These criticisms, involve several separable n;.~ral an po. 1~ 

issues that a society must face in making any ~ec1~10ns on ?r~d1C!1~: 
(lunds. These issues concern how the cnteno~ ~f ~o enc 

refhied, which items to include in reaching a p~ed1ctl\~e Judgment, 
how likely violence must be to justify preventIve actlOn, and the 
nature of the preventive action that is to be taken. The d~ora}
status of any prediction, it is argued, will vary along these !IDen-

sions. l' . al d'ct1'on of Violent The actual process of making a c IDlC pre 1 
behavior is the subject of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 CJ 

The Clinical Prediction" Process 
in Theon' 'and in Practice 

,How does one go about the task of predicting future behavior?' 
Before a description of the prediction process, several concepts 
must be considered. They are (1) predictor,and criteri6n v~ables; 
(2) outcomes of positive ~nd negative prediction; (~) decision rules; 
and ( 4) base rates. I , 

Core Concepts in Prediction 
, !Y,,,:' 

Predictor and Criterion Variables 

The prediction process requires that a person be assessed at two 
points in time. At Time One, he o~ she is placed into certain cate- ? 

. ganes that are believed, <for whatever reason, to relate to'the behav
ior one is interested in predicting. If one is interested in predicting 
how well a person will do in college, the categories might be, "grades 
in .high school," "letters from teachers" (rated in some way such as 
"very ,good," "good," and "poor"), and "quality of the essay writ
ten for the application" (perhap§ scored on a 1 to 10 scale). These, 
. are "all predictor variables, categories consisting of different levels 
that are presumed to be relevant to what is being p~edicted, F~r 
violent behavio,r, the predictorvariab!es might include "frequency 
.of past violent acts," "age," or "degree of impulse control." 

At some specified time in the future, Time Two, one performs 
another assessment of the person to ascertain whether he or she has 
or has not done what was predicted." This entails assessing the 
person on one or more criterion variables. For predicting "success" c'. 

in college, the criterion variables might be "college grades," "class 
rank," or "whether or not the person got a job in the field lfe or she 
wanted" (scored simply as "yes" or "no"). For 'violent behavior, 
the criterio:g. variables may include' '~self-r~port," "arrest" or "con
viction"o for certain crimes that are defined as violent, or involun-
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22 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BE~AVIOR 

·t - t as "dangerous to others." They could also include tary commi men . . " n 
professional or peer ratings .of "aggressive behavIOr ~r scores 0 

psychological tests of aggreSSIOn. .. .' .._ 
. One major difficulty with the predIctIon of VIOlence as It IS ~rac 
ticed is that the clinician rarely has the chance to ~erform thIS as
sessment of the criterion variables at Time. Two, SInce p~ople are 
usually detained in a prison or ~ental hO~PItal on the. basIs of how 
they score 011 the predictor vanables at Tune On.e. This, a.s we sh~ 
see deprives the clinician of knowing whether the predIctor VaIl-

;' abl~s actuallY relate to the criterion or are errone~>u~ly assu~ed to 
relat.e to it. This is one major reason why the predICtIOn of VIOlence 
is sd'.ctii4eh less precise than the prediction of the w~at~er, for ex
ample. Each day's weather is the easily measured\\ cntenon for the 
previous day's prediction and pro'\Tid~s the feedback necessary to 
make adjustments in the predictor variables. 

Outcome of Positive and Negative Predictions 

There are four statistical outcomes that can occur when on~ is 
f d ·th making a prediction of any kind of future behaVIOr. 
;~~le ~I displays these outcomes. One can either predic~ th~t the 
behavior, in this case, violence, will occur ;('.'Yes:') or th~t It wzll not 
occur ("No"). At the end of some speCl:?-ed tIme penod, ~?e o~
serves' whether the predicted behavior actually has occurred ( Yes ) 
or has not occurred ("No"). . 

Table i-Four possible outcomes of predictive decisions 

Predicted behavior 

Yes 

No 

, Yes 

true 
positive 

false 
negative 

Actual behavior, 

No. 

false 
positive 

true 
• negative 

If one predicts that violence will occur and later find~ ~hat, in
deed, it has occurred, the prediction .is called a True posztzve. One 
has made a p~sitive prediction, and ~t turned. out to be ~orrec~ ~r 
true. Likewise, if one predicts that Violence will not occur and It In 
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fact does -not, the prediction is called a 'Erue Negative, since one has 
made a negative prediction of violence and it turned out to be true. 
These, of course, are the two outcomes one wishes to maXimize in 
making predictions. 

There are also two kinds of mistakes that can be made. If one 
predicts that violence will occur and it does not, the outcome is 
called 51 False Positive. One made ~ positive prediction of violence, 
and it turned out to be in,correct or false. 'In practice, this kind of 
mistake usually means that \'a person has been unnecessarily de
tained to prevent an act of violence that would not have occurred in 
any event. If one predicts that violence will not occur, and it does 
occur, the outcome is called a False Negative. In practice, this kind 
of mistake often means that someone who is not detained, or who 
is released from detention, commits an act of violence in the com
munity. These two outcomes, obviously, are what predictors of 
violence try to minimize. 

. Decision Rules 

Decision rules are "guidelines for the handling of uncertainty" 
(American Psycpiatric. Association 1974, p. 26). They involve 
choosing a "cutting score" on some predictive scale, above which 
one predicts for the purpose of intervention that an event "will" 
happen. A cutting score is simply a particular point <?n some obJec
tive or subjective scale. When one sets a thermostat at 6S0 , for ex
ample, one is establishing a "cutting score.".for the operation of a 
heating unit. When the temperature goes below 6So , the heat comes 
on, and when it goes above 6So , the heat goes off. In the treatment 
of cancer, as another example, one might decide that if tests show 
that a patient h~ a 20 percent chance of having cancer, it is best to 
operate. The decision rule or cutting score wqUld then be a 20'per
cent probability-more than that you operate; less than that you 
don't'~ The "beyond a reasonable doubt" standa,rd of proof in;ltpe 
criminal law is a cutting score for the degree of certainty a j,~or 
must h. ave in order to vote for conviction. Conviction is to o~r~cur 
only if.d~ubtc is nonexiste~t or "unrea~onable." . ! 

In CIvil law, on the other hand, the JU10rs generally need only de
cide which of two parties to a suit hru; the "preponderance of the 
evidence" on'hisor .her side. Reasonable doubts can still remain. In. 
the prediction of violent behavior for the purpose of invoking civil 
commitment, as another example, one could set the cutting score at 
"more likely than not" (or 51 percent likely) to be violent (Mental 
Health Law Project 1977). Any prediction falling short of this 
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cutting score would not qualify for commitment, and any predic
tion meeting or exceeding it would. Clearly the cutting score ca:h be 
set anywhere and can vary with the purpose and consequence of the 
prediction (one might, as noted in chapter 1, want a'lower cutting 
score for short-term than for long-term commitment, for example) .. 
" Where the cutting score is set will determine the ratio of true to \1 

false positives. If the cutting score is set very low (e.g., "more vio
lence-potential than the average" citizen"), there will be many true 
positives, but many false positives also. If it is set very high (e.g., 
90 percent likely), there will be fewer false positives, but fewer true 
positives as well. 

It should be noted that the c~tting score also determines the 
ratio of true positives and true negatives predicted and, therefore, 
the absolute number of successful predictions. If the decision rule is 
such that the cutting score is set very high, one will correctly iden
tify most of the people who will not be violent, but at the expense 
of missing many of those who will be. Likewise, if the cuttin.g score 
is low, one will correctly identify most of the people who will be 
violent, but at the cost of misidentifying many who would be safe. 

It was argued previously: that the choice of a decision rule is a 
political, rather than a professional, choice and that by all means 
the rule should be made explicit. 

Base Rates 

The term "base rate" simply refers to the proportion of people in 
some population during a specified period of time who fall into the 
criterion category that is to be predicted. The time frame f.!aIl be a 
matter of days or weeks or as long as one desires. 

Table 2 presents the base rates for arrest for violent crime for the 
United States population in 1977 (Webster 1978). No corhparable 
b~se rate for civ.il commitment as "dangerous to others")s available. 

, It is Clear from the table, of course, that different subgroups of 
the population have different base rates of arrest for violent behav
ior .. Males are arrested for violent crime nine tiI:Q.es more frequently 
than females, for example. Yet, with the possibie exception of that 
small .grQUP of persons with a history of chronic violent behavior
five hr more offenses (Wolfgang 1978)-the base rate of violence in. 
any population subgroup so far identified is low. It is not low by 
moral standards, since even one murder in a large population is 
tragic, but low purely in statistical terms. The concept of base rates 
is considered in detail later in this chapter. , 
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Table 2-Arrest rate for violent crimes in the United States in 1977 Ill, 

per 100,000 .' ' 

Murder Rape 
Total 

Robbery Assault violent 
\\ ,.il crimes !, 

Total U.S. pop~lation 9.0 13.5 64.2 116.0 202.7 Gender 
Male 14.8 25.8 114.5 
Female 2.5 

194.9 350.0 
0.3 9.2 28.7 40.7, 

Race 
White 4.3 7.0 27.0 
Black 35.5 

70.7 109.1 
49.7 284.4 349.9 719.6 

Age 
15 years 6.4 18.5 187.5 158.7 18 years 20.0 

371.0 
37.6 259.4 262.4 21 years 21.7 577.4 

30-34 years 
38.2 175.6 263.2 498.7 14.1 19.1 50.3 166.7 4044 years 8.7 

250.3 
8.2 15.7 108.7 50-54 years 4.7 2.9 

141.3 
4.8 52.3 64.6 

Location 
Urban 19.4 26.9 170.9 Suburban 180.4 ,,397.5 5.5 10.0 38.0 92.3 145.9 

Region 
Northeast 5.9 132 83.7 117.3 220.1 North Central 7.8 11.6 52.3 59.5 Southern 11.7 14.5 

131.2 
Western 53.2 137.1 216.5 9.5 14.8 76.8 154.7 255.8 

Obtained or computed from the Uniform Crime Reports (Webster 1978) and B f 
the Census (1978). . ureau 0 

The Clinical Predictio~1 Process i~ Theory 
'f 

Megar~ee. (1976) h~ presented a model of the clinical proce~s for 
th~ predICtIOn of VIolent beh~vi?r. As have many others (e.g., 

uMischel, ~968, 1973), he categonzed the relevant predictor van
a~les as personalIty" factors, '~'situational" factors and interac-
tions between the two. ' 

Personality Factors 

Accord~g to ~eg~ge:: three~ds of personality factprs need to , 
be assessed. motzuatzon, mternal mhibition, and habit strength. . 
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Motivation 

Following Buss (1961), Megargee distinguishes petween "angry 
aggression" and "instrumental aggression" in thEI assessment, of 
motivation. Angry aggr,ession is motivated by a Hesire to h~m 
someone and is reinforced by the victim's pain. Instrumental,ag
gression is a means to some other end and has other reinforceme;nts 
(e.g., shootirifr~ a guard to get at money in a bank). "Of course, both 
types of motivation may be mixed, as in the case of an angry parent 
who spanks a child partly to help socialize that child and parily to 
ventilate his or her ownfe,elings"!p. 7). 

Inhibition 

Internal inhibitions are' personal taboos against engaging in vio
lent behavior. When inhibitions exceed motivation, violence will not 
occur:, Inhibitions may vary by the typeof target (e.g., one Jay be 
more inhibited from punching one's boss than from punching a 
stranger), and by the type of act (e.g., one may not be inhibited 
from throwing a punch but still be inhibited from using a knife or 
gun). Inhibitions can be lowered by alcohol or other drugs. 
Megargee (1976, p. 8) also notes that "some extremely violent 
people are characterized by excessive inhibitions. In such individ
uals, suppressed instigation to aggression apparently suminated to 
the point where the maSsive inhibitions were overwhelmed" (see 
Megargee 1973 for a review of'research on the Overcontrolled-Hos
tijity Scale of the MMPI). 

Habit 

Habit strength in this context is simply the extent to which vio
lent behavior has been reinforced in the past. The more instru
mental violence has been in the past inc obtaining money, peer 
approval, o,rsex, forexample,the more the strength of violent 
"habits. " 

,:Situational Factors 

Situational factors are held by Megargee to be as important as 
personality ones: 

These include immediate specific factors such as the availabil
ity of a weapon, the presence of onlookers, and the behavior 
of a potential \ictim, but more pervasive situational, variables 
such as' the level of frustration ill the environment, or the 
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social approval of violeITi~e in a particular subculture should 
also be considered (p. 9). 

The topi,c of situational variables is pursued more fully in chap- ' 
ter 4. i;:':';j 

a 

Interactions 

A mental health professional predicting violence must not simply 
assess how someone scores on the personality and situatibnal vari
ables chosen. It is. also necessary to determine how the 'personality 
and situational vanables interact with each other. A certain type of 
situation may increase the probability of violence for an individual 
with one type of personality and decrease it for an individual of 
another personality type. Toch a969) views the interaction be
tween personality variables and factors related to the victim as 
crucial to whether or not violence occurs: 

The violence-provoking incident typically consists of several 
stages: first, there, is theplassification of the other person as an 
object or a threat; secohd, there is some action based on this 
classification; third, the other person may act-tfl he has the 
chapce-t9 protect his integrity. At this juncture~ the violent 
incident reaches its point oflPo return. The initial stance of the 
violence-prone person makes violence probable; his first moves 
increase.the probability of violence; the reaction of the victim 
converts probability into certainty (p. 184). 

It should be noted, too, that "personality" and "situation" ,are 
not independent. Certain personalities seek out certain situations. 
Alternatively put,certain situations seem to draw certain personali
ties into them (Wicker 1972). If a bar gets a reputation a$ a place 
where fights frequently break out, some old customers will be 
repulsed"and some new ones attracted. The bar situation will ,fuus 
become more violent because it will be filled with mote violent 
persons. As Endler and Magnusson (1976, p. 958) have put it:· 

Not only is the individual's behavior influenced by significant 
features 'of the situations he or she encounters but the person 
also selects the situations iil which he or she performs, and 
subsequently affects the character of these situations. 

(0 
More generally, there may be much overlap among predictor 

items of either the personality or situational sort in terms of their 
ability to predict violence (in statistical terms, they may account , 
for common variance). In this case, one cannot simply add together" 
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28 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

all the predictor variables to arrive at a total "sco~e" for violence 
potential, since the ltems are not independent. For ~xample, ~sume 
being poor is .related t?, committing violence and bemg unemployed 
is also related to comiriitting violence (see chapter 4). If one were 
asked to predict violence in a person who is both poor ~d un
employed, one could not add the "plus" for being poo~ wlth the 
"plus" for being unemployed, since being poor and bemg unem
ployed are themselves correlated. More unemployed than employed 
people are poor, and vice ver.sa. One would want to know h?w 
much new (i.e., independent) information is conveyed by knowmg 
one factor when we already know the other. . . 

The Task Force on Clinical Aspects of the Violent IndIVldual of 
the American Psychiatric Association (1974), while not recom
mending anyone organized examination for predicting violent be
havior, urged.that a candid and extensive interview be undertaken. 

Questions about the violent patient's history should be frank 
and direct much as though one were questioning the suicide 
patient. The patient should be asked ho,,: much he has thought 
about violence, what he has done about It, what weapons does 
he have, what preparations he h~ made, h0'Y close ~e has 
come to being violent, and what IS the most Vlo~ent thm~ he 
has done. Corroborative data from a spouse, relative, or friend 
is sometimes necessaly in problem cases (p. 11). 

The Task Force also noted that suicidal patients should be eval
uated for potential violence to others. "The patient may conside~, 
for example, killing his family prior to killing himself, and hIS 
hopelessness may signal serious risk" (p. 13). 

The Clinical Prediction Process in Practice 

How do psychiatrists and psychologists actually go about pre
dicting whether an individual will be violent? Numerous recent 
studies have examined the prediction process. 

Dix (1976) observed professional staff meetings a~ Atas?a?ero 
State Hospital in Califon1ia coneemed with whether gIven patIents 
could be predicted to be "dangerous" and thus be recommended to 
stay in the hospital or 'could be predicted "nondangerous" and thus 
be released into thr. community. All the patients had been com
mitted as "mentally disordered sex offenders." He concluded that 
eight factors entered into the staff's predictions: 

1. Acceptance of guilt and personal responsibility for offense. 
The staff regarded ~ essential to nondangerousness that the 
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patient admit commission of the offense, its seriousness, and 
personal responsibility for it. 

2. Development of ability to articulate resolution of stress
producing situations. The staff regarded the prior conduct 
of many of the offenders as caused by their inability to deal 
with stressful life situations;" in an acceptable manner. When 
the manner in which such stressful situations arose was iden
tified, the staff regarded it as ess~ntial that the patient be 
able to articulate a reasonable resolution of these matters. A 
relatively common indicator of continued dangerousness was 
an inability to deal with anger in a socially acceptable man
ner ... 

3. Fantasies. In relatively few cases was there-or at leasi; did the 
staff elicit-evidence that the patient experienced fantasies in 
which he engaged in the conduct upon which the initial de
termination of dangerousness was based. But in those excep
tional cases where such information was elicited, it was re
garded as extremely important evidence of continued dan
gerousness. 

4. Behavior during hospitalization. Significance was attached to 
the patient's behavior during hospitalization, but there 
seemed to be recognition that this was relatively unreliable, 
given the difference between the structured environment of 
the hospital and the conditions in which the patient would 
find himself after he is released. 

5. Duration of institutionalization: Although indefinite thera
peutic institutionalization is theoretically based on the as
sumption that the duration of institutionalization should de
pend on the person's condition rather than upon the activity 
engaged in~ the staff did appear to be influenced by' the 
amount of time spent in the facility. There was some indica
tion that particular staff members regarded persons convicted 
of serious crimes as having to spend a certain "minimum" 
period in'the institution. 

6. Achievement of maximum benefit from hospitalization. The 
staff's decision In a number of cases seemed to be signifi
cantly influenced by the belief that the patient had reached 
maximum benefit from hospitalization or, conversely, that he 
wpuld benefit from further exposure to institutional pro
grams. 

7. Change in community circumstances. The inference that 
"dangerousness" can be as much a function of the situation 
to which a person will be released as the characteristics of 
the person himself w~s demonstrated by those cases in whir.:h 
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the staff's perception of the patient's continued dangerous
ness was affected by the attitude of those with whom he 
would live if released ... Conversely, a person became no 
longer dangerous because of a change in the situation to 
which he would be released, without regard to whether his 
own psychological condition had undergone "change." 

8. Seriousness of the anticipated conduct .. 1'0 some extent~ the 
staff's decision was affected by what they perceived as the 
seriousness of the conduct in which the subject might engage 
if released. Less serious conduct required a somewhat greater 
'danger' to render the patient 'dangerous' than did conduct 
which the staff perceived as relatively more serious (p. 
334ff.) 

Many of the factors noted by Dix have been observed by other 
investigators. Williams and Miller (1977, p. 248), for example, 
found that in making predictions mental health professionals "at
tach considerable weight to the patient's mental status arid per
ceived guilt or remorse." Aggressive fantasies have been stressed by 
many investigators. Skodol and Karasu (1978), examining 367 pa
tients in the psychiatric emergency admitting unit of Bronx Muni-: 
cipal Hospital, predicted 62 cases (17 percent) to be violent. Over 
half of these patients had aggressive fantasies, with family members 
being the victims in 58 percent of the cases. In 77 percent of the 
cases in which the patients admitted to actively considering vio
lence, the victims were family members. Thus, they contend, "the 
explicit statement of an intention to do harm is, in fact, a serious 
situation. When a family member ~s the target, we have found that 
the danger is incr~ased" (p. 204). They also note, powever, that the 
"assault that psychiatrists see under acute conditions is frequently 
unaccompanied by admitted hostile or aggressive ideation. The 
patients either are unable, because of defensive structuring, or un
willing to confront aggressive impulses before they spill over into 
acting out behavior" (p. 204). MacDonald (1967) reported that of 
100 hospitalized patients who threatened to kill, only 7 had actu
ally done so within 5 years. It is impossible to know, however, how 
many of these persons would have killed had they not been hospi
talized. 

Pfohl (1977) observed 37 psychologists, psychiatrists, and social 
workers perform prediction examinations on-130 patients at the 
Lima State Hospital for the Criminally Insane in Ohio. In nearly all 
cases, a past history of violence was an assumed prerequisite for 
viewing a patient as dangerous. Two factors qualified this prerequi
site, however. One was that more significance was assigned to recent 
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violence than to violence in the remote past, with the definition df 
remote varying across the examiners. 

A second qualifier t6 the criterion qf past violence OCCUlTed in 
cases where teams noted the presence of 'dangerous delusions. "j 

SU?h delusions were most frequently said to represent para
nOld construction in which patients had much self-invest
~ent ... [S] uch df'\usions were often assume d to be predic
tIve of dangerousri~gS despite the absence of any history of 
violent acts (p. 84). 

In this regard, the American Psychiatric Association Task Force 
(1974) agreed that "Delusional patients with violent fantasies 
should be taken seriously" (p. 13). 
'~ 'It is important to distingUish between the factors clinicians be
liev~ they are using-correctly or incorrectly-to predict violent be
haVlor and the factors that actually appear to influence their deci
sions .. Co?ozza and Steadman (1978) examined the reasons given by 
psychIatrists when they predicted violence in defendants found in
competent to stand trial. The only factor that statistically related 
to whether psychiatrists predicted violence was the type of crime 
the defendant was charged with. Almost three-fourths of those 
charged with violent crimes were predicted to be violent, while only 
30 percen~ of th?se accused of crimes such as forgery and gambUng 
were ~r~ICted Vl?le~t. Yet only 11 percent of the reasons given by 
psychIatnsts to JustIfy their predictions concelned the type of 
crime with which the person was charged. 

Analogously, Konecni, Mulcahy and Ebbesen (1980) studied the 
determinat!on by psychiatrists and courts of whether a person was 
~ "mentally disordered sex offender" (MDSO), a designation that 
~volves a prediction of violent bf/havior. While many reasons ,were 
~ve:n' by the psychiatrists for their findings, one factor-prior con
VIction of the defendant for sexual offenses-virtually determined 
the psychiatric predictions and the ultimate judicial determinations. 
"In?-eed," they no~ed, "to the extent that psychiatrists are- ;basing 
theIr recomI?endatIOns on such an easily observed and agreed upon 
factor as prIOr sex ... related criminal record, their usefulness in the 
processing of pers~ms suspected of being MDSO's would appear 
rather limited." 

) 

Common Clinical Errors in Pred'iction 
I 

There are many mistakes that a psychiatrist or psychologist can 
make in predicting violent behavior. He or she call mis-score a test , 
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forget to ascertain a relevant fact, or simply be unaware of the re
search findings in the area. Several sources of error, however, appear 
to occur so routinely in the prediction of viole,l1t behavior, even by 
generally competent clincians, that it isworthwhil~ t~ single t~,e~ 
out for special attention. The four most common ,blmd spots m 
the clinical prediction of violent behavior appear to be : (1) lack of 
specificity in defining the criterion; (2) ignoring statistical base 
rates; (3) relying on illusory correlations; and (4) failing to incor
porate situational or environmental information. 

Lack of Specificity in Defining the Criterion 

The difficulty of specifying an acceptable definition of violence 
or "dangerousness" has already been addressed. The point 'here is 
that one cannot even hope to predict what has not been defined. 
Some specification of a criterion-even one as simple as the FBI's 
four "violent index crimes" of murder, forcible rape, robbery, and 
aggravated assault-is essential if predictiori is to succeed. (\ 

It should be clear that the more inclusive the definltion, the 
greater the predictive accuracy: Large targets are easier to hit than 
small ones. The data bear out this axiom. One attempt to predict 
"assaultive behavior" had 16 percent true positives when the crite
rion was defined as "homicide, all assaults, attempted murder, bat
tery, forcible rape and attempt to rape," 22.6 percent true positives 
when the criterion was expanded to include "other sex offenses and 
kidnapping," and 53 percent true positives when assaultive behavior 
was construed still more loosely to encompass "all of the above 
plus robbery, all sex offenses, weapon offen.ses and disturbing the 
peace" (cited in Halatyn 1975). While predictive accuracy is ~deed 
increased as definitions of violence expand, there comes a pomt at 
which it is arguable whether ohe is studying violence or simply any 
kind of lawbreaking. Including "disturbing the peace" as violence, 
for example, would seem to 'stretch the concept to its breaking . .,. 
porn". 

A good deal of the ambiguity found in current prediction re
search' may reflect the fact that mental health professionals are 
often unclear about just what they are predicting will happen. Thus, 
Forst (1977) found the lowest rate_ of commitment as a Mentally 
Disordered Sex Offender in the California county that limited the 
definition of "dangerous" behavior to physically assaultive acts and 
the highest rate of commitment in the countythat included "psy
chological danger" in its criterion. 

If a psychiatrist or psychologist considers "writing a bad check" 
to be sufficiently dangerous behavior to justify .institutionalization 
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to prevent its occurrence (Overholser v. Russell 1960), and if the 
validation researcher limits his or her definition of dangerousness to 
the FBI violent index crimes, it would not be surprising to' find 
overprediction reported. Rather than overprediction, however, this 
would more properly be a case of unsynchronized definitions. Even 
if the predictions were perfectly accurate-if those predicted to 
write bad checks actually wrote them-ihe followup researcher 
using a less inclusive definition of violence would report them as 
"false positives." 

Ignoring Statistical Base Rates 

Probably the most common and surely the most significant error 
made by clinicians in predicting violent behavior is the ignoring of 
information regarding the 'statistical base rate of violence in the 
population in question. 

The base rate, it will be recalled, is simply the statistical preva
lence of violent behavior in a given group, that is, the frequency 
with which' violence is committed in a given time period (usually 1 
year). 

For at least the past 25 years (Meehl and Rosen 1955), it has 
been known that :it is virtually impossible to predict any "low 
base rate" event without at the same time erroneously pointing the 
finger at many "false positives." Livermore et al. (1968) provide a 
telling example of this dilemma. ' 

Assume that one person out of a thousand will kill. Assume 
also that an ex.ceptionally accurate test is created which dif
ferentiates with 95 percent effectiveness those who will kill 
from those who will not. If 100,000 people were tested, out of 
the 100 who would kill, 95 would be isolated. Unfortunately, 
o_ut of the 99,900 who would not kill, 4,995 people would 
also ber,:isolated as potential killers. In these circumstances, it 
is. clear that we could not justify incarcerating all 5,090 peo
ple. If, in the criminal law , it is better that ten guilty men go 
free than that one innocent man suffer, how can we say in the 
civil commitment area that it is better that 54 harmless people 
be incarcerated lest one dangerous man be free? (p. 84) 

·Ideally, the "b~st" population on which to apply clinical predic
tions of violence it~ one with a base rate of 50 percent, since in this 
population the potential effect of the predictions in. distinguishing 
the violent from the nonviolent will be maximized (Hanley 1979). 
As,) the base rate differs substantially from 50 :percent, clinical dif-

-. f~rentiation becomes progressively more difficult. If 90 percent of a 
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group will be nonviolent, the best prediction in the individual case 
is to predict. them all nonviolent. If another group has a base. rate 
of 90 percent for violent behavior, the most accurate)predicti~n 
would be to predict them all violent. . . 

It should be recalled, however, that overall accuracy is not the 
only factor involved in prediction. One may wish to weigh different 
kinds of errors differently. Thus, in mental health law (e.g., civil 
commitment), it appears legally acceptable to weigh a false negative 
(e.g., a released patient who injures someone) more heavily than a 
false positive (e.g., a safe person erroneously hospitalized as dan
gerous). In criminal law, as Livermore et al. noted, the reverse ap
pears true. 

It is clear that knowledge of the appropriate base rate is the most 
important single piece of information necessary to make an accu~ 
rate prediction. This makes Kahneman and Tversky's (1973) finding 
that people often ignore base rates in making preaictions a matter 
of considerable concern. 

Kahneman and Tversky found that people ignore base rates when 
case-specific information is present. Even when the case-specific in
formation is highly unreliable, it appears to make people forget 
about base rates. When no case-specific information is present, 
however, people will, as they should, rely on base rates. 

E,?-dently, people re~pond differently when given no specific 
eVIdence and when gIVen worthless evidence. When no specific 
evidence is given, the prior probabilities [i.e., base rates] are 
properly utilized; when worthless specific evidence is given 
prior probabilities are ignored (p. 242). ' 

Nisbett et al. (1976) p~ovide an interesting example of how case-
specific information can overwhelm knowledge about base rates: 

Le~ us suppose that you wish to buy a new car. and have de
cided that on grounds of economy and longevity you want to 
purchase one of those solid, stalwart, middle class Swedish 
cars-either a Volvo or a Saab. As a prudent and sensible 
buyer, you go to Consumer Reports,which informs you that 
the c<?nsensus of their experts is that the Volvo is mechanically 
superIOr, and the consensus of the readership is that the Volvo 
has .the better repair reco~d. Armed with this information, you 
deCIde to go out and strike a bargain with the Volvo dealer 
before. the week is out. In the interim, however, you go to a 
cocktail party where you announce this intention to an ac
quaintance. He reacts with disbelief and alarm: "A Volvo! 
You've got to be kidding. My brother-in-law had a Volvo. 
First, that fancy fuel injection computer thing went out. 250 
bucks. Next he started having trouble with the rear end. Had 
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to replace it. Then the transmission and the clutch. Finally he 
sold it in three years for junk" (p. 129). 

Logically, the case of the acquaintance's brother-in:law sho~d 
simply add one m?re car to the thousands of cars WhICh contnb
uted to the base rates reported in Consumer Reports and therefore 
should have no appreciable effect on one's decision. Psychologi
cally, however, the impact of the case-specific information far ex
ceeds its statistical usefulness (Carro111979). 

Shah (1978) has noted that an occupational hazard of the mental 
health professions appears to be a tendency to give too much 
weight to case information at·the expense of base rates. 

In fact one might even wonder about the extent to which 
professional trainip.g and related c1in~c~. exp~riences u:nd ~o 
socialize (or even to indoctrinate) clmIcIans mto p~ac~lCes m 
which exaggerated and possibly erron~ous credence IS glve~ to 
specific information about personsm the form of varIOUS 
"clinical" and "pathognomonic" signs, even though the base
rates involved may be low and the reliability of certain "signs" 
quite poor (p. 164). 

Shapiro (1977), in this regard, studied the use of clinical p:e~ic
tions in medicine. He noted the use of "anchoring" as a predlCtIOn 
strategy. "Anchoring" refers to using the base rate of a conditi,on as 
one's first estimate of the probability of the condition's being 
present in the individual case. Subsequently, the clinician will use 
additional patient-specific information to individualize his or her 
probability estimate around this anchor point. 

Clearly, inaccuracy in prediction ~an be du~ e~t~er t~ use of an 
incorrect anchor point or to failure to mdlV1dualize appro
priately. Skill in these two aspects of prediction is acquired 
differently. A correct anchor-point probability may be ob
tained either through knowledge of the literature or by exten
sive clinical experience. Ability to individualize assessments to 
the unique characteristics of the patient is primarily a function 
of experience (p. 1512). 

Shapiro'S (1977) research showed that some physicians were 
poor predictors because they could not estimate base rates prop
erly, and others, who could estimate base rates, were poor predIC
tors because they could not individualize them in light of relevant 
case specific information. For further discussion of the "judgmental 
heuristics'}' involved in clinical prediction, see Kahneman and 
Tversky (1973), Tversky and Kahneman (1974), Ajzen (1977), and 
Shah (1978). 
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Relying Upon Illusory Correlations 

An illusory correlation occurs when an observer reports that a 
correlation exists between two classes of events which, in fact, are 
not correlated or are correlated to a lesser degree or in the direc
tion opposite to that reported (Chapman and Chapman 1969). In 
an ingenious experiment, Chapman and Chapman presented expe
rienced mental health professionals with a series of responses .of 
hypothetical patients to projective tests and paired these responses 
with statements about the symptoms reported by the patients. 
When asked what relationships they had observed in the ,material 
presented to them, the clinicia.ns responded with relationships that 
"made sense" in terms of their prior biases, rather than in terms of 
what they had actually seen. For example, a response emphasizing 
the7:;es in a figure drawing was consistently associated with sus
piciorisness and paranoia, and Rorshach responses pertaining to the 
buttocks were consistently associated with male homosexuality, 
even when the correlations did not exist in reality. 

Sweetland (1972) has demonstrated how this phenomenon in
t1uences the assessment of dangerousness. Psychiatrists were sur
veyed to determine which personality traits they considered to be 
most characteristic of dangerous persons. Their six most frequent 
responses were: "often acts on impulse," "has no conscience what
soever," "is addicted to heroin," "is utterly irresponsible," "fears 
that people are out to get him," and "resents even the slightest 
criticism." Following this, naive subjects were asked to exam.ine 
personality descriptions which were made up of these characteris
tics and which were paired with the diagnoses "dangerous" or ~~non
dangerous." In one condition of 'this study, there was no relation
ship between the items designated by the psychiatrists' as indicating 

-a dangerous person and the diagnosis with which these items were 
paired. Subjects were asked after the presentation to describe what 
they had observed. The results indicated that, even wh~n there was 
no relationship, the subjects responded as if they had observed a 
relationship in the materials. They consistently recalled that certain 
of the characteristics had appeared more frequently with the diag
nosis of "dangerous," when, in fact, they were not correlated. 
These systematic errors of observation were consistent with the sub
jects' prior expectations about which characteristics implied dan-
gerousness. _ 

Hartogs (1970), for example, lists 48 alleged predictors of vio
lence, including "lack of family interest, love, suppert, or accept
ance'; (p. 335) and "conflict over basic identity" (p. ,333). Com
menting on Hartogs' criteria, Diamond (1974, p. 443) states: 
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It wdUld be difficult for an objective observer to take such 
claims seriously if such pseudo-scientific descriptions had not 
been reiterated so .often that they have become part of the 
accepted mythology of clinical practice. I am sure that many 
patients have been labelled as dangerous and have been institu
tionalized for long periods of tune upon the basis of such 
flimsy clinical criteria. 

Failing To Incorporate Environmental Information 

Since many of the individuals involved in violence-prediction ef
forts have been mental health professionals or others who have 
adopted a "mental health ideology," almost all of the variables that 
have been investigated as predictors of violence have been disposi
tional variables. That is, they h~ve referred to fixed or relatively 
enduring attributes or traits of the person under study, such as age, 
sex, race, prior crimi'rlal record, or psychiatric history and diagnosis. 
This reliance upon dispositional variables or personal traits has 
characterized not only the prediction of violence but the prediction 
of all types of behavior. The result has been the same in each case: 
low correlations between predictor and criterion variables (Mischel 
1968; ,cf. Bem and Allen 1974). In this regard, Arthur (1971), 
reviewing studies of the prediction of military performance, has 
stated that a prediction "sound barrier" exists, since "no matter 
how much information about the individual one adds to the predic
tive equation, one cannot bring the correlation coefficient between 
individual characteristics and. prediction criteria much above about 
.40" (p. 544). This "sound barrier" remains unbroken by research 
on the prediction of ' violence. 

An alternative to the dispositional or trait perspective in the men
tal health fields has arisen that offers a possible source of previously 
overlooked variables to include in prediction research. While the 
seeds of the ecological perspective on human behavior have been 
plantea for some time (e.g., Park 1925), it is only recently that this 
approach has been talmn seriously in psychology (Kelly 1966; Moos 
and Inse11973; Stokols, 1977). 

The ecological or environmental perspective on human behavior 
derives in part fr.om a new appreciation of the dictum that behavior 
is a joint fu.1'lction of characteristics of the person and characteris
tics of the environment with which he or she interacts (Lewin et al. 
1939). Until recently, psychological and psychiatric research had 
focused almost solely on dispositional or person variables. The 
ecological approach attempts to right this imbalance by an empha
sis upon situational or environmental variables as they interact with 
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personal pharacteristics. While environmental research of relevance 
to the topic of violent behavior has been initiated (Newman 1972), 

,:,there has as yet been _nQ.,empirical attempt to apply the ecological 
h-r environmental perspective to the problem ofth:e prediction of 
violent behavior. This is despite the fact that there is coming to be 
widespread agreement with Moos' statement (1975) that "to ade
quately predict individual aggressive behavior, one. must know 
something about ~e environment in which the individual is func
tioning" (p. 13). 

Chapter 4 attempts to present some suggestions on how situa
tional or environmental factors might be incorporated into the 
clinical prediction process. It is interesting to note that, while 
researchers have been slow to explore situational aspects of violent 
behavior, their importance has not escaped sensitive clinicians (e.g., 
Meehl 1954). Guttmacher (1967, p. 27) has noted that difficulties 
with prediction are "due to the fact that one cannot anticipate with 
accuracy social situations which the released ... patient will have to 
meet." Cohen, Groth, and Siegel (1978) also have expressed the 
importance of environmental factors: 

Clinical data show clearly that a person evaluated as high risk 
based on pre-release data may well be a false positive error if 
environmental factors are not included in the prediction. If the 
released offender enters a stable, supportive home in a con
cerned community, and undertakes a self-selected job that 
provides financial support and personal gratification, his high 
risk evaluation may be inaccurate (p. 33). 

Summary 

Several concepts facilitate understanding the process of pre..! 
dicting violent behavior. Predictor variables are the items one uses 
to arrive at the prediction, such as demographic factors and scores 
on a clinical examination. Criterion variables are the acts one in
cludes in the definition of what one is predicting, such as in the case 
of vi01L~lt behavior, murder, robbery, rape, and assault. 

The accepted framework for analyz)ing the accuracy of predic.J 
tions in~ludes four possible outcomes:jl!A True Positive is a predic
tion of vi(::ence that later turns out to/be correct, and a True Nega
tive is a prediction of nonviolence that likewise is proven correct; 
a False Positive occurs when one predicts that violence will occur 
and it does not,and a False Negative occurs when one predicts 
nonviolence for a person who later becomes violent. 
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. ~ether preventive action is taken on the basis of a prediction of./ 
~o .e~lCe dep~?ds on the d:cision rule that has been adopted. A 
ti~lS~n z;ue h ~~olves choosmg a point on a scale tif violence poten-
" I a ove ~ IC one predicts for the purpose of intervention that 

:0 ence. will o~~ur. The choice of a decision rule-which, it is 
~ed, IS a poht~cal rather et.ltan a professional choice-will deter

:~~ ~he proportIOn of accurat.e predictions and mistakes that will 

~e ?Iost. import~t single piece of information one can have in " 
pr~dlCti~? vlOI~nce IS t~e base rate for violent behavior in the po u
~tlOn fWIth WhI.ch one IS dealing. The base rate is simply the prop~r-
.on 0 . people. ill the population who will commit a violent act in a 

gIv?n tIme penod (e.g., the annual arrest rate for violent crimes for 
a gIven group). 

pe~: ~~o:te:s °tft:aking a clinical prediction involves assessing av 
. eas ee general types of predictor variables nam I 

:rso~alltY fa~tors, situational factors, and interactions bet~een ~~ 
o. er~on:u~t! factors can be further Subdivided into motivational 

~actor~ m~Ibltmg factors, and the degree to which violent habits 
ave en mstrumental in obtaining rewards in the past A ood 

deal of .overlap may exist between these various predictors . g 
Stu~Ies of ~h~ Vari~bles that psychiatrists and' psychol~gists reI ./ 

UP0x;t m predIcting VIolent behavior reveal a variety of ·t . y. ,. . 
cludmg acc t f" 1 ems, m-

t .ep ance 0 guilt and personal responsibility for violent 
a~ s commltt~, the a~ility to cope with anger and other stres~s 
~~~~t ~~tas.les,. delu.slO~S and threats, institutional behavior, th~ 
co 0 . ms~tutionalizatlOn and its presumed benefit, a change in 
I mmumty ,CIrcumstances, the seriousness of the anticipated vio-
ence,and whether or not the intended victims are famil b 

'Th . t'" . Y mem ers. 
t e eXlS ence of past VIolent behavior appears to be the best indi-

~atohr Off whether a mental health professional will predict violence 
m e uture. 

In the process of predicting violent behan-ior clin" . '7 P t al ,V,I., ICIanS appear v 
rone. 0 s~ver ty~es of systematic error, including vagueness as to 

what ~ bem~ predIcted, lack of attention to base rates of violent 
beha,:or, relIance upon erroneous predictor items and a failur t 
:~in:~dacalco.untt infunfor~ation regarding t4e envir~nment in W~ic~ 
~/..., u IS 0 ctlOn. 
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,', CHAPTER 3 
0 

Research Clinical Prediction on 
cj? This chapter reviews the research that exists on the ability of 

" '. ;" ',,,:::,, psychiatrists and psychologists to predict violent behavior and 
discusses the criticisms and limitations of that xesearch. ' , 

Ii 
Ii 

'" I 
u .,. II 

~\ Q Childhood Prediction of Adult Violence 1\ 
II 
/1 

There has been much writing, but, little research, on the child- " l! 
0 hood precursors of adult violent behavior. The triad. of enuresis, Ii 

0 

pyromania, and cruelty to animals (e,g., Hellman and Blackman 
II 

0 ~, 
Q 

~ 
,I 
Ii 

19(6) is probably the most frequently cited set of predictors of this Ii , sort. On& s,urvey (Justice, Justice and IKraft 1974) reviewed 1,500 / , 
Ii references to violence jrl psychiatric literature, interviewed over 750 

i () professionals who ~datt with violent persons, and retrospectively 

( F analyzed over 1:000
1 

clinical cases to ascertain the most cited child-
\,. 

hood predictors of adult violence. The authors reported that the I four "early warning signs" were fighting, temper tantrums, school 
problems, and an inability to get along with others. The child, in I , . \\' ' .. 
oth~r words,'is'indeed father or mother to the adult. ! I ,;,' 

0 

Based on discussions with large groups of psychiatrists and psy'.~ '\ p 
'I 

'chologists, Goldstein (1974) c0ncluded that the "agreed upon H 1 . 
predictors of violence were' "a childhood histo~ .of maternal depri-

" 
~ 

, ,) :} vation, poor father Identification, or both; noctUrnal enuresis; pos~ • j:J . \\ , a sibly fire setting; violence toward animals; and brutalization by one 
,,~/ (I 

or both parents" (p. 27). Diamond (1974) comments that the con-i' 

. / 

" ... clusion of the clinicians cited by Goldstein represents the sum total 
; ,."" ~ ;>0' ,. 

/ of our present "scientific" knowledge concerning predicti,ve factors 
c I , so u. 

0 '\; (I 'of murderous violence. 
t/' ,-, 

I 
.. Yet I have repeatedly found some, and sometimes all of these 

'f:£l, 
. , 

1 
e7 t) • 

predictive factors, in individuals who have never committed 0 

, 0 
. I 

even the slightest harmful act, let alone assault or murder. And 
~ " I have examined offenders who have committed the extraor-
\ din8rily brutal acts of great violence and lethality who pos-.. \l '\1 

•• J " 
\\ 

sessed none of these factors. (Diariiond 1974, p. 444.L " \. '" 0 
C:, 

\' . '. / " 41· 0 " 
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One of the most famous studies of the childhood correlates of 
later criminal behavior is Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency, pub
lished by Glueck and Glu~Gk in 1950. While n~t ~oncerned specifi
cally with violent criminality, the Gluecks claImed that three fac
tors-supem,lon by the mother, discipline by the m~~her, and 
cohesiveness 'of the family-were predictive of later crime in young 
adolescent boys. This research is among the most methodologically 
criticized in all of criminology, and there appears to be a consensus 
that the practical utility of the Glueck factors in predicting crimi-
nality is marginal at best. ,'2, ' " ' 

Lefkowitz, Eron, Walder, and ijuesman (191~) published the re-
sults of a longitudinal study entftled Growing Up To Be Violent. 
This research followed a sample of over 400 males and females in 
Columbia County, New York,from ages,~ to 19. They used peer 
ratings, parent ratings, self-report,and a personality test to measure 
"aggressive behavior." Lefkowitz and his coworkers foun~ that 
"aggression at age 8 is the best predictor we have of aggression at 
age 19, irrespective of IQ, social class, or parents' aggressiveness" 
(p. 192). Several other variables, among them the father'S upward 
f}ocial mobility, low identification of the child with his/her parents, 
and a preference on the part.,of boys for watching violent tele.vision 
programs, were statistically significant predictors o~ ~ggresslOnat 
age 19. Boys who, irl'the third grade, preferred teleViSion programs 
such as "Gunsmoke" or "Have Gun, Will Travel" w'ere rated by 
their peers 10 years later as three times as aggressive as boys who, 
in the third ~ade, preferred "Ozzie and Harriet," "I Lo~~ Lucy," or 
"Lawrence ';·N~1.k." What is not clear from the study IS why an 8-
year-old boy'would prefer "Lawrence Welk" to "Have Gun, Will 
Travel" in the·first place. 

McCord (1979) has reported on a 30-year' ~ollowuP of ~01 
boys who participated in the Cambridge-SommervIlle Y outh Pr~Jec.t 
between 1939 and 1945. She found that 36 percent of the mCI
dence of later violent criminality coUld be accounted for by child
hood predictive factors. "The boys who lacked supervision, whose 
mothers lacked self-confidence, who had been exposed to parental 
conflict and to aggression were subsequently more convicted for , 
personal crimes" (McCord 1979, p. 1481). ' 

In what has become the most influential criminological research 
of the past decade (Geis and:Meier 1978), Wolfgang et al. (1972) 
obtained information on all boys born in Philadelphia in 1945 who 
lived there oetween their 10th f¥1d 18th bi~1;hdays. Of the 9,945 
boys studied, 3,475, or 35 percent, had at least one recorded con
tact with the police by age 18. Wolfgang et al. found that the 
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variable~ of rac~ and socioecon9mic status (SES) were most strong
. ly asSOCIated WIth reported d~1inquency: 29 percent of the whites, 

but 50 percent of the nonwhItes, and 26 percent of the higher SES, 
but 45 percent of the lower SES boys had an offense record 

"?hron~c" ~ffende~s were defined as those who committed five 
or more vaolations. SIX hundred and twenty-seven boys-6 percent 
of the sample and 18 percent of the total number of offenders
were rosp,o:nsible for over one-half of all offenses committed . 
. Chromc offenders in the cohort had a greater number of residen

tial moves, lower IQ scores, a greater percentage' classified as re-
9Jded, and ~ewergrades completed than did either the nonchronic 
or the one-tIme offenders, even when race and SES were held 'con
stant (p. 248). 

~olfgang (1977) has updated his research to include data on the 
subjects up to age 30. Only 5 percent of the subjects had an arrest 
record. onl~ as an adult (i.e., after age 18 but not before). While 

, most juvenile offenders (61 percent) avoid arrest upon reaching 
a~ulthood, th~ chances'of bemg an adult offender are almost four 
times greater If one had a juvenile record than if one did not. While 
6 percent of the SlWlI>-!~ were "chronic" offenders by age 18 15 
per~ent :were chr~nic by-age 30. The probability of future ~est 
varIed. ~IIectly With the pr~babmty of past arrest: The probability 
of, a ~~lt~ ~~st (for any cnme not necessarily a violent one) given 
four p~ors was .80; t~e probability of an. eleventh arrest given " 
ten preVI0US arrests was .90. The probability of a fifth serious (or 
"index") offe~se with four prior arrests was .36; the probability of 
an ele~enth se:t;I0us ?ffense given ten previous ru;rests w~ .42. 
. Dt1D;ng the j~vemle years, the subjects reported committing 8 to 
11 senous?r mdex offenses for every time they were arrested. 
Adults admitted to between three and six offenses for each re
corded act. '? ' 

" The m~ conclusion' one could draw from the research on child
"hood predIctors of adiillt violence is that the distinction between 
"hildh d" d" . . c oo:m ad~Jth?o?" is nota particular!y meaningful one 
m ter~s of ~lOlence predICtIOn. The same factors (e.g., a history of 
past vIOl~nce) appear! to influence the occurrence of future violence 
reg~dless of age. Agfa is relevant to the extent thatthe earlier one 
b~gms a career of!(iolence, the longer and more extensive that 
hlsto " b d ' ry ma~ e, an as one enters the 30s, maturation processes 
b~c0In:e. salient. Thfa search for factors that "i!l,7lprint" a violent 
dISposltlon at an early age so far has produced results that are 
theo~e~cally iritereElting but Without much practical significance for 
predICtIOn in the individual case ' 
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Outcome Studies of Clinical Prediction 

There have been at i~ast five studies published since 1972 at
tempting to validate the ability of psychiatrists and psychologist~ to 
predict violent behaviqr. Kozol et al. (1972) reported a 10-iear 
study involving 592 male offenders, most of whom had been con
victed of violent sex crimes. At the Massachusetts Center for the 
Diagnosis and Treatment of Dangerous Persons, each offender was 
examined indepel?-dently by at least two psychiatrists, two psychol
ogists, and a social worker. These clinical examinations, along with 
a full psychological test battery ap.d "a l,lleticulous reconstruction 
of the life history elicited from multiple sources-the patient him
self, his family, friends, neighbors, teachers, employers, and court, 
correctional and mental hospital record" (p. 383) formed the data 
base for their predictions. 

Of the 592 patients admitted to their facility for diagnostic 
observation, 435 were released. Kozol et al. recommended the re
lease of 386 as nondangerous and opposed the release of 49 as dan
gerous (with the court deciding otherwise). During the 5~year fol
lowup period, 8 percent of those predicted not to be dangerous 
became recidivists by committing a serious assaultive act, and 34.7 
percent of those predic~ed to be dangerous committed such an act. 

While ,the assessment of dangerousness by Kozol and his col
leagues appears to have some validity, the problem of false positives 
stands out. Sixty-five percent of the individuals identified as dan
gerous did not, in fact, commit a dangerous act. D,~spite the exten
sive examining, testing, and data gathering they undertook, Kozol 
et al. were wrong in two out of every three predictions of dis
covered v:ior'~~\\~ (cf., Monahan 1978;,Kozol, Boucher, and Garofalo 
1973)., 

The Patuxent Institution 'in Maryland was similar in purpose to 
Kozol's Massachusetts Center. Data are available on its first 10 years 
of operation (State of Maryland 1973). Four hundred and twenty
one patients, each of whom received at least 3 years of treatment at 
Patuxent, are con.sidered. The psychiatric staff opposed the release 

. of 286 of these patients on the grounds that they were still dan
gerous (with the court releasing them anyway). The staff recom
mended the release of 135 patients as safe (with the court concur
ring). The criterion 'measure was any new offense (not necessarily 
violent) appearing. on the FBI reports of ex-patients during the first 
3 years after their release. 

Of those patients released by the court against staff advice, the 
recidivism rate was 46 percent if patients had been released directly. 
from the hospital alid 39 percent if a "conditional release ~5tperi
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ence" had been imposed. Of;those .patients released on the staff's 
recommendation and continued for outpatient treatment on parole, 
7 percent recidivated. Thus, after at least 3 years of observation and 
treatment, between 54 and 61:percent of the patients predicted by 
the staff to be dangerous/actually were found to be safe. As With 
the Kozol et al. (1972) stJJ.dy, some predictive validity does seem to 
accrue to the psychiatrIc predictions (7 percent recidivism,com
pared with 39 to 46 per,cent recidivism). Still, the majority of those 
patients predicted dan;gerous were actually not discovered to be 
crllninal in any sense.;/m addition, it is possible that variables other 
than psychiatric onfis, accounted for the differential recidivism 
rhtes .. Those who rernained until the staff considered them "cured" 
were older than thbse released by the courts against staff advice 
(30- versus 23-year.~-old). Their lower rate of recidivism. may in part 
be attributed to trfe4: being older. . 
. A more recelAt iK and much more ,sophisticated evaluation of 
Patuxent by St~adman (1977) concluded that "the rearrest rate for 
both violent offenses and all offense& of all those released to the 
street with Pa~Uxent approval vary much less from those of all rele
vantcompari~on group~ than prior reports have demonstrated" 
(p. 206i). Fo!! example, the arrest rate for violent crime over a 3-
year period ~or those inmates recommended. by the staff for release 
(i.e., those predicted not dangerous) 'Was 31 percent, while the,comM 

parable rat~ for those predicted violent by the staff but released by 
the court ;was 41 percent. This 10-percent difference between the 
groups prf)dicted to be violent and to be safe is much more modest 
than the 32- to 39-percent difference claimed in the earlier l!~\?earch. 
(see.> Go~don 1977 for\'\a contrastlllg view of this study»~~ed 
partially!: on these new research .findings, the Maryland legislafu,re 
has abolished the "Df)fective Delinquent" statute under which tfle 
Patuxent program operated. 

In 1966, the U.S. Supreme Cou...~ held that Johnnie Baxstroin 
had been denied equal protection of the Jaw by being detained be
,yond his maximinn sentence in an institution for the criminally in- ~, 
sane without the benefit ofa new hearing to determine ,his current 
dangerousness (Bqxstrom v. Herqld\ 1966). Baxstrom had received 
a prison sentence, aild, before.it Wa& to expire, he was diagnosed as 
mentally dij;ordered and transferred to. a hospital for the criminally 
insane, where he wafrkept past the date 'his sentence had expired. 
The court ruled that he must be released or at least 'granted a civil 
commitment hearing at which the State would have to prove his 
"dangerousness." The ruling resulted in the transfer of nearly. 1,060 
persons "reputed to be some ,of the most dangerous mental patients 
in tlJ.estat~ (of New York)" ,from hospitals for the crilniIlally ins;;me 
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to civil mental hospitals (Steadman 1972). It also provided an ex
cellent opportunity for naturalistic research on the validity of the 
psychiatric predictions of dangerousness upon which the extend~d 
detentions were based. 

There has been an extensive followup program on the Baxstrom 
patients (Steadman and Cocozza 1974). Researchers found that the 
level of violence experienced in the civil.mental hospitals was mnch 
less than had been feared,' that the civil hospitals adapted well to 
the massive transfer of patients, and that the Baxstrom patients 
were treated the same as the civil patients. Only 20 'percent of the 
Baxstrom patients were assaultive to' persons in the civil hospital or 
the community at any time during the 4 years following their trans
fer. Furthermore, only 3 percent of Baxstrom patients were suf-, 
ficiently dangerous to be returned to a hospital for the criminally) 
insane during 4 years after the decision (Steadman and Ralfon. 
1971). Steadman and Keveles (1972) followed 121 Baxstrom 
patients who had been released into the community (i.e., discharged 
from both the criminal and civil mental hospitals). During an aver
age of 2% years of freedom, only 9 of the 121 patients (8 percent) 
were convicted' of a crime, and only on~ of those convictions was 
for a violent act. The researchers found tl1at a Legal Dangetousness 
Scale (LDS) was most predictive of violent behavior. The se~e was 
composed of four items: presence of juvenile record, number of 
previous arrefsts, presence of convictions for violent crimes, and 
severity of the origimil Baxstrom offense. In subsequent anaIyses,O 
Cocozza arid Steadman (1974) found that the only other variable 
highly related to subsequent criminal activity was age (under 50-
years-old). In one study, 17 of 20 Baxstrom patients who were 
arrested for a violent crime when released into the community were 
under 50 and had a score of 5 or above on the 15-point Legal Dan
gerousness Scale. Yet the authors concluded: 

For every patient who was under 50 years old and who had an 
LDS score of 5 or more and who was dangerous, there were at 
least two who were not. Thus, using these variables we get a 
false positive ratio of 2 to 1 ... Despite the significant rela
tionship between the two variables of age and LDS score and 
dangerous behavior if we were to attempt to use this informa
tion for statistically predicting dangerous behavior our best 
strategy wOlJld still be to predict that none of the patients 
would be dangerous (pp.,1013-1014). 

Note that iri' referring to, the "best strategy" on prediction, 
Cocozza and Steadman meari the, strategy that would reduce the 
total error rate (I.e., false positives plus false negatives). As men
tioned previously, however, some kinds of errors may be much 
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more important than other kinds, and the "best" strategy should 
take into account the relative "weights", or "costs" of different 
kinds of mistakes. 

The Supreme Court's Baxstrom decision prompted a similar 
g;roUp of "mentally disordered offenders" in Pennsylvania to peti
tion successfully for release (Dixon v. Pennsylvania 1971). The re-

, sults of the rekase of, 438 patients have been reported by Thorn
berry and Jacoby (1979) and are remarkably similar to those re
~?rted by Steadman. Only 14 percent of the former patients were 
dl~c~vered to have engaged in behaviors injurious to other persons 
Wlthm 4 years after their release. 

Finally, Cocozza 'and Steadman (1976) followed 257 indicted 
felony defendants found incompetent to ,stand trial in New York 
State in 1971 and 1972. All defendants ,were examined for a deter
mination of dangerousness by two psychiatrists, with 6.0 percent 
?eing predicted to be dangerous and 40 percent not dangerous. Sub
Jects were followed in the hospital and in the community (if they 
were. eventually released) during a 3-year, period. ~,ile those 
~redlcted to be dangerous were slightly but insignific~:tly more 
lIkely to be assaultive during their initial incompetency )hospitali
zation than those predicted not to be dangerous (42 percent com
pared with 36 percent), this relationship was :reversed for those 
r~~:.rrested for a crime after their release, with 49 percent of the 
di~hgerous group and 54 percent of -"the not-dangerous group rear
rested. Predictive accuracy was poorest in the case of'a rearrest for 
a violent crime, "perhaps the single most important indicator of the .. 
success of the psychiatric predictions." Only 14 percent of the dan~ 
gerous group, compared with 16 percent of the not-dangerous 
group, were rearrested for violent offenses. While these data are 
sus.ce~tible to alternative interpretations involving the possibly con
foundmg effects of treatment received during hospitalization 
(Monahan 1978), the authors beUeve that they constitute "the most 
definitive evidence available on the lack of expertise and' accuracy 
of psychiatric predicti.onsof dangerousness" and indeed represent 
"clear and convinc~g evidence of the inability of psychiatrists or of. 
anyone else to accurately predict dangerousness." 

These five studies are summarized in table 3. u 

If one takes into accpunt that the 46 percent true positive rate 
reported in t~e first ~atuxent study refers to any crimes not neces~ 
sarily . violent .. ones, and discounts that figure accordingl;, it would 
be faIr to conclude that the "best" clinical research cUrrentk:? in 
existence indicates that psychiatrists and psychologists are acc~~ate 
in no more than one out of three predictions of violent behavior 
over a several-year period among institutionalized populations that' 
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Table 3-Validity studies of the clinical prediction of violent behavior 

Study 
I:: 

Kozol et al. (1972) 

Steadman and Cocozza (1974) 

Cocozza and Steadman (1976) 

Steadman (1977) 

Thornberry and Jacoby (1979) 
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Percent 
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positive 

34.7 

20.0 

14.0 
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14.0 
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positive negative 

\J 65.3, 92.0 

80.0 

86.0 84.0 

58.7 68.8 

86.0 
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Percent N4,mber Number 
false L;(redicted predicted 
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had both committed violence in the past (and thus had high base 
rates for it) and who were diagnosed as, mentally ill. 

A very different perspective on the research on "dangerousn:~ss" 
is put forward by Gordon (1977). According :to 'him, ~'Theerrbr of 
the critics of predictability could be characterized as asspming the 
prediction in question is of dangerous behavior, when it is really of 
the' probability of dangerous behavior. In the former case the pre
diction might seem poor, whereas in the latter, case, it might be 
superb" (p. 251),. Mental health professionals, in his view, do not 
predict tha.t violent behavior will occur; rather, they predict that an 
individual has a certain propensity to act violently. Whether he OJ 
she actually °behavesviolently will depend upon whether chance 
factors-factors that the clinician cannot know about in advance
tligger these propensities. Thus, for example, an individual could be 

. predicted to be "dangerous," if it were believed that he woq,ld 
assault someone who cast' aspersions upon his masculinity. This 
person would be "dangerous," even if it happened that no one ever 
triggered violent behavior by casting such aspersions. "Whether or 
not a released inmate recidivates may depend on chance factors 
such, as recalling something his therapist ,said at the moment of 
temptation or falling in with the right companions" (Gordon 1977, 
p. 234). What this means for Gordon is that "false positives"-peo
pIe predicted to be "dangerous" but ~ot later found to have com
mitted violent .acts-may have been juMt as ·"dangerous" as the "true·· 
positives" discovered to have c(!<~tted violent behavior. It is only 
that the chance factors that elicited violence in the latter groups 
were fortuitously absent in the former. 

The difficulty with this position is that it makes the accuracy of 
prediction impossible to'test. The mental health professional cannot 
lose! If th,~ person predicted to be "dangerous" is discovered to 
have committed a violent act; he or she can sa.y "I told you so";' if 
the person is not foung to have acted violently, the clinician has the 
retort,"It's just lucky thatnobQdy has triggered this person~s dan-

\:~'2rou~ness yet." . D • .. ., ,..... • 

.i!] .It IS true, as. dISCUSSed om chapter 4, that SItuatIOnal or enVIron-
mental factors cahexert "a great influence on the occurrence of vio-

o . . ' c , 

lent behavior •. To be meaningful in predictive terms, however, these 
environmental or situation factors would have to be specified at the 
time the prediction is made and not simply fobbed off as "Qhance." 
For example, if would be quite acceptable to say that aperson has 
a50 percent probal?i1it~~of !Jeing violent, if'h~oes back to his old 
friends and a 20 percent chance if he does no~ To ascertain. the 
probability of· the person 0 actually committing a violent act, .the 
clinician would then. have tb make a separate judgment on how 
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likely the individual was to get back to his old friends. It would not 
be acceptable, it seems to me, for the clinician to say that the p~r
son has a 50 percent probability of being dangerous "under 'certmn 
circumstances" and then not say what these situations were or how 
likely they were to occur. 

Psychological Tests 

In .a comprehensive review of the use of psychological tests to 
. predict violence, Megargee (1970, p. 145) concl~ded that no test 

has been developed "which will adequately postdIct, let alone pre
dict violent behavior." The literature on psychological tests pub
lish~d hi the subsequent decade would do little to modify his con-
clusion. . 

'McGuire (1976), in the most successful study predicting Violent 
behavior with psychological tests, was able to equal Kozol et al.'s 
(1972) one-in-three accuracy rate in a controlled prison setting. She 
used a large variety of computer-combined test data (e.g., MMPI, 
Q-sort)to arrive at her findings. Whil~ n~t~g that "~h~ re~ults .d? 
not justify the use of this approach to mdlVIdual predIction m elmI
cal settings" (p. 95), she observed that the computer analysis of 
relatively easily obtained test scores was considerably mo:e ~co
nomical than the intensive clinical approach. Whether her fmdmgs 
would obtain in the open community setting is not known. 

Criticisms of the Clinical Research 

The three major criticisms of the internal validity or logic of the 
clinical prediction studies reported to date are (1) that they.are not 
really testing the accuracy of prediction, but rather somethmg else, 
such as bureaucratic inertia or the effects of mental health treat
ment; (2) that it is not a fair test of predictive ~ccuracy ~o ~eas~e 
violent behavior after a prolonged period of preventIve mstitu
tionalization; and (3) that many of the people who show up in the 
research as "false positives" are actually committing violent behav-
ior but have not yet been discovered. 

The Studies Tested Something Other Than Prediction 

It is sometimes claimed regarding the Baxstrom and Dixon 
patients that no one really believed that they would be violent if 
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released-that the predictions were merely a bureaucratic ploy to 
keep "chronic" patients l,p the hospital-and so the finding that 
they were are not violent upon release should not be surprising. "In 
fact, the behavior of released patients may say more about institu
tion~ ineIiia than about J?oor predictions" (Stone 1975, p. 31). 

It IS difficult to respond to the criticism that mental health pro
fessionals were not telling the truth when they predicted violence so 
that they could facilitate their bureaucratic hold on patients. It 
may, unfortunately, be true that if the ticket to involuntary treat
ment is a prediction of violence, many psychiatrists and psycholo
gists are willing to punch it (Monahan and Cummings 1975), regard
less of whether they . actually believe the patient to be violence
prone. The organizational contingencies operating upon mental 
health professionals to keep patients who are believed to "need" 
treatment, whether violent or not, may be intense. 

Yet all research can do is take psychiatrists and psychologists at 
their word when they predict violence and assume the predictions 
are made in good faith. It is not an acceptable retort to the research 
for psychiatrists and psychologists t9 say, after the fact; that they 
did not really believe the patients to be violent. If bureaucratic, 
pressure influences prediction, then that pressure is part of the 
social reality that should be empirically studied. And even in the 
case of the Baxstrom patients, somebody believ~d them to be vio
lent, or else judo-training would ,not have been given to the staff of 
the civil hospitals to which they were sent (Rappaport 1973). 

The Predictions that Were Tested Were Seriously Out of Date 

. Alternatively; it is sometimes claimed that it is not fair to'test a 
prediction of violence that is "stale" by several months or several 
years. It may be that the psychiatrists or psychologists were quite 
accurate in predicting that the patient was violence-prone at the 
time of institutionalization. But it is unfair to test thi.s prediction 
after a person has ,had months or years of psychotherapy or medica
tion or is simply that much older than he or she was at the time the 
prediction was made. Of course many people will not be violent. In 
fact, the argument goes, one would. hope that none would be vio
lent. This would mean that the treatment was completely effective. 

A straightforward answer can be given to the criticism that the 
research is not fairly testing the prediction that led to the original 
institutionalization: In fact, the research is hot testing. these pre
dictions at all. It is more properly viewed as testing the final predic-

;" tions that were made before the patient or offender was released, 
usually by the cou,rts. . 
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Thus the fact that the Baxstrom and Dixon patients were largely , 
nonviolent when released from the hospital does not mean that the 
predictions that originally sent them there were wrong. It is impos
sible to tell one way or the othelr since too much happened before 
the original prediction was test~d (treatment may have occurred 
and aging certainly occurred). What the research does show is that 
the predictions that kept the patient in the hospital were in error, 
since in 80 to 86 percent of the cases no violence was observed 
when the predictions were ovemlled by the Supreme Court. So the 
.research is suspect only if taken las a test of the predictions that led 
to the original hospitalization. It appears valid if taken as a test of 
the final prediction made before xelease. 

Much Violence May Have Occurr~d but Not Been Detected 

The strongest criticism of the existing prediction research is that 
it severely underestimates the extent of violent behavior committed 
by the individuals predicted to be violent, and thus many of those 
claimed to be "false positives" are actually "true positives" who 
have not yet been caught. To the extent this argument is valid, it 
seriously undercuts the thrust of the research findings. 

There is no question that some underestimations of violence 
occurred in the research. The question is how much, so that a cor
rection.: factor can be applied to the data obtained. Let us consider 
the problem in detail. 

Each of the clinical prediction studies relied primarily upon 
arrest for a. violent crime as its criterion measure. The Steadman 
studies included institutional assault and civil commitment for dan
gerousness along with arrest, and Thomberry and Jacoby (1979) 
also included civil commitment based on a dangerous act. How 
accurate an estimate of violent behavior is .arrest for a violent crime, 
even if augmented by these other measures? 

According to the National Victimization Panel (Department of 
Justice 1978) - a national study in which an interviewer inquires as 
to whether a citizen has been the victim of a crime in the past 
year - only 47 percent of the people who stated that they had been 
the victim of a violent crime reported the act to the police. In other 
words" 53 percent of the vi0lent crimes reported to the interviewer 
was n~treported to the police. For several reasons, however, this 
dramatic figure appears somewhat m:fiated. Citizens who said they 
had not reported their victimization were asked the reason for not re
porting. Twenty percent ~aid that tH~ act was "not serious enough" 
to report. Three percent said that it was "too inconvenient" to fill 
out a police form. Nineteen percent gave no classifiable reason for 
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not reporting. As Levine (1976) has noted, "many trivial grievances 
which stay out of police records because people are not very upset 
are elevated to criminal status by the aggressive probing and search
ing of interviewers. . .. Since survey findings seem· to include many 
of these trivial occurrences, the results are highly skewed and give 
an unrealistically grim portrayal of the crime problem " (p. 317). 
If one discounts those violent "crimes" that victims themselves 
believe are trivial, a reasonable estimate might be that of every 
three violent crimes committed in the United' States two are re-
ported to the police (cf. Levine 1976). 0 

What of the violent crime that does get reported? The most re
cent FBI statistics (Webster 1978) reveal that the proportion of 
reported violent crime that is "cleared" by an arrest is approxi
mately one-half (79 percent for murder; 52 percent for rape; 63 
percent for aggravated assault; and 27 percent for robbery). One 
could conclude, therefore, that of every three violent crimes that 
occur in the United States, two are reported to the police, and, of 
these, one results in an arrest. 

In terms of the criterion problem in prediction research, one 
could argue that since only one-third of the violent crime com- . 
mitted results in an arrest, it is hardly surprising. that the "best" 
prediction studies can show only a one-third accuracy rate in pre
dicting arrest. How could it be otherwise, since two-thirds of the 
criterion is hidden? Indeed, if one "corrected" foi->unreported and 
unsolved violent crime by multiplying the "true-positive" rate by 
a factor of 3, then instead of being only one-third accurate, the 
best prediction studies are in fact perfectly accurate in predicting 
arrest for violent behavior! 

Several factors weigh heavily against such a large correction 
factor, however. The difficulty in the above argument lies in the 
assumption that violent behavior is evenly distributed among the 
population being predicted. If this were so - if, for example, each 
pers()n prec;licted to be violent actually committed one violent act 
- then it would be true that a one-third accuracy rate in predicting 
arrest, ,which itself is oilly one-third accurate in estimating violent 
behavior, would in effect amount to virtually flawless prediction. 
There is much reason, however, to believe that violent behavior 
is far from evenly distributed.· '\ 

Wolfgang (1978) interviewed a sample of the subjects in\ his 
Philadelphia cohort study. Offenders reported. committing a mean 
of three "injury offenses" for each time they were arrested for an 
injury offense, with "recidivists" (those arrested betweeri two and 
four twes) reporting m?re than seven injury offenses per arrest. 
Likewise, the Rand st16dy of habitual offenders (Petersilia, Green-
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,'- . d L ' 1977) found that offenders reported committing wood, an avm, 

10 felonies per arrest. W If g's fI'mn-e of three violent acts d 'f accepted 0 gan 0......, t al 
Indee ,1 we d 't t "correct" for the proportion of ac u 

per each arrest and use 1 0 Ie who have been arrested 
violence acco~ted for ~d thosel::;~hatall the violent behavior 
~or violent c~e, .we WQ 'tt:n~y those people who are eventually in the population IS co~mI , 

arrested for it. TXT and PetersiIia would support 
Data such as those, of , .. ~,l~an, the ;ndividua'ls predicted to be 

the argument that the one-t zr ? ;rime are in fact the same 
violent who are arrested fo: ~ vzol:~ of the unreported and un
people who are also co~mzttzng ~the "false positives" are really 
solved violent acts. I~ IS ,not tha th th t the "true positives" 
"true positives" in d~sguISe, b,Ut .r~ ~r th~ we have imagined. 
are in fact "truer'~ (I.e., m~~e VIO 5~n7? have stated, "The impor
As Shinnar and Shmnar (19, '~, p. 0' ercent of crimes which are 
tant question is who commI~ i?:el~ ~ossibility is that they are 
never solved. . .. (T)he mos 1 f 'divists who commit the 

·t.l.~'l by the same group 0 reCI commI lA::U I d" 
' h' h 'U'e so ve 

. 30 percent of crImes W IC \r, f th 'criticism that the use of arr,est 
'; What, then, ar: we to m~t e 0 b e f people who commit violent 
severely underestImates the num ~r 0 b f "false positives?" 

tl 'flates the num er 0 
acts and thus grea y m . ted and unsolved violence is com-
Obviously, some of the unrepor 'tion and are thus mis-
mitted by persons who ha~e ~scapegb~:~IY too some of the 
labeled as erroneous predI~tiO~:d and thus v~1ida~d the accuracy 
people w~o ~ave been app~~ en 'tted more violence than has ~een 
of a predictIOn have also ._~<:)mmI h d' light of the fmd-

P d' future researc an m ascribed to them, en mg '" iIi t al (1977) and Shinnar and 
ings of Wolfgang (1978), p~tersth a e nciusion that current predic
Shinnar <.1977), ~ would o· :t~' :c~~ate estimates of the validity 
tion studIes pr~Vl~e reason~ I y a t least among populations of 
of clinical predlctI?nS of VIO e~c:~r aviolence since they have com
people whQ have high basehrat~ I' ly be noted that this conclu-
n:itted it ,int~e ra:~' ~~: ~ds co~a:ituations studied in current 
Slon apphes, 0?ly d bel that in some as-yet-untested 
research. It WIll be argue oWency commitment, the validity 
situation, such ~ ~hort-termb emergreciably higher than has been 
of clinical ~red~ction ,~ay , :e~~ion with persons who do, not 
reported. L~keW1Se, cl~~al t b h~vior exhibited by the subJects 
have the hIS,tOry of Vloen : ouldsurely be 13.9s valid" than studied in the current researc w 
the one-in-three ratios that have been reported" 
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,\ , To the extent that the current research does underestimate the 
occurrepce of violent behavior, the overlooked behaviors are moOt 
likely those that are the least serious or that are directed again1::lt 
family members rather than against strangers (since family vict41is 
are least likely to report such acts to the police), ' 

It should be noted that research has not yet addressed the issue 
of individUal differences among mental health protessionals regard
ing their ability to predict violence. It would certainly not be sur
prising if some were better than others at the task. In this regard, 
Shapiro (19'17) studied' the accuracy of physicians and medical 
stUdents in predicting the occurrence of various rheumatic condi~ 
tions. "In general," he found, "predictive skill was closely rela~ed 
to level of training, Faculty scored higher than residents, who Tn 
turn outscored students" (p. 1511). When actuarial tables were 
compared with clinical predictions, the tables Were more accurate 
than the less experienced clinicians, and less accurate than the more~ .. 
experienced clj,nicians. Whether such findings would generalize! 
nom physicians predicting rheumatic disease to psychiatrists and 
psychologists predicting violent behavior is not yet knowfl. 

Shapiro (1977) also reported that the "error:'rate method" of 
evaluating the accuracy (tl)f clinical predictions (i.e., whether a 
prediction was ultimately right or wrong) was not nearly as sensi
tive in finding hldividual differences among physicians as was a 
mathematical "accuracy coefficient. " The "error rate method" 
does not take into account the magnitude of the error (e.g., some
onei.who predicts that an event has a zero probability of OCCUt-nng 
is sleored equally wrong as someone who predicts that the event 
has a 40 percent chance of OCCurring, if the event actually occurs), 
whereas the "accUracy coefficient" does. Wl;tile "erro~,mte" analy~ 
ses could not distinguish among physicians in terms of their pre
dictive success, ((accuracy coefficients" revealed some physicians 
to be almost 10 times as accurate as others, 

Finally, it should be recalled that the one-in-three accuracy rate 
discussed above is not "good" or "bad" in itself. Social values 
must be applied in order to evaluate the adequacy of this level of 
validity. Thus Gordon (1977) has written: . 

( 
, ' 

[PJ l'obabilities for individUals committing dangerous crimes 
within three years may seldom range' higher than .3 to ,5 in 
our society. When "the probability becomes higher than that, 
it !Day ~pply to extremely unusual phenomena such as armed 
desperadoes on a killing rampage, or extremely trivial cases, 
such as bank robbers just before they leave their hideout on 
the way to a bmlk. In short, if we inquired into the matter, 
we might find that probabilities that appear modest in abso-
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lute value actually describe the Babe Ruths of dangerous?ess, 
and that it is ;unrealisf.~c to expect values e,;er to get any hIgher 
than that. When they"<lo, tV-e societal reaction may be .to sho~t 
first and ask questions law/r. ,What th~s means, :the~, IS. t~at If 
society is ever to protect jtself routinely agams~ l?di~duals 
that it experiences as the most dangerous of all, It IS gomg to 
hatre to do so at probability levels between.3 and .5 'oJ: not 
do it at all (p. 236). 

.. 

P'ossible 'Limits on the Generalizability of t~e ' 
R€search: The Prediction of Imminent Violence 
in Emergency ~ontexts 

Clairris that the studies inadequately testE;ld mental health pre
dictions or underestimated the criterion of violence are arguments 
against -the "internal validity" of the r:esearch. Internal validity ~ 
refers to the adequacy of the procedures used in the studies them- G 

selves, such as the degree to which any assumptions made were 
reasonable the absence of logical flaws in the arguments made, 
and the a;propriateness of the experimental design and statistical 
analyses for drawing the inferences desired. It was ('concluded that 
the existiTIg research on violence prediction can withstand Ulternal 
scrutiny reasonably well. 

There is another kind of threat to validity that is freguently 
overlooked in debates about prediction research and th~t concerns 
"external validity" or the 9~gree to which the conclusions of any 
research can be gelleralizei{/ to situations other than those directly 
studied (Campbell and Stanley 1966). If a study has poor internal 
validity, it must have poor external validity; it makes no sense to 
generalize a conclusion that is false on its own merits. But if a 
study has acceptable internal validity ,~S has ~.en claimed for the 
I'esearch on the prediction of violen.c~/ it may still have poor ex
ternal validity. One may not be able to generalize beyo,nd the nar
row facts fitudied. 

Are there any reasonable lim5tatio~!~ on the extent to which the 
conclusions of existing' research-that-, ~o greater than one-out-of
three accuracy is possible-can begeneraliied? I believe that one 
situation may prove to be such' an exceptio!!: prediction iri short
term community context,§, 'such as emergency civil commitment 
and perhaps release gn ball (Monahan 1978b). 

While the major clirilcal and statistical (see chapter 4) studies 
of the prediction of violence differ from each other in many re
spects, most conform to'the following methodological pattern: 
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1. Individuals were institutionalized. Institutionalization could 
have been on the basis of a criminal or juvenile arrest, convic
tion, or determination that an individual was a dlmentally ill 
offender," "defective delinquent," or "incompetent to stand 
trial." 

2. In the institution, predictions were made that a group, of these 
individuals would be violent if released into the community 9 

As previously mentioned, it was" these predictions, made in 
the institution (jail, prison, or hospital), that were being 
tested in the research and no t the predictions that may have 
occasioned the original institutionalization. 

::.' 3. The group predicteq to be violent was monitored for a number 
of years in the communi;o/ on its actual performance of vio
lent behavior. This was accomplished by checking police and 
(occasionally) mental health records. 

4. Low frequencies of violent behavior were recorded, thereby 
revealing the ,inaccuracy of the predictions. Other studies 
compared groups predicted to be dangerous with those pre
dicted not to be dangerous and found no differences. 

What was tester:! in these studies? The most reasonable ii,\erpre
tation is that they tested predictions made in an institutfon of 
violence to occur in the open community. Persons woo, for what
ever reason, had been tn.stitutionalized for a substantial period of 
time (a mean of 15 years in th~ Baxstrom studies and not less than 
several months in any other study) were predicted to engage in 
violent behavior, if released into the open community. There were 
eventUally released, and most w,:ere not violent. 

While it is true that some studies included violence in the hos
pital as part of their criteria, the fact that "poten~ially violent" 
patien.ts were likely to be medicated makes it unclear whether a 
lackbf violence iii the hospital reflected predictive inaccuracy or 
simply the pharmacological suppression of violent tendencies. 

Rather than demonstrating that all forms of violence prediction 
are "doomed" as I have previously stated (Monahan H~,~6), a more 
discerning reading of the existing res~a:rch suggests that it demon
strates the nlvalidity only ()f predictions made ill one context that 
an individual will be violent in another, very different context. 
The context of prediction in the existing research is a closed insti
tution in which the individual has resided for 'a significant period 
of time (several months to s,everal decades). The conte~t of vhlida
tion is the open community. '., 

There is an enormous body of research that would lead one to 
6 U 0 ' 

expect that the correlation between behavior predicted in one 
context and observed in another i\rould be low (Mischef 19,68 
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1973' B~m and Allen 1974.) Since Hartshorne and May's finding '; 

In '. emergency commitment, a person residing in the open com-
t..:,'1 

in 19'28 that the assessment of "moral character" was specific to 
~ '~' ~!:'\ 

0 
munity is brought to the attention of a mental health professional, 

the context in which it was measured, scores of investigations have usually bya family member, friend, neighbor, or police officer, 
reluctantly concluded that the cross-situational consistency of any ~) ," for a determination of whether he or she is mentally ill and a pre-" type of behavior rarely exceeds the "sound barrier" (Arthur 1971) ,) diction of whether he or she will engage in violent behavior in the 
of a .40 correlation coefficient. (, 

immediate future. A positive diagnosis and prediction result in the 
As Mischel noted, "Findings demonstrating the specificity of the 

, G short-term "emergency" confinement of the person in a mental 
interactions between persons and situations constrain how broadly health facility. 
we can generalize from an individual's behav,ior in anyone situation 0 Note the following differences between emergency commitment 
to his reactions under different conditions .... Predictive validity 

, ~'.,\ of this type and the kin9S of prediction investigated in the research 
tends to decrease as the gap indreases between the behavior sampled r) discussed earlier. In emergency commitment: 
on the prediction measure and the behavior tpat is being predicted" "'I.::: 

1. The context of prediction is the same as the context of valida-(1968, p. 323). 
1; 

tion. A precUction is being made in the open community that It is precisely this "gap" that exists in theocurrent research on 
violence prediction. The jails, prisons, and mental hospitals in which a person will be violent in the same context. Often a predic- I \ 

tion is made in a room ina home that the person will soon predictions are made differ in obvious ways from the open commu- '::OC 
0, 0 

be violent in the same r()om. 

I 
,~ nity situations that' are the truest (1iest of predictive validity. This 

2. The time between the point of prediction and the validation point is exacerbated by the fact that substantial time periods inter-
" 

period is very short. Frequently the prediction is that the vene between the point when the institutional prediction is made 
person will be violent in a matter of minutes or hours. and the community validation is undertaken, and/or between the 

3. Since the prediction is being made in the same context in most recent exposure to the community context in which the 
whic~ it will be validated, there is little time intervening prediction will be validated and the point at which the institutional 
betwe,~n the most recent expo,sure to the context of valida-prediction is made. In the former case, there is too much oppor-
tion ,and the point of prediction. The prediction is made, im-tuJlity for the individual or the environment to change in unknown 
medJatelY,after observing how the person behaves in the con-ways before the prediction is tested. In the latter case, the informa-
text in which the prediction would be validated. The informa-tion on how the person behaves in the open community is made ~ "0, 

":'! tion available to the predictor is thus fresh and current. 
; 

obsolete by the unknown changes that have occurred since he or 
, 1 she was institutionalized. In emergency commitment, unlike.' ilie legal procedures studied 

.1 

As Mischel noted, "The assessor who tries to predict the future in the current research, there is a small situational and temporal 
, 'without detailed information about the exact environmental condi- "gap" between the behavior used as a predictor and the outcome 

tions influencing the individual's criterion behaVior may be more that is being predicted. One is directly sampling actiohs; e.g., . 
'I 

engaged in the process of hoping than (.\f pr~dicting" (~968, p. threatening words and gestures, that are "as similar as possible 11 

I 
,\ 

140). It is the relative absence of c1:lITent knowledge about the to the ~ehavjor used On the criterion measures" (Mischel 1968), 
;1 

t, :\ 
1 "exact environmental conditions" that are operating in the com- e.g., fulfilled threats. In violence as in other areas, it is, potentially ", 
') 

munity context in which the individuals will be functioning whicQ, true that "predictions about individuaI behavior can be generated 
;- , 

relegates long-term institutional predictions to the realm of whimsy. accurately from kno:wledge of the environments in which the be- \; , To be sure, these are not the only reasons why violence has been F 

havior occurs" (p. 164). 
i 
1 
l inaccurately predicted under the circumstances investigated. How- Given the above' factors, it would appear that there is a quali- Cl , i 

,.', ~ :::: 
1 ever, they may, help to account for the degree of inaccuracy that tative difference between predictions of violence made in the com- e . ';"\ has been observed and may serve to differentiate the type of pre- .. 

1 ,munity for the purpose of short-term emergencycommi tment and ,l 
,:;"-\ diction that has been tested and found wanting from another type those reported for" longer term institutionalized 

<1 j 
patients and ,[ 

c· '::::':: .. , 
c ,[ that has yet to be investigated, i.e., the prediction of imminent prisoners. Research on the failure to predict violence with more 
, 1 

I violence typically made in situations such ~ the short-term emer- th~m one-third accuracy in the latter situation cannot reasonably, J , 
g~ncy commitment of the mentally ill. be extrapolated to a similar conclusion in short-term emergen~y , 1 

j 
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commitment cases. The prediction of violence, in this regard, may 
be analogous to the prediction of the weather: It is possible to 
predict poor weather with over 80 percent accuracy in tpe short 
run (i.e., 4 hours in advance), but predictive accuracy declines 
~o about 30 percent o~er. th;~figer term (Le., 12 hours or more 
ill advance) (Federal AV1atlOn~$gency 1965). 

There are no data substantively relevant to the question of pre
dictive accuracy in emergency commitment situations. The empiri
cal question, therefore, is an open one. It is not capable of being 
resolved by recourse to the current existing' body of research on 
'violence prediction. There are theoretical considerations, discussed 
aGove, which suggest that predictions made under 'the' conditions 
that typically apply in emergency situations should be better than 
thdse made in the institutional settings studied to date. But whether 
they are in fact better and, if so, how much better, is not now 
lmown. Unfortunately, for ethical and legal reasons (cf. Dix 1976; 

I.. 

Monahan 1977), it is unlikely that direct research in situations that 
are defined as "emergencies" will be forthcoming. 

Summary 

Research indicates that numerous childhood factors, particularly/ 
a history of early violence, relate to the commission of violent 
behavior as an adult. Outcome studies of clinical prediction with 
adult populations underscore the importance of past violence as 
a predictor eft future violence, yet lead to the conclusion that 
psychiatrists ifud psychologists are accurate in no more than one 
out of three predictions of violent behavior over a several.year 
period among ins'l;itutiop~ized populations that had both com
mitted violence in the past and were diagnosed as mentally ill. 

Several criticisms have been made of the existing research on 
clinical prediction, among them that the studies tested something 
other thap. p'rediction, such as bureaucratic inertia, that the pre
dictions were seriously out of date by the time they were tested, 
and thatmuch violence may have 'occurred but escaped detection ... 
Properly viewed, however, the research appears to weather these 
. criticisms fairly well. cO 

There dpes' s~em to be one major limitation that must be placed 
on the existing research on clinical prediction. That research took 
place in the context. of long-term institution-to-community pre
dictions. It may be that short-term "emergency" predictions in 
a person's normal environment generate more accurateestima tes 
of violent behavior. These sitwltions, in any event, have not yet 
been studied .r~ 
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. The next chapter considers how a mental health professional 
mIght go about maximizing the accuracy of clinical prediction~ 
of violent behavior. . .. ' 
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CHAPTER 4 

Statistical Approaches to Improving 
Clinical Prediction 

What st~ps can clinicians take to improve the accuracy of their 
prediGtions of violent behavior? At least two modifications of tradi
tional clinical practice hold promise for augmenting predicti~e, 
validity: an increased emphasis upon using statistical concepts in 
clinical prediction, and a heightened sensitivity to environmental 
or cO:Q,textual variables. The former is considered in this chapter and 
the latter in the next. The goal in both cases will be to provide 
psychiatrists an9Psychologists with tools to incorporate in their 
clinical decisionmaking. 

Clinical and Actuarial Prediction 

The Nature of the Distinction 

Much has been made in the area of prediction of the distinction 
between "clinical;' and "actuarial" (or "statistical") methods. In 
wh'at is still 'the leading work on the subject, Meehl (1954) distin
guished the two approaches as follows: , , 

The mechanical combining of ipformation for classificatiop 
purposes, and the resultant probability figure which is an em
pirically determined relative frequency, are the characteristics 
that define the actuarial or statistical type of prediction. Altel'
natively, we may proceed on what seems, at least,to be a very 
different path. On the basis of intel'View impressions, other 
data from the history and possibly psychometric information 
of the same type as in the first sort of prediction, we formu
late, as in psychiatric ,staff conference" some psychological 
hypotheses regarding the structure and dynamics of this par
ticular individual .... This" type of procedure has been loosely 
called the clinical or case study method of prediction (p."3-4). 
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64 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF YIOLENT BEHAVIOR) 

Clinical and actuarial prediction may be thought of as differing 
along at least two dimensions, the data employed and methods used 
to turn the data into a prediction. 

Actuarial tables spell out precisely what kinds of data' are to be 
considered in the prediction, while the clinical approach appears to 
let the choice of data vary sOIl.lewhat with the individual case. Thus 
in an actuarial table one would either always include or never in
clude a factor such as birth order for specified typ~s of cases, while 
clinicians might decide for whatever reason that birth order is .rele
vant in one case but not in another case of the same general type. 
Also, there is a tendency in practice for clinicians to relyon-or, at 
least, to think they relyon-data at a higher level of abstraction 
than that typically used in actuarial prediction (e.g., "ego strength" 
rather than "age at first arrest"). 

In terms of the methods used tocol1vert the data into a predic-' 
tion, actuarial approaches use automatic or mechanistic decision 
rules that involve mathematical manipulation of the data (fre
quently no more complicated than adding up a total score), while' 
clinical approaches tend to rely more upon an intuitive or subjective 
combination of the factors deemed relevant (Elstein 1976). 

In practice, clinical and actuarial approaches function very differ
ently. Yet it is important to keep in mind that they are merely ends 
of continua regarding the collection of data and. methods for trans
forming the data into predictions. Almost all data have some sub
jective element to them ("Was he really the first-born?"; "Do step
brothers count?"), and there are identifiable commonalitip,s in "in-

~ , c 

tuitive" clinical decision rules. , 
A clinician who simply memorized an actuarial table and applied 

it rigorously in every case would obviously produce the exact same 
results as the table, even though he or she would be using "clinical 
judgm~nt" ill choosing that particular table in the first pllice. Ilike
wise, actuarial tables can be constructed that rely entirely on data 
that must be obtained throu~h clinical judgm.ent (e.g., "add ego 
strength score to impulse control score and subtract maternal dep
rivation score," etc.). 

It may be useful to distinguish t..l:teda'ta'@.d the methods of 
prediction as separate factors altogether (cf. Meehl 1954, p. 18). 
This would result in four "p!lle" kinds of prediction: ' 

1. Statistical data. combined statistically (e.g., age~ sex, etc., in an 
actuarial table). Insurance company life-expectancy tables 
operate in this manner. ' 

2. Statistical data combined clinically (e.g., a psychologist gives a 
prediction after looking at psychological test scores) 
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3. Clinical data combined statistically (e.g., probabilities of vio
lence are attached to given psychiatric diagnoses) 

4. Clinical data combined clinically (e.g., person~ in certain diag
nostic ,categories are assumed to react violently when their 
manhood is threatened). Many psychodynamic predictions 
function in this manner. ;; 

Again., most prediction in practice mixes these four types, partic
ularly with regard to the data employed. Most clinicians no doubt 
take into account statistical data such as the patient's sex and age, 
along with clinical findings regarding diagnosis. Some actuarial 
tables include ~1inical diagnosis and demographic indices. 

In virtually all of the studies that have tried to compare clinicians 
and actuarial tables in predicting the same events, the tables have 
proven the more accurate (Meehl 1954; Sawyer 1966). Indeed, so' 
many studies have reached this conclusion that Hactuarial predic
tion is better than clinical prediction" has become a truism in 
psychology. U should' be noted, however, that not all accept this 
reading of the research. With regard to the quality of the studies 
upon which the actuarial-is-better conclusion rests, Holt (1978, p. 
12) has stated~ "No matter how impressively high it is piled, garbage 
remains garbage." One problem Holt sees with the studies is that 
most of them were designed by statisticians who. have" a vested 
interest in the outcome of the debate. 

Thus, the statistician takes advantage of the foolish boast of 
the clinic:ian, "Anything you can do, I can do better," and 
plans the contest on hi~ own grounds. The clinician ends up 
trying to predict grade-point average in the freshman year by a 
"clinical synthesis" of high school grades and an intelligence 
test. This is a manifest absurdity: under the circumstances, 
how could the clinician do other than operate like a second
rate computer? If clinical judgment is really to be tested, it 
must operate on data that are capable of yielding insights. 
Moreover, it hardly makes any more sense to expect it to 
grind out numerical averages,9f course grades than to expect 
an actuarial table to interpret dreams. (Holt 1978, p. 27). 

On Predicting an individual's Behav~or From CI~,ss Member~hip 

, A philosophical problem frequer~tly arises in: actuarial prediction 
1\ concerning the legitimacy of inferring statenients about, an indi

vidual case from the fact that a person belongs to a certaitl class of 
cases that have X probability of violence. " II '\\ 

In truth, all one can say in actu:arial predic~ion is thatthe"person 
Whose hehavior J:is beingpr~dicte~~ has chfff~,cteristics .x,Y,Z, and 
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66 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

that other persons who have been studied in the past, who have had 
characteristics X, Y, and Z, have committed violent acts at a certain 
rate. 

This issue applies equally to clinical prediction insofar as one 
makes the inference that, for example, because in a psychiatrist's 
previous experience those paranoid schizophrenics whose masculinity 
has been threatened have been violent, this threatened paranoid 
schizophrenic patient will also be viol~nt. 

Allport, a leader of the clinical (what he calls "ideographic") 
approach to assessment, has stated: 

Where this [actuarial] reasoning seriously trips is in prediction 
applied to the single case instead of to a population of cases. A 
fatal nonsequitur occurs in the reasoning that if 80 percent of 
the delinquents who come from broken homes are recidivists, 
then this delinquent from a broken home has an 80 percent 
chance of becoming a recidivist. The truth of the matter is that 
this delinquent has either 100 percent certainty of becoming a ' 
repeater or 100 percent certainty of going straight. If all the 
causes in his case were known, we could predict-forJiifif'per
fectly (barring environmental accidents). His chances are deter
mined by the pattern of his life and not by the frequencies 
found in the popUlation at large. Indeed, psychological causa
tion is always personal and never actuarial (cited in Meehl 
1954, p. 20). 

Meehl (1954, p. 20) agrees with the philosophical thrust of All
port's statement but notes that "if nothing is ra,tionally inferable 
from membership in a class, no empirical prediction is ever pos-
sible" (italics in original). I) 

There is, in Allport's paragraph, a subtle implication that by 
nonactuarial methods you can predict "for sure". It is inter
esting to note that in ,spite of his dislike f?r actuarial concepts 
he begins the crucial sentence with "His chances are deter
mined." The whole notion of someone's "chances" is, as 
Sarbin has emphasized, an implicitly actuarial notion (Meehl 
1954, p~ 20). 

What is necessary to make the inferential leap from membership 
in a class that has in the past been violent to tbe prediction. that this 
member of the sarile class will in the future be violent is'' a theory 
linking the conditions operating to produce violence in tbe past 
class of cases with the conditions operating to produce violence in 
this specific present case. 

As Underwood (1979) has recently written: 

The importance of a causal theory is not that it guarantees the 
continuing effectiveness of the predictive scheme, but that it 
suggests the circumstances under which the scheme will remain 
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effective. A f)tatistical correlation in data about one group of 
people may not hold when used as a basis for predictions 
about another group of people. A causal theory helps to iden
tlfyany relevant differences between the two groups, or dif
ferencesin the surrounding circumstances. Changes i:p the job 
market· could remove a previously valid connection between 
lack of education and parole failure; changes in the typical em
ployment patterns of men and :women may remove the con..;) 
nection between male gender and) short life (p. 1446). . 

An analogy may be instructive. If asked to predict in which direc
tion this mongraph would fall, if it were let go, the read:ar. could 
technically state only that every other solid object he or she has let 
go in the past has (eventually) fallen down rather than risen up or 
remained suspended. What allows for the prediction that this ob
ject, if releasedm the future, will also fall down is that we possess a 
theory-gravity-that can plausibly let us generalize from the past 
class of cases to the current individual case. Thjs theory also allows 
us to set boundary conditions on the prediction, so we know that, 
if the monograph were let go in space, outside the force. of the 
earth's gravity, it would not fall but would remain stationary. 

The catch, of course, is that we understand gravity much better 
than we understand violence and tend swply to assume that what
ever conditions operated to produce violence in the past will also do 
so jn the future. This may often be a plausible assumption, but 
there are exceptions, particularly if the time or situational (! gap 
between those persons studied in the past and the person to be pre
dicted in the future is great. The violent crime rate among those 
under 18, for example, has increased by about 300 percent since 
1960 (Wolfgang 1978). Therefore, more weight should now be 
given to "under 18" as a predictor of violence than should have 
been given in 1960. 

As Gottfredson et al., (1978, p. 54) have pu~ it: 

[U] sing an actuarial parole aid is a little like using a weather 
report that says there will be a 60 percent chance of~\;ain. What 
the weather report actually means is that on similar days it has' 
rained 60 percent of the time. It does not tell whether or not 
it will actually rain today. Nevertheless ,": such information can 
be useful in deciding whether or not to carry an umbrella. 

() 

Actuarial Studies of the Prediction of Violence 

Wenk, Robi§on, and Smith (1972) reported three massive studies 
on the predj~.:'~~on of violence undertaken in the California Depart-
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68 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

ment of Corrections. The first study, begun in 1965, attempted td' 
develop a "violence prediction scale" to aid in parole decision
making. The-: predictor items employed included commitment of
fense, number of prior commitments, opiate use, and length of im
prisonment. Whep. val~dated against discovered acts of actual vio
lence by parolees, th~ scale was able to identify a small class of 
offenders (less than 3 percent of the total) of whom 14 percent 
could be expected to be violent. The probability of violence for this 
class was nearly three times greater than that for parolees in general, 
only' 5 percent of whom, by the same criteria, could be expected to 
be violent. However, 86 percerit of those identified as potentially 
violent, were not, in fact, discovered to have committed a violent 
act while on parole. 

The second study reported by Wenk et al. (1972) was under
taken in 1968, also in regard to parole decisionmaking. On the basis 
of actual offender hiE)tories and psychiatric reports, 7,712 parolees 
were assigned to various categories keyed to their potential aggres
siveness. One in five parolees was assigned to a "potentially aggres
sive" category and the rest to a "less aggressive" category. During a 
1-year followup, !J,owever, the rate of conviction and imprisonment 
for crimes involving actual' violence for the potentially aggressive 
group was only 3.1 per thousand (5/1,630), compared with 2.8 per 
thousand. (17/6,082) a..l1long the less aggressive group. Thus, for 
every correct identification of a potentially aggressive ip.dividual, 
there were 326 incorrect ones. 

The final study reported by Wenk et al. (1972) sampled 4,146 
California Youth Authority wards. Attention was directed to the 
record of violence in tile youth ~s past, and an extensive background 
investigation was conducted, including psychiatric diagnoses and a 
psychological test battery. Subjects were followed for 15' months 
after release, and data on 100 variables were analyzed retrospec
tively to see which items predicted a violent act of recidivism. The 
authors concluded that the parole decisionmaker wno used a 
history of actual violence as his sole predictor of future violence 
would have 19 false positives in every 20 predictions-, and yet 
"there is no other form of simple classification available thus far 
that would enable him' to improve on this level of efficiency" (p. 
399). Several multivariate regression equations were developed from 
the data, but none was even hypothetically capable of doing better 
than attaining an eight-to-one false positive to true positive ratio. 

The Department of Corrections of the State of MIchigan (197~) 
has recently implemented an actuarial prediction., device, the .As
saultive Risk Screening Sheet, for use in program assignment and 
parole decisionmaking. Data on 350 variables were collected for 
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Figure 1 

Michigan Department of Corrections 
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2200 male inmates released on parole in 1971. Statistical analyses 
~ere performed on the data for half the subjects to derive an actu
arial table relating to arrest for a new vio,lent'~crime while on par~le. 
The followupperiotj was a mean., of 14 months. T~e resultm~ 
factors were then applied to the other half of the subJects to ValI
date the predilCtive accuracy of the scale. The scale is presented iii 
figure 1" and the results of the validation study are i~", table 4. 

Ta'ble 4-Violel'1lt reciaivism rate of Michfigan .assaultive risk categories 
'i Jl • 

Risk ca~~gory 

Very, high risk" 
Higt~irjsk 
Middle risk 
low risk 
Very low risk 

Recidivism rate* 

40.0% 
20.7 
U.8 
6.3 

';2.0 

*8ase rate for violent"recidivism = 10.5 percent. 

o 
Percent of sample 

4.7% 
6.6 

45.5 
23.5 

;/"j 19.7 
c>/ 

~ \~ n 
' ~, 0 . _ 

'Note that 40-percent accuracYjlon the basis of simply checking 
off the type of 'crime committed~l,the nature of.institu~ional be~~v
ior and whether an arrest occurred before the mmate s 15th brrth
da; provides a higher degree of predictability than most of the clini-:~' 
cal studies have been able to achieve after months of,extellsive (and 
expensive) examinations. Note, too, tpat such a degree of predicta-
pility applied to less ;~han 5 percent of the sample. . 
,- As to why the Michigan study produced results so supenor to the 

~, California studies; several factors are involved. Wenk et ale (1972) 
reported base rates of violent behavior of 5 percent, 2.5 percent, 
and 0 .3? percent in their three studies. This compar~s with a base 
rate- for vli>lence of 10.5 percent in the Michigan research-between 
2, and~35 times higher than the California base rates. Part of these 

'. differ;;ces may be accounted for. by ~mations in the meticulous., 
ness WIth 'Which the recidivism data were collected. But the major 

o reason ";ccouilting for the largest difference in base rates is ~at 
Wenk et ale (1972, Study 2) used convicted and ,returned to przson 
as their criterion, whereas the Michigan researchers use(j arrest for a 

,'" violent crim.e as their'.index of violence. Since a large number of, 
factors havfug nqthing to do with violent behavior affect arrested 
individuals ,,:!ho are co~victed a.nd sent to prison (e.g.,. plea barn' 
gaining, prison overcrowding), the Michigan stu~y may ha~e othe 
more accurate estimates of actual violence commItted, desplte the 
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fact that the use of arrest overestimatesvi()lence,efo the extent,t~1t 
some, but few, innocent persons are included (Heumann 1978; see 
als&' Murphy 1980). 11 ~ 

Majc;rActuarial Cbrrelates 
of Violent~ehavior 

. ..:: <I 

What factors have most consistently' been related to violence in 
the research? 0 

Past Crime, Particularly Violent Crime 
I, , ",_. __ ".., "!,' , 

If there is one finding that overshadows all others ~iIrthearea of 
prediction,&it is that the probability of future crime increases with 
each prior criminal act. 
~~ Following his' cqJ:lOrt of Philadelphia males until they were 30, 
Wolfgang (1978) found that, if a person is arrested four times, the' Q 

probability thajff~ will happen a fifth is 80 percent. Ifa person is 
\) arrested 10 times, 'the probability of an eleventh a.n:est is 90 percent 

and the probability that the offense will be a serious or ''It'ldex'' 
offense (although not necessarily a violEmt one) is 42 percent. The 
PROMI~ Research 'Project in Washington, D.C., analy~ing arrest 
data on over 45,000 criminal d~fendants, found that the probability ,~ 
of rearrest 'for a person with five or more prior arrests "began to 
approach certain;liy" (Shah 1978a). Steadman et ale (1978) found 
that virtually an the violent crime copuilitted by :fel\ased menial 
patients is committedoby patieQ.t~,:who had an extensI~~~riminal 
record before going into ihell1ental hospital. ~--", .' 

Further, the amoun~ of crime attributable to rG~eat or chronic" 
offenders, as mentionea previously, appears to be a substantial por- (i 

tion of dhe crime committed .in society. Fifty-three percent of all 
crime cOInplitted by Wolfgang's (1978) birth cohort was committed 
by the 6 percent df juveniles who had( five" or more; arrests. By the t? 

time they were 30, this group of chronic offenderS hal risen from 6 
percent to 15 percent of the 'sample. ' 

The 49°Dhabitual offenders in the Rand study (Petersilia et aI. 
1977) reported committip.g over 10,000 crimes. Over a 20..year 
criminal career, they averaged .20 serious crimes per year of "str~et 
time')' (i.e., time not spent in j&il), with two of tfiose criInes_ befug 
violen'i: ones. They 0 admittsad to committirig 10 felonies fO,1- each 
time they were arrested. The PROMIS B~sea,ich Project ,(1977) in 
Washington, D.C., likewise found tha~ersonS'with arecbrd of 

,previous violent crime committed·· a--dispropoi1;ionate amount of 
violen~~L!his study also found a significant degree of nonspeciali-
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zation among offenders: "Today's petty" larceny defendant may 
have, beeh involved in a past robbery case and might be the subject 
of a future homicide prosecution or simple assault arrest" (p. 13). 

Age 

At the extremes, 'the relationship between age and crimes of"vio
lence i<? s~lf-evident: Infants do not mug, nor do geriatric patients 
r~pe. ~t, is the precise confi~ation ~f th~ ~\\erted .U2shaped re~a
tionshIp between age and crune that IS at ISSU!r, and It clearly VarIes 
by the tYpe of crime and by mffi,ly other facto/rs .. The general tl;trust 
of recent research, however, is that the c~ve IS strongly skewed 
toward the young and is becoming even more skewed. " 

In 1975, males between 15 and 20 years of age represented 8.5 
percent of the American population and 35 percent of the arrests 
for violent crimes (Zimring 1978). Juvenile violence appears to be 
increasing more thal'l twice as fast as that of adults, almost tripling 
between 1960 and 1975 (Wolfgang 1978). Not only one's current 
age, but the age at which one first comes in contact with the police, 
appears ,to relate strongly to criminal behavior. The Philadelphia 
cohort f?tudy (Wolfgang et al., 1972) found that the probability of 
being an adult offendsr was three ,and one-half times greater if one 
had been a juvenile offender tha.."l if, one had noti'! 

The average age at which the ,habitual offenders in the Rand 
study (Petersilia et al. 1977) committed their first serious offense 
was 14, with pyst arrest following a year lat~r. The parole guidelines 
used in Michigan (1978) distinguish between high risk for assaul
tive recidivism and a very high risk for such conduct solely on the 
basis of whether one was arrested for any crime before his 15th 
birthday. The violent recidivism rate for Michigan parolees with an 
arrest record by the time=~ey were 15 was 40 percent, almost 
double the 21 percent violent recidivism rate for thpse without such 
an arrest. ," 

As violence feeds ,on the energy of youth, so age mellows even 
the most habitual offender. The Rand study'found that habitual 
offehders committed an average of 3.2 serious crimes per month as 
juven¥es, 1.5 per month as young adults, and 0.6 as adults. William 
Butl~,<X, eats had said it earlier, "The years hav,e put water in my 
blood ar"~c:urowned the wildness within it." 

Bol~~I!\~\Pd Wilson (1978) concluded that "the best evidence 
now aV~~~!Dle suggests rather strongly that' juveniles, especially 
chronic juvenile offenders, commit a far larger portioll of serious 
crimes than arrest reports had previously led us tobelleve [and] 
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that the t~~ at which they commit these crimes declines as they get 
oJder. . . . ' 

It sh~uld be noted with regard to age, as it will be with race and 
economIC status, that these findings refer only to "street" viol 
The more ~ubtle, but perhaps more" harmful, .forms of viole~~~e. 
manufactur~g unsafe products,building lethal dams, andoper~ting 
fatal coal mmes-are among the less savory habits of the·' middle 
aged. -

Sex 

. ~ppro~m~tely 9 o~ every 10 persons arrested for a violent crime 
m. :he Umted State~. m,,1977 ~ere male (Web~ter 1978), and this 
~atio dh~ ,bee~ amazmgly conSIstent since· such statistics were first 
r~co: ed .. Whl!e there h~s be~n a substantial incre~se .in female 
v101..,nt ~~e m recent years, It has been matched by an equally 
substantIal .mcrease in male violent crime. Granted th t th 
clearly sex b' . l' . a ere are . .. lases. m po IC~ ~es~ policies regarding some forms of 
cnme (e:g., pro~tItutlO~), It !S hIghly unlikely that the police are 
systematically dlscountmg the female perpetrators of murder rob
b~ry, and aggr~vat~d assault. While police statistics do unde~stat 
VIOlence occun:mg In ~he ~ome, it is unknown whether the ~olenc: 

.. Off mothers ag~st then: children is more prevalent than the violence 
, 0 husbands agaInst theIr wives. . 
- Hind~lan~ (1976)., report~g on ,a victimization survey of 78,000 

people In el~ht ma.J~r Arnencan cities, found that the victims of 
assaul~ perc~lved theIr offenders to be female in 4 percent of th 
:~ ~volvmg l!'-e!t and ill 12 percent of the cases,not involvin: 
of~' emal:. VICtImS. :t:'~p'brted ~eir assailant to be female more 

'thn t~~ d:) rp.~e VIctims (20,;percent versus 5 ,percent for assault 
~ . ou e.. Hindelang concludes that "both male and female 
VI~tims are dIsproportionately victimized by offenders who are per
c~lved to ~ male and that offenders who are perceived to be female 
dlsp~oportlOnately choose females for victims" (p. :1,:78). 

Smce most of the.recent research on the habitually violent 
offender has focused on males alone, it is difficult to anal . J. 

terns of female criminality . . . yze pa..,-

b ::a~cobi and. Jacklin's (1974) definitive review.of sex-linked 
:£ e . aVlOr ound that the fact that males are more aggressive than 

b
emales. t.o be on~ of the few sex differences to be well established 
y empmcal research. ". . . 

:e s~x dif~erence9n aggression has been o~served' in all cul
es ill WhICh the relevant behavior has beJn observed. Boys 
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. ' , 'both Phy;icallY as well as ver~all~, They 
areomore aggressIve d f of aggression (mock-flghtmg,ag
show: the atte~lUate orms the direct forms more freq.uently 
greSSlVe fantasIes), as, well as efound as early as sOClal play 
than girls. The sex differences ~ ,co " 

" begins-at age 2 or 2-1/2 (p. 352), ",' , 
, ," (,' t research on ,aggression by Fro~l, 

, A reVIew of labora(~~17)' concluded that sex differences m 
, Macauley ,and Thorne t as commonly believed and that 

aggression are not as prevalen I under certairi conditions, such 
women may be as ~gressi;e, ~::~ved as justified, T~~ ecological 
as when the, aggressIve ac IS unl'ty however appear to 

tin ' the open comm, ' 
conditions 'Opera g m, latively m' frequently. Not only are 

, , 'ty' aggressIOn re , "f' 
eliCltsex pan m, "h' r in the general populatIOn Slgn1 1-

the base rates of VIolent be a~o. ales, but the recidivism rat~, of 
cantly lower for fe~ales th~h or ~at 'of' male offenders (Kelley 
female offenders IS lower an 
1977). f) 

Race' 
,() " 't d "th re is no escaping the 

"In the end," Silberman recently no e, e 
question of race and crime" (1978, p. 117). , " , 

" .' , t to arantee, giving offense; !t IS 
To say thIS IS to rlsk, ~os b fthe role of race in AmerlCru:1. 
~pos~ible to talk h,onest ~ :n o~ring both whites and blacks
life WIthout offendmg ~ J American' reds as well. The 
and Hispanic browns an ~a ,ve are all too accustomed 
truth is too terrible on al} SIdes; ~?n~:mmatory rhetoric with 

, " to the soothing euphemIsms an 1 " 
'I which the subject is cloaked (p.117-118), .. 

" ~ " for sli htly less than 12 ;percent of the Amerl-
Black~r.f.lfcounted g t d f 46, percent of all arrests 

<~~~~@ poptiI~tio.n in 197! b~t' acc~~ p~r~e~~ of the arrests for assault 
fot viol~ntcrune, varyIng orm be' ", 
to 57 percent of the a:rests ~or ~:din~ from the Philadelphia cohort 

, Perhaps the most dlstressmg , af.c ted the data Blacks were 
," th d gree to which race J.ec . , ' Wh 

study was e e, h arrest record than whItes. en 
four c:times more likely to ave aJ:?-ousness the ,differences become 

. one weighs the offenses for sen l' rt d that "nonwhites 
even stronger. Wolfgang (1977) recent y ~:oh~ through delin-

, 't th year inflict more SOCI , , 18 
in theIr SIX een 'ty th 'do all whites from age 7 to . 
quency ~ on the com:~: have a::: weighted crime rate 11 times that 
NonwhItes 7-10 year 0 ~ , th "'al difference less than a factor of 
of whites. At no age IS e racl 
fourl' rF " 
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Hindelang (1978) attempted to assess the extent' to which black 
overrepresentation in arrest statistics reflects differential involve-" 
ment by blacks in crime oidifferential selection of blacks for arrest 
by the' police, He compared FBI arrest statistics for common-law, 
personal crimes with the 'racial'identification of offenders made by 
victims to the N atiohal Victimization Panel. While finding some 
evidence of police bias, he concluded that theo "data for rape, rob
bery and assault are generally:;'consistent with official data on arrests 
and support the differential involvement hypothesis," 

As further evidence in support 0:1;, the differeJ;ltial ipvolvement 
hypothesis for black overrepresentationin arrest statistics, Silber
man (1978) reported that Puerto Rican New cYorkers, who are, as 
a group, poorer and less educated than black New Y orkers~ have 
only one-third the arrest rate of blacks for violent crimes. Me~ican 
America,nsin south Texas have on~-eighth the com~iction rate of 
black Te:x;ans for robbery. ')) 

It would be hard to convince a Puerto Rican New Yorker that 
the police treat Puerto Ricans more deferentially than they , 
treat blacks. It would be even harder to persuade Mexican
Americans in the Southwest that they receive preferential 
treatment from the police (p. 120). 

As Hindelang noted with respect to his data, however: 

These results cannot be extrapolated beyond the specific 
'I crimes to which the analyses were addressed. If the differential 
C involvement in white-collar offenses, organized crime, cor

porate crime, or consunier fraud had been studied the results 
might have been very different. Obviously these data and 
analysis shed no light on racial differences in crime generally 
(p,107). 

Socioeconomic Status and Employment Stability 
c! , 
p 

In a recent reView of predictors of criminal recidivism, Pritchard 
(1977) reported that eight of the nine st1:tdieswith relevant qata 
found',an offender's pre-prison incofue level ,j;oc,;relate to perfor:rn,. . '{' 

ance on parole. Further, 72 of the 76 s¥idies reporting data on the 
stability of pre-prison employment found·a lack of stability to indi
cate failur~ on parole. In a recentMassachus~tts study, Cook (1975) 
found tha)~ 89 percent of parolees who had a sati~factory job at 
the end of their' first year on parole completed parole s~cce~sfully, 
while only 50 percent of those not satisfactorily employed did so~ 
The probability of recidivisnl during the second 3 months on parole 
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increased directly with the number of jobs held during the first 3 
months, from 11 percent recidivism when one job was held to 43 
percent recidivism when five jobs were held. 

In the Rand study, only 43 percent of the habitual offendersJlad 
a minimally acceptable job while on the streets as an adult ~(cf. 
Tittle, Villemez, and Smith, 1978). 

Opiate or AI~ohol Abuse 

In Pritchard's (1977) .review, all nine of the studies on pre-prison 
opiate abuse found it to relate positively to criminal recidivism. 

Forty-three percent of the Rand sample were classified by the 
California Department of Corrections as addicted to or users of 
narcotics. Sixty percent of the Rand sample said they committed 
their crimes under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or both, and 
about half of those stated that this condition contributed to the 
commission of the crimes. Offenders involved with both alcohol 
and drugs committed more than twice the number of crimes against 
persons as did offenders involved with neither, although alcohol 
alone ten ned to have no effect in this study. 

The desire for money to buy drugs and alcohol was cited by only 
10 percent of the habitual offenders as the reason for their begin
ning a career of crime, but by about 33 percent as the reason for 
their continuing in crime. 

A study recently done by Schmidt and Witte (1978) on several 
thousand, persons released from North Carolina prisons concluded 
that the person at highest risk of returning to prison was a "young, 
black, male alcoholic witl;;t many previous convictions." 

To be sure, there are other correlates of serious· criminal recidi
vism. There has been an amazing turnaround in sociological atti
tudes toward the role of low IQ' in influencing criminal behavior, () 
with several recent studies finding that it does indeed have a sub
stantial effect (Hirschi and Hindelang 1977). Residential mobility 
and marital status (State of Michigan 1978) also seem frequently to 
come through as factors distinguishing recidivists from one-timers. 
While ... there is clearly a large degree of overlap among the items 
listed (i.e., "common variance" is accounted for), each does appear 
to have some independent effect. 

It should be noted, however, that the presence of one of these 
predictors may greatly reduce the relevance of another. Thus race, 
taken in isolation, bears a substantial relationship to violent crime. 
But the rel~vance of race in a person with an extensive record of 
violence appears minimal or nonexistent. Whatever their race, ' 
people with such re90rds have a higher probability of future violent 
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behavior. Such findings lead one "to . 
of race as a detenninant [of fu ~mphasIze the unimportance 
has been identified as a delin ue~~~ VIolence~ once the individUal 
and Conrad 1978, p. 133). q (Hampanan,(~chuster, Dinitz, 

For the purpose of clinical r . . 
p:ofessionals, What is not listed ~ICtIon~ made. b~ mental health' 
VIolent behavior is at least ,0 a major statIstICal correlate of 
relevant noncorrelate of VI' las ImI;>ortant as what is listed. The most 

o ence IS "mental illness." 

Mental Illness and Violent B h · , e aVlor (> 

Mental ipness and viol~nt beha . ' 
popular belief. BrydaIl wrote . VIqr have always been linked in 
commitment of the me~tall~ ~g. InE1700, traced the roots of civil 
which provided that "Gu d ; ngland to "the old Roman law" 
not only to look that the~;o O~ot eeI;>ers.be, appointed for Madmen 
that they be not destructive to oth:~schIe~, t? thelDs~lves, but also 
~9'(~). Mter Daniel McNaught .. ". (quoted In Ders~owitz . 
Ity In 1843, the Times of en was aC5lwtted by reason of"msan
Greenland 1978): _ London publIshed this ditty (quoted in 

Ye people of England exult and b " I d 
For ye're now at the mercy of theem

g 
a il 

. erc ess mad. 
The first mental hospital in th . 

at the urging of Benjamin F kl ~ AmerICa~ colonies was founded 
ment that the mentally ill ran In, who relled heaVily on the argu-
th P were prone to viole In h O 

e ennsylvania Assembly he s t f th n.ce. IS petition to 
han and Geis 1.976):,~ e or the ,cl~ (quoted in Mona-

That with the Numbers of P 
tempel~d in Mind and de. ri eople, theo N~ber of Persons dis-
reatly InCfeased in this p~o~~~e~f,;:ef rational Faculties, .has 
~ge are a terror to their nei hb~ a ~ some of t?em ,going at 

SIve of the Violences they m g ,urs! who are daily appreheIl-, ~' ay commIt. ~ 

Likewis~, in the mind of~' the modern '~o (. 
between VIolence and mental ill ~ . publIc, the correlation 
a sy t t' ness remams due 0 • s em~ IC exaggeration by the "d 0 "" In. no small part to 
mentally ill (Steadman and C me Ia of the cnme rates of the 

There .is agrowiIlg and co~~~:~a 1978). . . 
the relati~nship between violenc;:ug body of e~pmcal research on 
two q, uestlOns: (1) What, is th' ,anald mental Illness. It actdresses 
among' , eprev ence, of psy h' tr° ~ 0 cPnsop populations? and (2) Wh 0 • c la IC cdIsorder 
people rele~lred from m, ental h 'L~ at 1$, the vlOlen~e rate of 

~ ~~ ~ OSPh s? WhIle 'answers to 'these ques-
" ~ , 
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, I satisfactory account of the rela-t i,ons will not pr<?,vide an ehntlr~ y d mental disorder, since a large " '1 t be aVlOr an , 
tionship between VIO ~n , ersons have never been m men-
portion of diagnosably dlsor~red ~ violent offender$ successfully 
tal hospitals and a large po~ on 0 ful antidote to popular my-
avoid prison, they do provIde a use . 
thology, 

Mental Illness Among Criminals , , 

. f a s chiatric epidemlOlogl-
Bolton (1.976) reported the :e;ul!~ jU!!le detention facilities 

cal survey of inmates of ,adult Jal s 000 adult offenders and 650 
in five California c?untIes, ~v:r~d that 6,7 percent of the ,adults 
juveniles were exammed. He nilP re diagnosed as pSYChOtIC; 9.3 
and 2.9 percept of the jUV~ 6 es er::nt of the juveniles w'7" foun~ 
percent of the adult~ ~d 2 . ~ disorder. "Personality dIsorders 
to have a nonpsychotIc ment f th adults and 25.2 percent of 
were reported for 21.0 percen~ 0 J Friedlander (1979) fOllp.d 
the juveniles. ~onah~, Cald:~, 3a; percent of the persons they:. 
that police offlce~~ estlmate,~ entall ill, but only 12 percent a:e arrest are at least somewhat m" !ntallY ill. Roth and Ervm 
either "moderately" or "severe~~ :iatric morbidity in criminal 
(1971, p. 429) concluded that ~s:et~een 15 and 20 percent." 
populations is probably s~m~~be:,s Commission on Mental Health 

Considering that the reSl en h t "as many as 25 percent of the (1978 p. 8) recently concluded t a otional disorders at any 
, tim ted to suffer ... em "t" f population are es a . al lasses from which stree 0-

time" and given that the SOCI. C tel represented in that figure, fend~rs are drawn are disproport~maah;;' et al (1979), and Roth 
the findings of Bolton (~97?), on, ased ;ate of mental illness 

.. > and Ervin (1971) do not mdlcate an mcre h' t ' 

among jail inmates., "tud of rates of psyc la nc 
Clearly the most comprehens~ve sh Y

been 
performed by Guze 

f£ d populatIons as 
disorder among 0 ,en e~ th rterature is representative of the con
(19)6). Guze's reVIew 0 d~kl 1973). 
elusions of others (e.g., Bro y . d follows. psy. 

tud' s may be summanze as d th Overall, th~ other s , Ie, affective disorders, ro: ' ~ Chosis SChlZophrema, prImary 'm' only a minority of IdentI-
' 'd' ders are seen h th various neurotic lsor, , i t greement as to weer 

fied criminals. Th~~e IS ~o com~o~~n among criminals than 
any of. these condlt~ons IS ~~r~ clear that these disorders carry 
the general population, bu,' 1 f ' inality if any at all (Guze, 
omy a slightly in~reas,e~ nsk 0 CrIm '. " 
pp. ~\5-36; italics m ongmal). , 
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Guze's own study of 223 male and 66 female felons in Missouri 
arrived at the follOwing findings: 

Sociopathy, alcoholism, and drug dependence are the psychiat:
ric disorders charactetistically associated with serious crime. 
Schizophrenia, primary affective disorders, anxiety nemosis, 
obsessional neurosis, phobic neurosis, and brain syndromes are 

'not. Sexual deviations, defined as illegal per se, are not, in the 
absence of accompanying sociopathy, alcoholism, and drug 
dependence, associated with other serious crime. 

Diamond (1974), commenting on Guze's earlier work, notes that 
sociopathy, alcoholism, .and drug dependence "are precisely those 
Psychiatric states which are less easily definable and less generally 
agreed to be illnesses at an:" (p. 448). Indeerl, GVjze defined~'socio. 
.pathy" for the purposes of his research as follows: \/ 

This diagnosis was made if at least two of the following five 
~manifestations were present in addition to a history of police 
trouble (other than traffic offenses): a history of excessive 

-fight1hg , , . ~chool de«.fuquency". a, poor job record,., 
(and) a penod of wahderlust or bemg a runaway, ... For 

1{ '-_ 

women, a history of prostitl~tion could be substituted forpne 
of the five manifestations (p. 35), . 

If all prostitutes who have ever been truant in school, or all un
employed males with a period of "wanderlust" in their history are 
counted as "sociopaths," it is not difficult to understand why 78 
percent of all male and 65 percent of all female felons' were so diagnosed. 

With the exception of a higher prevalence of the "disorders" of 
alcoholism and drug dependence, therefore, Prisoners do not appe", 
to have higher rates of diagnosable mental illness than their class
matched peers in the open community. 

Violent Behavior Among Former Mental Patients 

An ci"'!:teresting pattern exists in the data on violent crime rates of 
former mental patients. Almost. without excep/iion, studies per. 
formed in the 1950s arid earlier found that released patients had a 
lower rate of arrest for violent behavior than the general population 
(Ashley 1922; Pollock 1938; Cohen and Freeman 1945; BrilI and 
Malzberg 1954), while stUdies performed in the 1960s and 1970s 
have COnsistently found a higher rate of violent behavior amo'ng 
former patients than among the nonpatient population (Rappaport 
and Lassen 1965; Gio1(anni and Gurel 1967; Zitrin, Hardesty, 
Burdock and Drosoman 1976; Durbin, Pasewark, and Albers 19'77; 
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Sosowsky 1978). What accounts for ,this wholesale shift in the re-
search findings? " 

According to Cocozza, Melick,~Qand Steadman (1938; see also 
Stea~an, Cocozza, and Melick 1978), the apparently increased 
criinef.:tte among former patients refl6cts "the changij~g clientele of 
state hospitals .. " They examined the arres,t .records o~ almost 4,000 
patients released from New York State mental hospitals in a968 
and 1975 using a 19..,month fq'lowup peliod. ParticUlar attention 
was paid to whether" or 'not the former patient had ever been ar
rested prior to being. sent to the hospital. Since their findings for 
both years were similar, only the 1975 d~ta are presented in table 5. 

~) .;:; 

Table 5-A~)nual arrest ratE!s per 1,000 for felonies for the general population, 
total patient sample, and patients with zero, one and two or 1110re prior 
arrests-1975 sample* 
---------'-----~---!! .-. 

! 

COPYRIGHT PORTION OF 
THIS DOCUMENT NOT MICRO
FJLMEP. 

From Cocozza, Merlick and Steadman, 1978 
SaCJ~ Pub+ications" Incorporated 

"' -~ ~ ~' .. 

... '-"'~"'-----.,.,...---,,...------= 
*From Cocozza/Melick, and Steadman, 1978. Reprinted with permission of Sage 

Publications, Inc. Copyright 1978 by the American Society of Criminology . 

A striking pattel'n of ~esults emerges. While it is true that former 
~, patients, as a group,ldo have a substantially higher arrest record f,or 

all types of crime tp.an does the ,generalpopulatton, patients with
out an arrest record prior to going to the hospital have a. lower 
arrest rate than the general popplation. Patients with one arrest 
prior to going to the hospital have a slightly higher .othan aveJ;age 
arrest rate for violent crime once they get out of the hospital 
(except for sex crimes which are substantially higher). Patients with 
two or more ~rior arrests have a d~astically higher violent crime rate 
than the general population. Thus,'compared with 'the genf!ral popu-

, // , '" 

latio,& .the higher rate of ,!iolent crime committeq by released men-
tal patients can be qccounted for en~irely by those patients with a 
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;ecord. particularly an extensive record, of 'criminal activity that 
predated their'~hospitali?ation. This is consistent with the literature 
on' violent crime among criminal PQP~ations: A record of past vio- " 
lence is the best predictor of future v.,iolehce. . " ,= 

But why the increase ,in violent crime rates among rel~ased 
patients in' recent years? Steadman, Cocoz~~,and Melic~ (1978) 
compared their findings with' \~hQ$e rep<?rted by Bri1l~d Malzberg. 
(1954) on a cmpparable pop~ation of New York· ~atle~ts released 
in 1947. Tl1e'"'results of the two studies are almost IdentICal except 
that o1Jly 15 percent of the 1,947 patients had a pr~or arrest record 
while 40 percefit of the 1975 subjects did. As Brill and Iy.Ialzberg 
noted 25 years ago: , 0 . ,« " 

Arrests in the ex-mental hospital patients were largely concJn
trated in a relatively small, rather well-demarcated group of. 
persons with a, previous criminal. record,.:and" their anti-so~iru.:· 
behavior was clearly correlated WIth well-known factors wh~ch 
operate in the general population and was not correlated WIth 
the factors of mental illness except in a negative way. ' .. [An] 
attack of mental illness with hospitalization does not tend to 
leave an inclination toward criminal. acttvitygreater than that 
'Which existed ppor to tile illness and ." .. does not proc;luce 
.such a tendency if it did not previously exist ... (pp. 12.;13). <0 

Rabkin (1979 p. 25) came "to a similar conc~usi()nin he~ exhaus-, 
tive review of every study published on the topic: to '. ')" 

At the present time there is no evidence' that [released 
patients'] mental status as such raises their arrest risk; rather} 
antisocial behavior and mentally ill behavior apparently co
exist; particularly;amongy~U!lg, 'ilnm~~~, u~~killed poor 
mal~s, especially those. belongmgto' ethmc mmo:rItI~S . 

The 'real issue, therefore, is not what psychological factors 
acco~nt for the incr~sed crime ~~ among. released ment~ 
patients, but rather.~hat sociological and ecpnomIC facto~s ~derhe 
the administrative 'andp6litJ.cal decision to "send morE! cnmmals to 
mental hospitals in the first place. As chronic-~eriatric patients
who have a very low crime rate:--are ~being udeinstitutionalized" 
from mental hospitals into nlU\;?ing homes; the proportion of beds 
that ~e ~ing filled by younger and more violent persons-who ~ 
the past might have been sent to jailor prison (Stone 1975)-J.S 
ris~~g. As Steadman et al. (1978,p. 820) have~nqted, "~f one were 

" to gather a group of men of whom 40 percent had prevIously been 
arresood"from. the general PPP111ati6h, it .is quite likely that the 
aUestr~tes found:among"the 1975. former patient group woUld.l:>e 
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82 CLINICAL PREDICrrION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

In terms of specific psychiatric diagnoses, the N~w York study 
found a significant association between patients diagnosed as drug 
or alcohol abusers or "personality disorders" and future criminal 
behavior. While no more than 8 percent of any other diagnostic 
category was subsequently arrested, 18 percent of patients with al
cohol or other drug-related diagnoses were arrested as were 28 per
cent of those diagnosed as "personality disorder" (Steadman, 
Cocozza and Melick 1978). With the substitution of "sociopathy" 
for "per~onality disorder," these are the same three factors identi
fied in Guze's (1976) study of mental illness in a prison population. 
As was the case with sociopathy, it is unclear what "p~rsonality 
disorder" means in this context and how independent it is from a 
history of past criminal behavior. 

As stated by the President's Commission on Mental Health 
(1978, p. 56), "The sporadic violence ?f so-called .'ment~y. ill 
killers~ as depicted in stories and dramas IS more a deVIce of fictIOn 
than a fact of life. Patients with serious psychological disorders are 
more likely to be withdrawn, apathetic, and fearful. We do not 
deny that·some mentally ill people are violent, but the image of the 
mentally ill person as essentially a violent person is erroneous." 

The Dominance of Clinical 
Prediction in the Law 

If actuarial or statistical prediction has advantages over the clini
cal approach in terms of precision, reproducibility, or efficiency, 
why has clinical prediction dominated in the legal system? Kaster
meier and Eglit (1973) offered several reasons to account for the 
primacy of the clinical approach: (a) the view that l~gal dec~i?ns 
are intrinsically individualized; (b) the fact that actuarIal predICtion 
explicitly acknowledges that errors will be made (and therefore 
decisionmakers may feel more responsible for the mistakes, even 
though they may be fewer than a clinical approach would produce); 
and (c) the view (see below) that some important case-specific fac
tors will not be considered in statistical formulae. Carroll (1980) 
added two other reasons, "(d) uneasiness over stating some reasons 
for decisions that are not part of th~ statistical predictions (e.g., 
public opinion, p~rsonal impressions, and private attitudes), and 
(e) concern over loss of status or even loss of job i~ com?~tition 
with statistical formulae." One final reason for preferrmg clmICal to 
actumial approaches might be, called (f) uneasiness over stating 
some reasons for decisions that are part of -the statistical predictions 
(e.g., the inclusion of such socially sensitive variables as race and sex 
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in predic.tion equations). It is for this reason that clin.ical prediction 
s~~etimes functions as a "laundering" of actuarial prediction by 
hIdmg the nature of the variables used in the prediction from public 
view (see chapter 1). ", 

The above six reasons for preferring clinical to actuarial predic
tion are primarily of a negative sort. They refer to wealmesses in the 
legal system or in human decisionmakers that lead them to prefer 
~ne method over the other. Are there any good ,"reasons for prefer
rmg dinical to actuarial prediction? At least three possibilities arise. 

Clinical Prediction and the Rare Event 

It is true that some important case-specific factors may be over
looked in the actuarial approach (reason (c) above). Meehl (1954) 
gives the example of predicting whether "Professor A" will attend 
the movies on a given night. Presume that an actuarial table has 
been developed that predicts with a probability of .90 that the pro
fessor will attend the movies. The clinician, however knows that 
in addition to fulfilling all the criteria in the table fo; a .90 proba~ 
bility, the professor has just broken his leg. "This single fact is suf
ficient to change the probability of .90 to a probability of approxi-" 
mately zero" (p. 25). Note that one could not incorporate such rare 
c~>ntingencies as breaking a leg into the actuarial table, since, pre
CIsely because they are rare, they would not appear as statistically 
significant in a large prediction study. 

!n other w?rds, such a factor does not appear as statistically 
Important In. the mass event, but if the clinician knows the 
f~ct in the case of ~rofessor A, he (correctly) allows it to over
nde all other data m the Table ...• [T] hese rara casesfumish 
one of the respects .in which the human brain can be a very 
sensitive indicator (Meehl 1954, p. 25). 

So there may indeed be some case-specific factors that could 
allow a human being to make a more accurate prediction than an 
actuarial table in a given individual case. Some formal prediction 
schemes such as the one used by the U.S. Parole Board allow for 
just such a "clinicaL override, " when the persons responsible for the 
prediction believe that the results of an actuarial table are inac
curate in a given case (Gottfr~dson, Wilkins, and Hoffman 1978). 
Yet elsewhere Meehl (1973, p. 85) cautions that "clinicians should 
beware of overdoing the broken,leg analogy." 

There ,are at least four aspects of ili:ebroken. leg case which are 
very different from the usual Hpsychodynainic" reversarof an 
actuarial prediction. First, ,a broken leg is a pretty objective 
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84 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF' VIOLENT BEHA YIOR 

fact, determinable with high 'accuracy, if you care to take the 
trouble; second, its correlation with relative immobilization is 
near perfect ... ; thud, interaction effects are conspicuously 
lacking-the immobilization phenomeqon cuts neatly across 
the other categories under study; foUrth, the' pred~'ction is 
mediated without use of any doubtful theory .... (p.85) 

It may be, Meehl states, that clinical prediction as a whole is less 
accurate than actuarial prediction, but that for a subset of cases for 
which clinicians express high confidence in their predictions, the 
clinicians are more accurate. "Once having proved this, we could 
thereafter countennand the formula in cases where the clinician 
expresses high confidence in his head" (1973, p. 89). We, .. should 
note, however, that such proof has not yet been reported (se~ 
Shapiro 1977). 

I nsufficient Time for Actuarial Analysis 

A second reason for preferring clinical to actuarial predictions of 
violence is that situations may arise in which time does not exist to 
pennit a' review of the individual's record and his or her scores on 
the other variables that may be included in an actuarial table. It is 
difficult to imagine, for example, how much actuarial information 
could be collected in the context of an emergency 72-hour civil 
commitment evaluation. While one could:'j~dge a petson'ssex, and 
estimate age and intoxication status,' man~,r other potentially rele
vant variables could be ascertained only fre~.extemal sources that 
are not available in the context of the ".emergency" situation. At 
least until more complete actuarial informatiQn can be compiled, 
"intuitive" clinical judgment (taking into account, 'e.g., the vehe
mence of shouted threats) may be the only feasible short-term pre
diction strategy (Meehl 1973, p. 170).' 

The Unavailability of Actuarial Data 

In addition, as argued previously, there exists little actuarial 
knowledge concerning what variables predict violence in short-term 
"'~emergency"situations. We do not know what to look for, even if 
we had the time to find' it. In, situations where no actuarial data 
exist,reliance uponcclinical expertise is the only approach available, 
if decisions are to be made on predictive grounds. Meehl (1973, p. 
89), in this ~egard,asks rhetorically whether professionals will use 
clinical or actuarial. techniques in making predictive decisions. He 
answers: "Mostly weWiII use our heads, because there just iSll't any 
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formula .' ... " " 'Clinical experience' and 'common sense,' " he 
notes, "must be invoked when there is nothing better to be had" {p 
59),,'" . 

rhe Clinical Use of 
Statistical Dat;;l 

Per~aps too much has been made in the past of distinguishing 
actu~al and clinical methods and riot enough of how each might 
contrib~te to the other. From the beginning, clinical methods have 
been PItted against actuarial ones in the academic equivalent of a 
cockfIght. Recall that the title of Meehl's 1954 book was "Clinical 
Versus Statistical Prediction." The tone of much of the actuarial 
writing (except for Meehl himself,1973) was npt chosen to win 
psychiatric friends or influence psychological colleagues. 

To . t~e practitioner, dealing 'every day with life-and-death 
deCISIOns, the message of much of the [actuarial] work is 
"Y?ur judgment is not nearly as gqod as 'you think it is, ,; 
whIch IS a threat to the security, self-esteem and even the 
professional identity of many clinicians. Smail wonder that 
~ey find it easy to ignore work that 1it.~s largely outside their 
~leld, seems of J:lubious relevance, and is dearly still embroiled 
m controve!sy (Holt 1978, p. 16). ...i 

, Yet clinical prediction, as noted, may take into account actuarial 
tables, an~ actuarial prediction may incorporatecllnical judgments. 
One possIble strategy for. improving clinical prediction, thexefore, 
suggest~ ~~~elf. It ~s to provide clinicit;Jps with 3$ n1uch actuarial in
formation as possIble, to see if this affects their pre(~ictions. 

O? ~e first pPint, Hoffman et al. (1974) prei~ented actuarial 
,predIction ~bles to parole board members reviewIng the files of 
adult male mmaj;es fox parole consideration. The board members 
were then asked for their own .. clinical predicitons and\ for a decision 
on whether the inmates should be paroled or kept in ,prison. They 
found that the correlation between statistical risk estimates based 
on the actuarial tables and the board's. clinical risk estimates was 
0.74 when the a.ctuarial tables ~~ere presented to bo~rd members 
before they, made their clinical judgments and 0.53 when the tables 
were not provided. The correlation between riskestimaites and the 
outcome o.f th~)parole. decisio»" was 0.30 when the a~tu\~ial tab~~s 
were -?rovIded and 0.18 when they were not. The prpvision of 
actuarIal data, th~refore, affected both the clinical judgln~lhts of the 
parole board and Its parole decisions in the predioted direction. 
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86 CLINICAL PREDICTIO~ OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

A complicating fact is that Hoffman et ale (1974) also found that 
actuarial data were more likely to result in increased clinical predic
tions of unfavorable parole outcome (when the actuarial data sug
gested such an unfavorable outcome) than they were to result in in
creased predictions of favorable outcome (when the actuarial data 
were in the favorable direction). This could mean even more false 
positives. 

The reason that actuarial estimates indicating violent behavior 
may have more of an effect upon clinical prediction than actuarial 
estimates indicating nonviolence may involve the social conse
quences of each type of error for the clinician ~oir:g. the predictin~. 
If one overpredicts violence, the result is that mdIVIduals who wIll 
not be violent are institutionalized. This' situation is not one likely 
to have significant public ramifications for the individual r~spon
sible for the overprediction. But consider the consequences for the 
predictor of violence should he 01' she err in the other direction
underprediction. The correctional official or mental healt~ profes
sional who predicts that a given individual will not commIt a dan
gerous act is subject to severe unpleasantness shpuld that act 
actually occur. Often he or she will be informed of its ~,ccurren?e 
in the headlines ("Freed Mental Patient Murders Mother J and wIll 
spend many subsequent days fielding reporters' questions about 
professional incompetence and institutional laxity. As Steadman 
(1972) noted, "There may be no surer way for the forensic psychia
trist to lose power than to have a released mental patient charged 
with a serious crime in the district of a key legislator." Given the 
drastically different consequences' of overprediction (or "type 1 
errors") and underprediction (or "type 2 error~") for the individual 
responsible for making the judgment, it is not surprising that he or 
she should choose to "play it safe" and err on the conservative side. 
Note that if the clinician adopted the strategy of simply providing 
estimates of the likelihood of future violence and l~:ft it to others in 
the legal system (e.g., judges) to decide whether the likelihood ex
ceeds the threshold necessary for taking preventive action, these 
potentially biasing social contingencies might be attenuated·· (see 
chapter 1). 

In practice, therefore, if either clinical or actuarial estimates in
dicate violence, the prediction is likely "to be that violence will 
occur, while it may take both actuarial and clinical estimates of 
safety to result in a prediction of nonviolence. 

How, then, is the clinician to improve the accuracy of his or her 
prediction by taking statistical data into account? Several steps 
appear advisable: . 
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(1) Making Base Rates of Violence a Prime Consideration 

If the ~as~ rate of V'lolent behavior in a givenpopulatipn is very 
low, predIctIOn becomes an extremely, difficult task. As Megargee 
(1976, p. 18) has it, "(m)ental health prqfessionals should limit 
th:mselves to predicting d,angerous behavior in high base-rate popu
latIOns such as those who have .already engagec;l in repeated violence. " 

~t should be noted that the "population" for which a base, rate is 
estImated should be as specific an~ relevant as possible (Meehl 
1978,.p. 88). The base rate of violept behavior for a person brought 
to a ~~~I?-tal he~th center by the police as potentially "dangerous to 
others IS not the base rate of violence in the general population or 
even th~ age- ~d sex-adjust~d base rate of violence in ihe gen~ral 
populatIOn. It IS the rate of vlolent acts committed by other people 
who. have been referred by the police as dangerous. This base rate 
(WhICh to. my knowledge is not available and therefore would have 
to be e.stimated) may be very different from that of the general populatIOn. 

Carro~ (1979), in a series of ingenious studies, examined What 
f~cto:s mfluence ~hether decisionmakers take base-rate informa
tion mto a~co.unt ,m ~aking predictive decisions. Subjects in several 
parole predIction studIes were more likely to make use of statistical 
data When these data. were explicitly associated with the individual 
case Whose behavior was being predicted rather than in terms of 
gro~p :ates (see the discussion of predicting from class membership 
earlIer In the chapter). As Carroll (1980) notes: 

Subjects ... were presented, with the infonnation that a group 
of parolee~ had a known recidivism rate, and that each case 
th.ey exammed was drawn from this group. They apparently 
failed . to complete the syllogism by saying "therefore each 
case has an expected risk of recidivism equal to that ~f the group .... " {/ 

C!early the~, the reaso~g process is difficult and not imme
dIately ObVIOUS ~o subJec!s. :rhe completion of this reasoning 
process ... by snn.ply asSI~ng a risk level to the individual 
case, does res~t m use of the risk information .•. These 
resul~ are cO~SJste~t with veo/ recent work shOwing that base
rate mformation will be used If a causal connection is apparent 
b.etween the characteristics about which the base-rates are 

h ~ven and the 'events to be predicted (Tversky and KaJmemann jr""'ln press).') . . , 

In addition to giving predictions in individual rather than group 
form, Carroll (1980) also found that statistical information that was 
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~tated i~ verbal f~~ w~s more. influential. ill ~~ecting clinical 
Judgment than statistical InfOrmatIOn stated In numerical form. If 
subjects were told that "the computer" revealed that a person had a 
"good" parole prognosis, they were more influenced than if told 
that the computer concluded the person had a "75 'percent" chance 
of parole success; Inqeed, when pres.ented with numerical risk state
ments of 35 percent, 55 percent, and, 75 percent chance of parole 
success, the subjects' clinical predictions distinguished between 35 
percent and the latter two values, but did not distinguish between 
55 and 75 percent success. That is,as Hoffman et al. (1974) found, 
statistical information was used to increase one's prediction in an 
unfavorable direction, but it was ignored when it, indicated a 
favorable outcome. When the statistical data were translated for the 
subjects into, verbal terms such as "good" or "poor" risk, however, 
subjects did distinguish between a favorable and a neutral predic
tion. Thus, "a set of verbal categories in which to present statistical 
risk predictions appears to be the most effective presentational 
mode currently available" (Carroll 1980). 

(2) Obtaining Information on Valid Predictive Relationships 

Clearly, the clinician is better off with' no statistical information 
than with erroneous information. One purpose of this monograph is 
to disseminate the results of recent research on factors predictive of 
violent behavior. Yet, in an area as rapidly developing as this one, 
"continuing education," particularly self-education, is a clear neces
sity. Clinicians need to be alert and sensitive to illusory correlations. 
Given the tendency for such correlations to persist, continuing 
education and inservice training programs need to emphasize such 
sources of error in clinical judgments. 
.~so, more information does not necessarily lead to better pre~ 

dIctions. In' fact, a surplus of information may reduce predictive 
accuracy. Bartlett and Green (1966) studied the ability of psycholo
gists to predict student grades. In one condition, psychologists were, 
given four pieces of illformation (e.g., high school, rank), and in 
another they were given. the same four items plus 18 additional ones 
(e.g., father's education). In every case, the psychologists predicted 
mQre accurately with fewer items of data. Disturbingly, however, 
they were more confident of their predictions the more data they 
had available to them. 

Focusing on a limited number of relevant and valid predictor 
items, therefore, is more important than ,an exhaustive examination 
that yields much irrelevant and ultimately confusing information. 
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(3) Not Overreacting to Positive Associations 

There is little that can be said here other than to exhort clinicians 
not to overreact to one positive index of violence at the expense of 
overlooking several negative indices. ; 

A balanced search for information on factors tha,t would decrease 
an individual's propensity for violent behavior (e.g." strong family 
support), as well as factors that would increase violence pron?ness, 
should be undertaken. In addition, it should be noted that SImply 
because a pattern of positive and negative evidence appears to be 
highly "representative" of future violent behavior does not mean 
that such behavior should be predicted to occur (Hahneman and 
Tversky 1973). The base rate and the reliability of the available 
evidence must also be considered. 

"For example, if only 10% of a particular group are e~pected to 
engage in future violent behavior on the basIS of pnor proba
bilities (base rates), and if the specific evidence concernIng the 
predictions is of poor reliability (e.g., clinicalas~es.sments and 
certain psychological test indices), then the predIctions should 
remain very close to the base rates. The greater the move away 
from the base rates under the above conditions, the greater 
will be the probability of error (Shah 1978a, p. 229). 

Summary 

. One of the most promising avenues for improving the accuracy of .,/ 
clinical predictions of violent behavior appears t? be ~ ~crease? 
emphasis upon incorporating statistical concepts mto clinIcal deCI,. 
sionmaking. . 

Statistical prediction differs from clinical prediction both 111 the 
kinds of data it employs and in the methods it uses to convert the 
data into a prediction. Statistical prediction uses lower order, of~n 
demographic, variables and combines them by means ?f automat!c, 
mathematical rules. Clinical prediction, by contrast, IS less preCIse 
about the predictor variables used and may choose different !-'re
dictors for different cases. These factors are then transformed Into 
a prediction in a subjective or intuitive way. 

The research 'studies on the statistical prediction of violent 
behavior have yielded a wide variety of results, ranging from sub
stantially less accurate to substantially more accurate. th~ the 
studies of clinical prediction, dependin,g upon what cntenon of 
violence was used. The factors most closelyrela.ted to the occur
rence of violent behavior appear to be past violence, age; s~x, race, 
socioeconomic status, and opiate or alcohol abuse. Estimated IQ, 
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90 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

residential mobility, and. marital status also are related to violent 
behavior. Mental illness, however, does not appear to be related to 
violence in the absence of a history of violent behavior. When one 
controls for demographic variables, prisoners do not appear to have 
a higher incidence of mental illness than the general population. 
Mental patients who do not have "a record' of violent arrests are, i~ 
anything, less violent than the general population. ' 

Despite the advantages of statistical prediction, the clinical 
approach may be superior when dealing with rare events that were 
not anticipated in statistical analyses. It is also true that for many 
si~ations, particularly shqrt-term "emergency" ones, no statistical 
information has yet been ctf;veloped. 

The clinician who wishes to improve the accuracy of his or herJ 
predictions by incorpora~,g statistical' information' can best do so 
by making the base rates of violent behavior a prime consideration, 
obtaining data on factors that actually relate to future violen~e, and 
not overreacting to a positive indicator of violence at the, expense ,of 
,overlooking several negative ones. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Environmental Approaches to 
Improving Clinical Pr~:diction 

,\ H 

We have a,lready noted the impqrtai.ice of considering contextual 
or environmental factors,in pl{edictin~~ violence and the fact that 
some experienced, clinicians h:ave recbgniz~ this importance for 

, " II 

some time.. ," 
The use of enVironmental or "situational variables in predi~tion 

differs from the use of personal or disIJ,ositional variables 'in at least 
one major way. In the case of dispositional variables, one has only 
to establish a relationship between the :predictors and the criterion. 
Since the dispositional variables refer to fixed or relatively enduring 
characteristics of the person, one knows immediately whether any 
obtained relationship can be applied to a given ca.se: . An individual. 
subject will not change from white to black, from male to female, 
or from 45- to 25-years-old over the duration of the followup. With 

'l situational predictors, however, one must establish both a statistical 
, relationship between a given situation and . violent beha~or, ahd the 
,'. probability that the individual will, in fact, encounter that situa-
tion. One might, for example, prec;lict with a high' degree" of accu

,racy that a given class of offenders win, resort to violent behavior 
, when confronted with a situation they interpret as achalleI)ge to 

their masculinity. To predict the actual occurrence of violent 
behavior, one would' then have to perform a s~parate prediction 
concerning whether they will encounter such a situation during the 
period under investigation. 

It can be argued that the inclusion of situational variables is the 
most. pressing current need in the,·field of violence pr~diction. The 
principal factor inhihitingthe development of situational predictors 
of violence is the lack of comprenensive ecological theories relating 
to the occurrence of violent beha:vior. 

Asse$singEnvironm'ental Factors 

Moos (1973) has identified six different ways of conceptualizing 
human environments which have been used in previOUS research: 
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92 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

1. Ecological dimensions, including meteorological, geographic 
and architectural variables 

2. Dimensions of organization structure, including staffing ratios 
and organization size 

3. Personal characteristics of mileu· inhabitants, implying that 
the character of an environment depends upon the characteris
tics (e.g., age, sex, abilities) of those who inhabit it 

4. Behavior settings, defined by Barker (1968) as units with both 
behavioral and environmental components (e.g., a basketball 
game) 

5. Functional or reinforcement properties of environments, sug
gesting that people vary their behavior from one setting to 
another principally as a function of the reinforcement' conse
quences in the different environments 

6. Psychosocial characteristics and organizational climate, in 
which the characteristics of an environment as perceived by its 
members are measured on various psychosocial scales 

Of these six conceptualizations of human environments, two 
(ecological dimensions and dimensions of org~zational structure) 
appear no,t to be relevant to the prediction of individual violence
although 'a:! hot summer day does .increase the probability of an 
urban riot, and architectural modifications have much potential for 
preventing violenc~ (Heller ,and Monahan 1977)-and another 
(behavior settings) is in an msufficient state ,of development to 
allow for its current application to the topic of prediction. The re
mainjng three provide guidance for the formation of environmental 
predictors of violence .. 

Conceptualizing environments in terms of the personal character
istics of milieu inhabitants might lead a mental health professionf)j 
to inquire of a person whose behavior is being predicted with whom 
he or she is living, working, and interacting socially. The pooled 
base-rate probabilities of, violence for these individuals (given their 
age, sex, and prior history of violence, for example) should, 
according to this ,approach, relate significantly to the probability of 
violent behav:i,or being committed by the individual. 

Emphasizing functional or reinforcement properties would lead 
to a behavioral analysis of the reward contingencies operating in 
the environments in which the predicted individual would be 
functioning. If, in a given environment, desired rewards (e.g., 
material goods, peer approval, self-esteem) can be obtained only by 
committing violent behavior, then the probability of violence in this 
environment would be high. 

Finally, environments may be conceptualized for the purpose of 
prediction according to their psychosocial characteristics and organ-
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iz~tional climat.e~ According to Moos;l the "soeI·al climate" 
tive " . i' perspec-

assUIlles th~t enVIronments haverunique 'personalities' just like 
peo~le .. Personality tests assess pe~'sonality traits or needs and 
br~Vlde mf~rmati~n about the char,cteristic ways in which people 

e ave. SOCIal enVIronments can be similarly oItra ed . 
deal of accuracy and detail" (197i; p 4) ~e d ~ dWlth a.great 
scales t '.,. th ' . ~, ' .. eVlSe a senes of 

o measure e perceIved soc;ial climates of . prisons hOSpI·tal 
wards ccomm ·ty-b d tr . ;' , 
units' . ~I . ase eatme~/t programs, classrooms, military 

. ,~d famIl!es. Common to jall these scales are three basic 
~~nslOns of the environment: (a) relationship dimensions such 
as e degree to which the @nviroi,iment is supportive and inv~lvin . 
(b) personal, development dim~:nsions such as th - d gf' 
autonomy th,l. II', e egree 0 
, . .' e enVIrOnment provides; and (c) system maintenance 

and. system change ~imensions, /including 'the degree to which the" 
enVIronment emphasIzes order, 01~ganization,and control. 
vir It should always be clear tha/t these methods of describing en-' 
.t onments ov~rlap greatly an<! that some situational predictor 
1 ems would fit equally well uhder any of the rubrics It should 
~so b~ .clear that situatio?al v!~ables are being propo~ed for use' 
~ addItI?n.to, rather than m~tel~d of, dispositional variables in clini
c.

t 
p~edlCtion. sch~mes. It IS ~pe interaction of dispositional and 

SI ua. ~nal vanables that ho~dsi! the greatest promise for improved 
~~~dlCtIV~ accura~y: Ideally, It f~ventually might be possible to make 

.1 erential predIctions of thf: sort that 'individuals With d· . 
tIonal char~cte~stics of type;N would have X probability ~~p~~~ 
lent b~~aVl?r, if the~ re~iged in environment type A, and Y 
~babilrty If t~ey. resI~e~ ~n environment type B. But to reach this 

ana of predIction,. ~t 1~ necessary for researchers to begln the 
- arduous task of compilmg,:'and verifying a catalog of situations that 
r?late to t~e .future occurience of violent behavior. What foll . 
a very prebmmary attempt to do that. ows IS 

Maj,?r SituationaJ Correlates 
of Violent Beha"ior 

I' 

. Despite its early '~~l~~f development, much may be learned 
~om the !tudy of f)~VIrOnments in terms of predicting individual 
Vlole~'lCe .. J.he folloy,v~g are what appear to be the best candidates 
for sl~ational or e:aVlronmental correlates of violent behavior that 
potentIally c~ be/of use for pred~c1iion in the individual case. The 
first three can ~ conceptualized either as environmental "sup
port systems'~ u~ed by an ~dividual for co:ping with life stress 
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94 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

(President's Commission on Mental Health 1978), or as the solirces 
of the life stress itself (see chapter 5). 

Family Environment 

One of the best> predictors of whether released mental patients 
will survive in the community without being rehospitalized is the 
degree ot support provided by their families (Fairweather, Sauders, 
and Tomatzky 1974). As Stone (1975, p. 13) stated, "'a principal 
social function of the law-mental health system is to provide techni
cal care for those individuals who are temporarily or permanently 
extruded from society's principal caretaking unit, the family. The 
wisdom and morality of this extrusion and the quality of this tech
nical care are the bedrock problems of the law-mental" health 
system." 

L, th.e case of violent behavior, the family context is crucial since 
family members are so frequently the victims of violent behavior 
(Monahan 1977b). Skodal and Karasu (1978), as noted previously, 
found that, in 77 percent of emergency commitment cases in which 
the patients admitted to actively considering violence, the victims 
were family members. The frequency of violence in police family
crisis interventions has been well documented (Bard 1969; Driscoll, 
Meyer and Schanie 1973). 

The family enviromnent may' be critical because of its role in 
supporting or discouraging violent behavior on the part of the 
family member whose behavior is being predicted. The probability 
of a person being violent may be greater if he or she resides in a 
family that encourages robbery as a career and where violence by 
other family members is a frequent occurrence, than if he or she 
has sclpport and models for nonviolent modes of tnteraction and 
needs satisfaction. Though their prior records may be the same, the 
probability of recidivism of a released offender living with grand
parents on a farm may be substantially less than that of another 
offender living with alcoholic friends in an inner city. 

Peer Environment 
.'" 

There is an enormous sociological literature on "pe~~;j gr~up 
influences" on behavior, particularly adolescent behavior. Likewise) 
nUmerous psychological studies attest to the effects of one's friends 

. as behavior models (Bandura 1969). There is, in addition, ample 
folkwisaom about the effects of "getting in with the wrong, crowd" 
on criminal activity~ Gang violence is probably the paradigmatic 
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case of peer-induced harm. To the extent that a person's violent be
havior in the past has occurred in a particular social context (rather 
than "as a loner," for example), it may be important to ascertain 
whether the same peers who encouraged previous violence are likely 
to provide similar encouragement in the future. The person re
turning to the same friends who participated in the last robbery 
may have a greater likelihood of future violent crimes than the per
son who has broken contact with a criminally oriented support 
group. 

(! 

Job Environment 

There is a growing body of research on the effect of employment 
upon criminal behavior, although the research generally does not 
separate violent from nonviolent crime (Monahan and Monahan 
1977). At monthly intervals, Glaser (1964) interviewed'a sample-of 
135 parolees released from Federal institutions in 1959 and 1960. 
In comparing the job-holding activity of the men who completed 
parole with that of men returned to prison, he found that the even
tual successes acquired their first jobs sooner, and during the initial 
period of parole, earned a higher monthly income than did the 
eventual recidivists. 

Cook (1975), studying 327 male felons released from Massachu
setts prisons in 1959, found that 65 percent of those who held ,a 
"satisfactory" job (defined as a job which lasted 1 month or more) 
during the first 3 months of parole were eventually successful ill 
completing an I8-month parole period cODlpared with a 36 percent 
success rate among those who did not have a satisfactory job during 
the first 3 months. Sevellty ... five percent of parolees holding a satis
factory job during the second 3 months of parole were eventual 
successes, compared with 40 percent of those who did not hold a 
satisfactory job. Eighty-nine percent of those having a satisfactory 
job at the end of their first year on parole completed the parole 
period without revocation, while only 50 percent of those not 
satisfactorily employed successfully completed their term of 
parole. 

Cook (1975) also found that steady job holding was related to 
parole success, while frequent job changing increased the likelihood 
that a parolee would recidivate. The p:.;obability ·i)f recidivism 
during the second 3 months on parolemcreased directly with the 
number of jobs held during the first 3 r.aonths, from 1<1 percent 
recidivism when one job was held to 43-percent when fivejobs were 
held. \ 
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: i While such data do not ' prove a causal relationship between em-

I' 

, , 
I 

" ' 

ployment and crime (since some third factor may cause both the 
reduction in recidivism and whether one is employed), it would 
appear that holding a job that is both satisfYing and supportive 
reduces the probability of recidivism for at least some criminal 
offenders. 

Availability of Victims 
,') , 

Violence, as Toch (1969) has emphasized, may be thought of as 
an interactional concept. It takes two for a murder to occur. 
Clearly, some persons, are relatively indiscriminate in the victims 
they choose. Mergargee (1976, p. 8) quotes a steel worker inter
viewed by Studs Terkel in Working: "All day long I wanted to tell 
my foreman to go ... but Ican't.lSo I find a guy in a tavern. To 
tell him that. And he tells ,me too ... He ~s punching me and I'm 
punching him, because w~ ~ctually want to punch somebody else" 
(Terkel, 1974, p. xxxiii). Consistent with the frustration-aggression 
hypothesis and theories of displacement, it is likely that both 
parties to this dispute would have found other "victims" had they 
not chanced upon each other. 

There may be other types of individuals who are quite specific in 
their choice of victim and will not be violent other than to a given 
victim or class of victims. ,Spouse murderers, for example, have a 
very low recidivism rate since they have removed-their source of 
irritation. Incest offenders may desist when their children grow up. 
The now famous Tarasoff case (1976) is a clear exampl~ of victim
specific violence (Roth and. Meisel 1977; Wexler 1979). A ~lient 
l;evealed in therapy his intention to kill a wom~ who had rejected 
his romantic interests. The client then committed no viplent acts 
for 2 months while the woman was on vacation. Shortly after she 
returned home, he murdered her. As Shah (1978b:~ has noted: 

Decision-makers maywisb to know whether the dfulgerous 
acts are more likely to occur against some particular persons 
(e.g., a spouse or girl friend, the individual's own children, or 
a neighbor with whom longstanding co:pflicts have ~ccurred); 

)i and/or against some broader group of people (e.g., mmor boys 
or girls in the case :of a pedophile, adult women in the case of 
certain exhibitionists or rapists, etc.); and/or a more dispersed 
segment of the community (e,.g., the likely victims of "purse
snatchings" and other street robberies, potential victims of 
recidivistic drunken drivers, etc.) (p.180). 
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Availability of Weapons 

Finally, the presence of weapons has long been held to be a situa
tional instigation to violent behavior (Berkowitz ,and LePage 1967). 
Equally importantly, weapons m.ay influence hot the occurrence 
but the severity and lethality of violent behavior (Newton and Zim
ring 1970; Zimring 1977).0 The difference between assault and 
murder irequentlyrevolves'around whether the offender had a; 

knife or 'only a fist at his or her disposal. The difference between 
murder and: a~mpted mfuderlikewise is often determined by 
whether the offender has access to a gun or a knife. 

Just.as the possession of the "means" to commit suicide is a ire'" 
quently used predictor of suicide (Beck, Resnick" an~/Lettieri 
1974), so the person who,reveals the"possession of a household 
arsenal may be mOl!e lik~ly to harm another than th~/individual 
witb-:>ut such means of destruction. i 

Availability of Alcohol 
;I c' 

The evidence linking the exc~ssive use of alcohol to violent 
behavior was noted in the last.; chapter . There/is a, great deal of 
literat\1re on criminology relatfug the high fJ;equency of. viole~t 
behavior in and near bars and taverns (e.g'?, Wolfgang 1958). At least 
for those persons whos~" previous . Vioiel1f behavior has been 
associated with a state of intoxication, ~he easy availability, of 
alcohol and the pr~sence of a support, gr9:up which encourages'its 
excessive use (drinking buddies) may coqstitu,te a high-ris~J~gptext 
for the occurrence of violent.,behavior .. /' 

Assessing Interactions BetAteen Persons 
.,' , I 

and Their Environments / 
\' • 1/ 

, /1 

It may~en be that the very deft~tion of a "sjtuation" is inter
dependent with an individual's pe~~o~ality (Bem and Allen 1974). 
'A situation that one person percei~}es'l asa threat to his or lier social 
status may be perceived by anothe~; as nonthreatening or even status 
enhancing. People often choose l~he ·situations they are in (e.g., 
going to a bar that one knows ha~1 ,a high frequency ,of fights),and 
situations' often ,draw certain kinds of people to themselves0 (e.g., 
pawnshops sometimes drawpedple with st?len property). How, 
then, are we, to describe a "si~~ation" or'~ "context" ,for the 
purpose of prediction? One major IrrOPOSal was recently made . 
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98 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

Bem and F'under (1978) demonstrated that situations can be 
described in terms of how different types of people are expected to 
behave in them. The probability that a particular person will behave 
in a given way in a certain situation is a function of the similarity 
between his or her characteristics and the characteristics of' the 
people (called "Templates" by Bem and Funder) that typically 
frequent the situation. For example, assume that for a given com
munity program for offenders, records reveal that the people in the 
program who have assaulted other participants tended to be 
characterized as "highly resentful of authority," "refusing group 
activities," and "addicted to heroin." If one wished to predict 
whether this potential referral to the program would be assaultive, 
one would want to see how closely he or she matched these three 
characteristics. If the characteristics of the potential referral did 
indeed match the characteristi.cs of the kinds of people who have 
been found to be violent in that environment in the past, the 
probability of favorable outcome would be decreased. If the 
characteristics of the potential referral were very different from 
those of the people who had been violent in that environment, a 
more favorable prediction could be made. 

Note how thIs "situation-centered" perspective differs from the 
"vkiable-centered" perspective just discussed,. Rather than ask what 
characteristics of situations in general relate to violent behavior, 
Bem and Funder (1978) ask how tbis particular situation influences 
different types of people to act. One situation may elicit violence in 
a certain kind of person and helping behavior in another.' The 
question in predicting the behavior of a particular person in that 

\ environment, then, becomes whether he or she has more of the 
!icharacteristics of the violent or of the helping person. A second 
environment may elicit Violence from a completely differ-ant type 
of person. 

Describing situations in terms of how given types of people are 
expected topehave in them may have much utility for preventing 
violence by modifying environmental characteristics (Monahan and 
Catalano 1976). But, for the purpose of predicting the behavior of 
an individual across ~ variety of environments in the community, 
there may be a better approach. "Rather than describing a situation 
in terms of how a set of hypothetical ideal persons behave within it, 
we should now describe a person in terms of how he or she behaves 
in a set of hypothetical ideal situations" (Belp. and Funder 1978). 
For example, one could give an individual a set of items describing 
properties of situations (e.g., "is unstructured," "is characterized by 
the jpresence of an authority figure") and ask the person to state 
the degree to which these properties typify the situations in which 
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he or she behaves violently. (There is a formal technique'l the 
Q-Sort [Block 1961], in which .statements are sorted into nine 
categories, from the least characteristic to the most characteristic of 
what is being measured. It might have utility for the purpose being 
discussed here [Bem and Funde:f1978] ). I 

Alternatively, if the individual was unable or unwilling to do; the 
rating, a clinician familiar with the case or the file could do it. ,One 
way to decide whether a given item describes the kind of environ
ment in which the individual can be expected to be violent is to 
rate the kinds of envrronment in which the person has been violent 
in the past. Thus, if the individual had four previous assaults,and 
two of them were against males and two against females, 'one would 
rate an item "victims tend to ube females" as neither characterir~tic 
nor uncharacteristic of the environments in which violence, has 
occurred. If all four victims were females, the item would be rated 
highly characteristic, and if all four were males, the item would be 
rated highly uncharacteristic. ) 

After one has obtained a profile of the kinds of situation!; in 
which the individual is expected to be (or, better yet, haS' in the 
past been) violent, it remains to categorize the environmentiS in 
which he or she will likely be functioning during the period for 
which one is predicting. Often, much of this environment will be 
Wlknown, But many characteristics may be available. For exam.ple, 
if one highly salient aspect of the environments in which a peJrson 
committed previous assaults was that his wife was present in them 
as the victim, but the wife has since divotced him and moved to a 
different city, it might be possible to affix a substantially lower 
probability of violence than if the wife was still at heme. 'While 
many other asp'ects o~ the' individual's environment may be 
unknown, the presence or- absence of the wife mKy be avaiJiable 
information. 

The approach 'put forward by Bern and Funder (1978) to 
categorize people in terms of the environments that elicit !pven 
behaviors from them has potential not only for improving the! pre
diction of violent behavior, but for generating differential predic
tions that may be useful in placement or treatment decisions. If a 
person tends to be violent in environments charaeterized by fa.ctors 
A, B, and G, and one is faced with the choice of recommending[ that 
he or she be placed in one environment which is characterized by 
A, B, and D o:r in another setting whlch is characterized by fa!ctors 
A, D, and E, one mightwish to r~~commend the latter, since only 
one of its three principal characteristics is similar to thosE~ that 
trigger violence in the individual, while two of the three charaQterls
tics of the former .setting are similar. 
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The Bem and F~der (197~1;~odel, therefore, poses three ques-
() 

tio:~~at ~~haracteristics describe the situation~; inc whic~ tIle per-

~ son reacts violently?' . . hi h=" s n 
2. What characteristics describe the sItuations w, .. c OO~ per 0, 

will confront in the futUre? .. .. . th 
3 How similar are the situations the person. WIll confront In e 

. future to those that have elicited violence m the p~t? 
Much more work needs to be done to develop ~e Bema;nd A~e? 

(1974) and Bem and Funder (1978)procedur.es m~o practIcal :~
cal tools. Creative clinical experimentation With di~ferent me, 0 ~ 

.of environinental assessment may be of great help m that develop, 

merit. 

Summary 
.' ed' . J 

d .. WhI'ch the accuracy of clinical pr lCtion may 
A secon way m ··t t' al or . d' through m' creased attentIon to SI ua Ion be lIDprove IS, '. d f' . t . 

environmental predictors of violence. A dlstui?ance or e ICI . m 
a person's environmental support systems,p~lCulro:l~ t~e fam~IY~ 

, 'd .' ob-su port systems, may trigger VIO en. copm 
peer, "' .. ~/:J.. P ail bility of victims weapons, and alcohol 
mecharllsms. The easy av a .. '. . . 1 
in the environment al.so may heighten the probability of ~o ence'tal One novel method of assessing the effect of .envIronmen 
variables upon violent behavior is to assess a person m terms of ~~e 
characteristics ~f the environments in which he or s~e .becomes 

. 1 t .The clinician would then estimate the charactenstlcs .of the 
VIO ~n ~ents in which the pernon would be functionin~ In the 
enVIrO, . il ·ti 
future and note any resulting SlID an es. IJ 

The final chapter attempts to synthesize these fac~ors an~ others 
into prescriptions of how a mental health professIOnal mIght go 
about· assessing an. individual's potential for violence. 
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CHAPTER 6 
~ 

" The Clinical E~amination 
. \ . 

\\ 

.\1 

!his chap.ter. attempt{to summa..'":ize and synthesize the fore
gomg matenal m a manner that may prove helpful to a mental 
health professional cOl)aucting an assessment of violence potential. 
It does so by offering a series of 14 questions for the clinician to 
consider as he or she/struggles with making a predict.ion. Attention 
to these questions ru,bng the lines suggested 1151 the commentary may 
provide a structure!£or reaching a defensible estimate of the prob
ability of violent bJhavior Qccurring in the future. 

.'. It is not withq(ut trepid:~tion that a "model" format 'for the oJ 

clinical prediction;1 of Violencl\!s proposed. It should b~ clear from 
what has gone before that relatively few faCtors have proven their 
predictive mettle:' as antecedent conditions to violent behavior. 
Most of what foU:ows represents nothing more (or less) than the 
professional judgments of persons ~xperienced at the task of pre
diction, as I have interpreted and amplified them. It is <;>ffered as 
a. reasonable guide to performing a kind of assessment that increas
ingly is being sought from :q;tental healtb. professionals. It is not 
offered as a substitute for a direful 'reading of the clinical literature 
on prediction cited in previous chapters (particularly (the American 
Psychiatric Association 1974; Cohen et al. 1978; Kozol et aI. 1972; 
Kozo~, 1975; Megargee 1976). 

It will be assumed that this assessment is"solely for the purpose .7 
of predicting violent behavior and not for the purpose of diagnos
ing mental disorder. As noted earlier, violent behavior is not typi
cally associated with mental disorder. Should the question of 

"mental disorder also be of interest (e.g., for the purpose of civil 
commitment), an additional (or combined) examination would 
be :in order. Should the issue of violence arise in the course of 
ongoing 'treatment, many of the factors that are assayed here may 
already be known and need only 'to be made explicit. The pro
cedures, qptlined here are necessarily idealized and could be super- 0 

ceded in' the context of very ~ineilt violence. On~ need not 
estimate the IQ of someone screaming "I'll kill you!'~>~d needing 
to be physically restrained from so doihg. .... 
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. belief that wherever possible, 
I would emphasize once ~gtam hm~ld limit their role to providing 

psychiatrists and PSYChO~~~;~ ~f future violent behavior, sub
M 

an estimate of th~ pro a't~ linical and statistical evidence, and \\, 
stantiating that estuna~ WI c decision as to 'whether preventive," 
leaving to legislator~ or Judges thhe tance l·S. not "passing.the buck" uld b triggered Suc as" ., 
action sho , e... ~. ifficult ,. clinical decisions. It IS" fo~~mg 
to evade responsIbIlIty J.or di,. 'bility for difficult politICal 
those in gove~men~ to accep~esp~=s for freedom and safety. 
decisions dealmg WIth compe t gb c ennitted to pass until it stops 
In matters of law, the bUc~;n:r e Pd the judiciary. Cohen el ale at the doorstep of the legIS a e an , 
(,1978 p. 39) have put it well: 

'. th between the requirements of so-
lt is a perilous, narrow pa. f individual freedom. To bal-
cial order and tJ:e rtyexpressI~~lyO is a sociopolitical, not a cliI?-i
ance order and libe pr~p d by society's courts and legIs
cal, issue, andlini~h~s. mus~ ~d ~~ther be given nor attempt to 
latures. T~e ~ . Clant s dO termine the risks it is willing to take 

urp SOCIety s nght 0 e u' lib rty , 
: resolving the conflict between safety an e . 

Questions, for the Cnnici~n 

Is It a r sc I P ed· t'on of Violent Behavior That!s Being Requested? 

5 . t . the legal process at 
Shah (1978a) has enumerated ~ po:~:c;n are taken. The first 

which estimates of fut;~ h~ ther c any questions of prediction 
question to ask. ones~ . IS wed if so f~r what legal purpose? 
are being raised m a gIven case ~, ba~ic Yet Geller and Lister 
Such a question may seeme~ce~sIvely orts ~itten for tr{e purpose 
(1978), in a study of PSYChlatriC~~ trial and criminal responsi
of determining competence to s re orts offered a prediction 
bility found that ,55 percent of the p .' ted by the 

. , " 'though one was not reques 
of "dangerousness ~ven t 'f the reports did not address 
court. At the same time, 65 I;:~en r~ent did not' address the issue 
the issue of competency, an pee . which the court was 

'b'lity which were the ISsues m " of responsl 1, . 

interested. . F h' trists are not alone in their confusion 
. PsychologISts .and psyc d~ress Farmer's (1977) study of pre

regarding questions ,to a d for FedenU court judges found 
sente~ce assessments P:rf~r:: referrals to PSYchologists and ~sy. 
that, mover 95 percen. : tl fail to .communicate their obJec~ 
chiatrists~ "jud~es ~,onslsthn y aminer. "Judges surveyed found it tives and questions to e ex . 
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difficult to~ay why'they were re,questing ,a :qlental health examination. 

Their answers suggested general and frequently nebulous 
concerns rather than a desire to have specific questions an~ 
swered. For example, some would say that 'they just want.ed 
to know more about the person, but could 'not readily explain 
What new informa~on they sought (Farmer 1977 ,p. 7). 

' It would appe~ that the first task ofthe;'mental health profes
sionru is to be clear about whether anyone 'is' interested in having 
a prediction made and, if not, What it is that they are interested 
in and what information is being sought. This may require gomg 
back to the source of the referral 'and requesting clarification of the task. , 

Am I Professionally Competent To Offer an Estimate of the 
Probability of Future, Violence? " 

Once on~ knows what the question is, one must consider whether 
he or she is the person to answer it. Cand,id introspection should 
take place concerning one's knowledge and understanding of (a) 
the theoretical and methodological literature on prediction, and 
assessment in general; (b) the clinical and research literature on 
the prediction of violent behavior; and (c) the relevant legal frame
work in which the prediction would be offered (e.g., a State com
mitment statute). This monograph has atte~wl~d to provide guid
ance in the first two of these areas. 

This introspection may lead to the conclUsion that no one is 
competent to make th~ kind of prediction being requested; that 
some mental health professionals are competent to do so, but 
that the questioner is not among them; or that the 'questioner 

' does indeed possess relative professional competence to address 
the issue at hand. ' 

In assessing one's cOID:petence"at this form of assessment, one 
may also wish to ascertain whether one possesses the disposition 
necessary to "objectively" evaluate the facts at issue. In this regard, 
Fisher (1976) found that the higher psychlatrists and psycholOgists 
themselves scored on the Rokeach dOgniatism scl!ie, the morelikelr 
they were to predict dangerousness fql~'~ sample of clinical cases. ' , ' \j 

Are Any Issues of Personal or ProfeSSional Ethics Involved 
in This Case? ~, 

It has been argued repeatedly that, to the greatest extent POSSible, 
the clinician should defer to the policymakerregarding questions of 
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104 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR .. 
social and political value raised by violence prediction. These .ques
tions concern the definition of the violence one is predicting;' the 
factors one takes mto account ,in predicting it, the degree of pre
dictive accuracy necessary for taking preventive action, and the 
nature of the preventive action to be taken. They) are questions 
for the legislature, the judiciary, and, ultimately, the voting public. 

Two issues prevent this principled abdication ofa policy role 
from being absolute. The first is that circumstances may arise in 
which the personal moral values of the mental health professional 
so clash with the accepted legal codes of society that the mental 
health professional, to maintain his or her own ethical integrity, 
should decline to participate in 'prediction altogether. Depending 
on the moral values of the mental health professional, the predic
tion of violent behavior for ,the purpose of imposing the death 
penalty, or the inclusion of certain variables (e.g., race) in predic
tion equations, may be examples of circumstances in which a clini
cian could decline, on principle, to participate in offering a predic
tion. (An analogy would be the refusal of physicians to perform 
abortions when to perform them would violate the physician's 
moral beliefs.) Note that here one is not using science as a subter
fuge for promulgating one's preferred moral or political beliefs, as 
would be the case if a clinician, 'believing an offender to have a high 
potential for violent behavior, testified otherwise in court in order 
to save the offender from execution. Rather, what is being advo
cated is a general presumption in favor of deferring policy questions 
to those whose formal role in a democratic society it is to answer 
them with the mental health professional reserving the right to , . . 
opt out of the process entirely if the results, or the process of arnv-
ing at them, would compromise his or her ethical integrity (see 
Loftus and Monahan, 1980). 

The second qualification on an absolute abdication of a policy 
role by mental he~th professionals is that all too frequen~ly policy
makers have evaded their responsibility to provide a framework in 
which mental health professionals can operate. Thus, no State yet 
specifies the level of probability of violent behavior necessary to 
invoke civil commitment as "dangerous to others" (Monahan and 
Wexler 1978). In many cases, the mental health professional can 
keep, the ball in the appropriate court by simply stating his or her 
judgment (e.g., "Due to the following factors, Mr. X has a 50 per
cent probability of committing assault within the next two weeks.") 
and letting the policymaker decide whether such a prediction is 
"high enough" to invoke legal constraints. In other situations, how
ever, particularly "emergency" ones in which there is simply not 
en\ough time to force the policymaker's hand, the options for the 
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mental health professional who concurs with the position being 
argued here reduce to walking out of such situations muttering 
"When you people decide what you want, let me know" or-reluc
tantly trying to fashion a workable framework within. which to 
offer predictions, knowing full well the pitfalls, involved. The 
crucial issue here would be ,to be explicit about what rules one was 
adopting 'and to follow them consistently. Thus, in a State in which 
the law simply held that a person could be committed if he or she 
was "dangerous to others," a mental health professional in a psy
chiatric emergency adn:l.itting room responsible for commitment 
could state in a letter to the local judge: 

Since I can find no guidance on how to interpret the statute 
and yet feel it necessary to take action in many cases, I shall 
adopt this interpretation: "dangerous to others" shall be taken 
to mean A, :8, an.d C; the probability of such events occurring 
shall be taken to be D; and the time frame in question shall 
be taken to· be E. If you believe any of these interpretations 
to be improper, please inform me and I shall modify my pro
cedures accordingly. 

While such a statement may fail to endear .the clinician to the 
judge, it is one way of attenuating the problems created when 
policy decisions fall by default upon his or her shoulders. 

There is one final issue of professional ethics that will arise in 
all cases in which a clinical examination is performed. That issue 
concerns what to inform the examinee regarding the nature of 
the examination.'''Should the individual be informed of the reason 
he or she is being examined (e.g., civil commitment, parole, etc.), 
the potential consequences of the examination (e.g., 2 weeks in 
a mental hospital, an extended period of imprisonment), or the 
level of confidentiality that applies to what the individual reve~s 
(e.g., a complete report to the judge and opposing as well as defense 
counsel)? The answer to each question, .I would argue, is "yes." 
It is yes, not for reasons of legal duty (although such duties have 
been proposed), but rather for reasons of professional ethics. As 
a recent Task Force of the American Psychological Association 
(1978, p. 1104) stated: 

dne crucial point in addressing confidentiality, as in addressing 
oth.~r.dilemmas of the psychologist's loyalty, is that all parties 
witli a claim on the psychologist's 10yaJty be fully informed in 
advance of the existence of confidentiality, or lack of it, and 
of any circumstances that may trigger an exception 'to the 
agreed-upon priorities. The individual being evaluated ... then 
has the option of deciding what information to reveal and what 
risks to confidentiality he or she wishes to bear. 

.. 
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106 CLThTJCAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

The ethical standards of both the American Psychiatric ~<'Jsocia-
I I 

tion and the American Psychological Association support such 
honesty in the interests of client welfare. Without this openness, 
individuals being interviewed only for the purpose of as~essing their 
violence potential, for example, may 'mistakenly believe that they 
are in the process of receiving treatment for their psychic pains. 

Given My Answers to the Above Questions, Is This Case an 
Appropriate One in Which ;To Offer a Prediction? 

I' 

Should bne conclude that a prediction is not actually being re
quested, that one is not professionaJJy competent to offer predic
tive judgments, or that one's ethical beliefs preclude rendering a 
prediction 'in this type of case, it is both appropriate and essential 
to decline to offer a professional opinion in the matter and to re
tum the referral to its source with an explanation for the action 
taken. 

Should the issue of violence prediction arise in the course of 
treatment and should the mental health professional lack confi
dence in his or her own abilities in this area, prompt consultation 
with a more knowledgeable colleague may be necessary., 

Assuming that the case is one in which a prediction is appropri
aj;e, the ~ollowing questions become germane: 

What Events Precipitated Raising the Question of the Person's 
Potential for Violence and in What Context Did These Events 
Take Place? 

It might be advantageous to be clear at the outset about pre
cisely what the person did, or was alleged to have done, to have 
made someone (e.g., police officer, judge) concerned about his 
or her potential to be violent in the future, and the social context 
,in which these events took place. A meticulous examination of the 
"precipitating incident" may yield much information of value to 
making a prediction. Knowing exactly who said or did what may 
provide clues to the situational contexts in which the individual 
reacts violently. Knowing, for example, that the assault of one 
person uppn another took place in the context of a hea~' argu-

'< )" 

ment, but only after the victim had begun to cast aspersions ~pon 
the assailant's job performance, may raise the salience of job per
formance as an' item worthy of further exploration. Thus, as Kozol 
(1975, p. 8) has written: 

Of paramount importance is a meticulous description of the 
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I; actual assault. The potential for violent assaultiveness is the 
II core of our diagnostic problem, and the description of the 
" aggressor in action is often the most valuable single Source of 
" information. The patient's version is compared with the vic-

tim's version., In many cases we interview the ,victim ourselves. 
Our most serious errors in diagnosis have been'made when we 
ignored the details in the description of the assault. 

What Are the Person's Relevant Demographic Characteristics? 

Among the first and easiest factors on which one can gather in
formation are demographic ones. In which relevant groups associ
ated in a positive or negative way with violent behavior does the 
individual hold membership? Earlier, evidence was reviewed on the 
relationship between several demographic variables and violent 
behavior:' (a) age (violence peaking in the late teens and early 20s); 
(b) sex (males tending to be much more violent than females); (c) 
race (nonwhites, and particularly blacks, committing proportion
ately more "street" violence than whites); (d) social class (the lower 
the SES, the more likely the "street" violence); (e) history of opiate 

" or alcohol abuse (violence being more likely if such a history is 
present);' (f) IQ (the lower the estimated IQ,i; the more likely the 
violence; (g) educational attainment (the lesB the education, the 
more ~ikely the violence); and (h) reside~ti\71 and employment 
stability (violence being more likely among {~hose who move or 
change jobs frequently). . I, 

As noted previously, the inclusion of some prt~dictive factors may 
make others worthlei3s in the clinical context. T!!lus, among persons 
with an extensive hi~\tory of past violence, the t~ignificance of race 
as a predictor is elh;ninated (see also the pre~rious discussion of 
ethigal issues). i •• 

Ii, 

\1, 

What Is the Person's I-I/istory of Violent Behavior?!,i 
II 

.' II \\ 

This is one of the ltnost important questions o~le can ask in pre-
diction, mld obtaininlg a satisfactory answer may 'pot be as easy as 
it seems. A very thqrough probing of all formsl) of past violence 
shoul.d be conducted) pay~g particular ~ttention~,to the recency, 
severzty, and frequency of VIolent acts (FISher, Br(~dsky, and Corse 
1977). It should- be noted whether the person's pi~ttern of violent 
behavior appears to bI~ escala1;ing or declining. At l;east five indices 
of violence should be considered: (a) arrests and', convictions for 
violent crimes; (b) juvenile court involvement .for violent acts; (c) 
mental hospitallzatiorlS for "dangerous" behavior;\'(q) violence in 
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108 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 
, 

the home, such as spouse and child abuse; and (e) other self-reported 
violent behavior such as bar fights, .fights in school, arson, violent 

c. highway disputes, and perhaps violence toward animals. It should 
be noted in this regard that an attempt to kill often differs from 
an actual murder only by Virtue df the form~r occurring in closer 
proximity to a hospital. Open-ended questions, such as "What is 
the most violent thing you have ever done?" and "What is the 
closest you have ever come to being violent?" may be helpful 
(American Psychiatric Association 1974). 

What Is the Base Rate of Violent Behavior Among Individuals 
of This Person's Background? 

The importance of the base rate of violence as the most signifi
cant information one can pbtain in making a prediction has been 
stressed several times. In s~me instances the base rate is published 
information (e.g., the Michigan study described in chapter 4 com
puted the base rate of violent crime among released prisoners to 
be 10.5 percent). In other cases, one can compute the base rate 
for oneself from available records (e.g., the base rate of violence 
on a mental hospital ward may be ascertained from a sample of 
hospital charts). In many circumstances, however, base rates are 
neither available nor readily oOtah,able. What is the base rate of 
violent behavior among persons referred by the police _ for civil 
commitment as "dangerous to others" on the basis 0:( a recent 
overt act? Surely, it is not the same as the rate in the general popu
lation. Unless someone is willing to deny commitment to a portion 
of these persons to see how often, in fact, they are violent, their 
base rate will remain unknown. 

What then is the clinician to do when confronted with the 
" . knowledge that the base rate is the most important single piece 

of information to have and yet he or she does not have it? One is 
left with Meehl's (1973) advice that, when actuarial data do not 
exist, we must use our heads. The clinician must estimate as rea- ~_ 
sonably, as'judiciously, as wisely as possible what the approximate 
base rate would be. In so doing, one should always ask why the 
base rate of violenc~ among persons similar to the person one is 
examining should be any higher than the general population rate. 
Having committed a recent overt act of violence, for example, may 
be one indicator that a higher-than-average base rate reasonably 
could be imputed to the individual. 

What Are the Sources of Stress in the Person's Current 
Environment? . 
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What C?gnitive and Affect!ve Facto~s Indicat.,e That the Person May 
Be Predisposed To Cope With Stress In a Violent Manner? 

What C?gnitive and Affec~ive Facto~s Indicate Tfiat the Person May 
Be Predisposed to Cope With Stress In a Nonviolent Manner? 

.. 11 
One ~once~t th~t may provide an organizing principle for many 

of the Issues om VIOlence prediction is that of stress. Stress can be 
un~erstood as a 'state of imbalance between the demands of the 
SOCIal anU physical environment and the capabi~ities of an individual 
t~ cope with these demands (McGrath 1970; Mechanic 1968). The 
hIgher the rati~ of demands to resources, the more stress is experi
enced. Stress IS thus to be thought of in terms of transactions be
twe~~ p~rsons and their environments ovez. time (Lazarus and 
La~mer, m press). The voluminous literature orr stress and its regu
lati~n has been ~asterfully systematized by Novaco (1979), to 
whIch the reader IS referred. for further information. Novaco pre
s~nts a mode~ of anger arousal as one fOlm of reacting to stress and 
hi~ m~del, WIth some modification, may~provide a vehicle fo~ ex
phca:tID:g many (but not all) of the faciors to be assessed in violence 
~redlCtion (cf. also Levinson and Ramsay 1979). It is presented in 
fIgure 2.'" 

Stressful or aversive events such as frustrations, annoyances, in
sults, and assaults by another are se~n in this model as filtered 
thr~ugh certain cognitive processes in the individu"aI who is the 
subject of a~essment. Novaco conceptualizes these cognitive 
processe~ as bemg of two types: appraisals and expectations. 

AppraISals refer to t~e manner in which an individual interprets 
an ev~nt ~ : pr?VOc~tlOn and therefore experiences it as aversive. 
PerceIve~ . mrentio~~ty is perhaps the clearest example of an 
antagonIstIc appraISal (e.g., "You didn't just bump L.,tome you 
meant to hit me."). How a person cognitively appraises an ~vent 
may have ~ ~eat ~nfluence on "whether he or she ultimately re
~pon9.s to It ~ ~ Vl~lent maIm~r. Some" persons may be prone to 
mterpr~t seemm~ly mnocuous mteractions as intentional slights. 
The ~hIPS on theIr shoulders may be precariously balanced. 

Expectations are seen as cognitive processes that may influence 
the occurrence of '~ol~nce in several. ways. If one expects a desired 

. outcome (e:g., ~ raIse m pay, an expression of gratitude for a. favor 
done~ and It .fails to occur"emotional arousal may ensue, and, de
peD;ding upon the context, it may be perceived as anger. If one, ap
p~aIses an event as a provocation, the occurrence of violence may 
~till. de~end upon whether one expects violence .to be instrumental 
m, nghting the perceived wrong or whether one can expect violence 
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110 l.eLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOL~NT BEHAVIOR 

figur.e2 . 

. ~Mo'del of Some of the Factors To Be Assessed 
;,n the Pr.ediction .of Violent Behavior 

STRESSFUL EVENTS 

{e.g., frUstrations, 
annovances,insul~sl 

:\\ () 

BECiAVIORAL COPING RESPONSES 

COGNITIVE PROCESSES 
. ~ 

.(a) Predisposing appraisals and 
expectations {e.g., violent .' 

"fantasies and self-statements, 
, perceived intentionaUvL'> . . ~ 

(b) Inhibiting appraisals and 
. expectations (e.g~, non-vi~lent 

. self-statements,9xpectatlons of 
punishment), 

AFFECTIVE REACTIONS 

(al predisposing (e.g., ahger, hatted) 
(a) Vio!entie.g., murder, robbery 

rape, assault) 

(b) Non-violent (e.g., withdrawal, 
avoidance) 

(~) Inhibiting (e.g., empathy, guilt, anxiety, 

, fea~~ 

·· .. ·-·---·~----.p-e-r-m .. ·· ... · -S~-S' ~b:--·6f. ··~~-c-a-d-e-m-J.-·c-::'--.p,-r";"'. ~ .. -. s.;s.;.·\.,t. .. ~," 
Reprinted withtl1e ..... - .J. - . p, .,. '.' . " 

" 
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Adapted from Novaco (1979) . 

to be met wlthacounterforce.One maY~fo~ ex~ple, regardhav
ing sand kicked in one's face asa d~1ib~rate ~aftr~:mtand" yet,u~o~ 
learning that the agent of provocation 1S bwlt like a fo?t~all hne 
backer have such- low ·expecta'tionsfol Sl.lCCessftil re~ationthat 
violende :is,~np longer under consideration~ ~temativelY ~ should 
the provocateur resemble. Woody Mien, one S ex~~ctat:ton that 
violence will prevail may ~e. accordingly.. . .... ". . 

, Both expectati~ns and appraisals may be refl~cted.m the pnv~te 
speech;? or self-statements a person usesreg~~g ~olent beha~or 
(e~g.," Anybody who .. insults my wife gets. hlt/ ). V~~lent Iidelu~~ons 

""and fantasies may be thought of asex~eme forms~o~ s\lch pnvate 
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conversations and statements Ilo£. intention that are directly verbal-
ized (f.e., threats of violence),\ may be particularly significant."~or 
ourpurposes,appralsals" and . e»pectationfY'.m.ayboth becatego:cized 
as"cognitive 7fac$rs i. that "predispose" towardior"inhipit" violent 

"). _ : . ." l'.·.~' -1 , . .... . _ ~ ., D 

behavior. These cognitive processes~-'inJtum, may either give rise to 
certain affective or emotional r~flctions or may directly propel a 
behaVioral response. " .. c < . '. • 

One need not I be emotionally aroused to commit violent acts 
(e.g., the stereotypic ~,~hitman:' of Godfather fame). If, as is more 
'typ~;Jal, affective reactions are interverililg, they may be viewed as 
either(; o:(a predisposing "or an -inhibiting type. Affective reactions . 
predisposing a'persontoward violence would include the· emotions 
of .angeranq·hatred. w:qile angerjs not necessary for the occurrence 
of violent behavior, its arousal is a significant antecedent to aggres
sion (Ru1e and Nesdale 1976). Fortunately, excellent work on the 
clinical assessment of anger . is currently available (Novaco 1975, 
1976, 1978, 1979). Affective reactionsirihibiting violence (or, to 
put it more positively;· predisposing toward peacefulness) includJe 
what. have been . called the "moral emotions" of empathy for the 'J 

source of a frustratioriand guilt'about injuring another, as well as 
anxiety reactions about engaging 'in violence or about. the victim's 
possible retaliation .. The lack of capacity for such affect has been 
viewed as.the hallmark of the '~s~ciopath" (Dinitz 1978). .' 

1p a state of alcohpl or other'::odrug-induced intoxication, many. 
factors that ordinarily wO,u1d serve to inhibit violence may be'sup
pressed. The likelihood of such sappressionshould be estimated. 

, These affectiv~ r~actions 'are' then behaviQrally. 0 expressed in 
teJ{lns' ofa coping response wp.ich, for our purposes, 'may be dicho
tomized as viQlentor nonviolent.·The type of response chosen may 
go on to influence further stressnu events, as would be the case 
when a divorce would eliminate interaction with .. afrustrating 
spouse or murder wo1,1ld·precipitate the, str~sses of imprisonment. 
Whether or not a gi'vencQpingrespons~ attenuates orexaccerbates 
further life stresses'~ wouid have relevance to,,'whether a given level 

°of violence potential could be expected to ,increase or decrease. 
As Toch (1969) emphasized, violence may ~)thQught of as inter
a,ctional in ·nature. If one person's coping response (e.g., insulting 
aperson'percei~ed as a threat) l~adsthe other to escal~te his or her 
provopations, VIOlence may eventually ensue.' . 
.' Several of the relationships expressed in figure 2 are bidirectional 
(as indicated by the arrows). This is meant to indjcatethat affective 
reactions can influence cqgnitive processes (e.g., "I feel so upset 

o that I must be really angry") and that behavioral responses canlBf
fect both cognitions (e.g~, '~I hit him, therefore I must wm,it to hurt 

o 
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him") and emotions (e.g., "I avoided her, therefore I must ~ angry 
at her").' 

The Novaco model of anger, as adapted here, is not exhaustive of 
the factors that influence violence. Demographic and historical 
factors for example, are not addressed (henc~, we inquire into 
them eisewhere in the assessment). But as a depiction of the cogni
tive and affective factors involved in violent behavior, the adapted 
Novaco model seems to capture well the essence of.much of what 
must be assessed m:'violence prediction. 

The kinds of stressors in which we are interested are those likely 
to be met wi'thviolent coping responses. While the kinds of stressors 
(e.g. frustrations, annoyances, insults, injuries) likely to result in 
viol~nce are dependent upon the ways in which the individual 
cognitively ~nd~ affectively processes them, and in fact may ,be 
thought of as fundamentally idiosyncratic in nature (see the next 
question), some general commonaliti~~ may exist among the kinds 
of situational demands likely to lead to violence. Based on the ear
lier analysis of the situational correlates of violent behavior (chapter 
5), at least three broad areas of concern suggest themselves. 

1. Family stressors. The frustrations and annoyances attendant 
to husband-wife and parent-child relationships, as many have 
noted, appear particularly susceptible to violent resolution. 
An assessment of the individual's current living situation and 
the qu'aIity of social interactions involved would a~pe~n' to be 
a priority endeavor. 

2. Peer group stressors; Analogous to the f~ily as a source of 
stress, the relationships of the individual to persons he or she 
considers, or until recently has considered, friends may be 
germane. In" addition to disruption of friendship patterns be
ing an instigator of stress, "the role of peers as models for ~o
lent behavior (Bandura 1973, 1969) and as sources of sOClal 
support for violent or nonviolent lifestyles (President's C?m
mission on Mental Health 1978) suggests that peer rel~¥ons 
be carefully investigated. '";, 

3. Employment stressors. While often overlooked, the stress 
associated with unemployment or with aversive employment 
situations may have a significant effect upon criminal behav

'ior. These stressors may take the form of a re-cent firing, 
disputes with superiors or c9-workers, or dissatisfaction 
with the nature of the work performed or the level of com-

"pensation paid for it. 
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How Similar Are the Contexts in Which the Person Has Used 
Violent Coping Mechanisms in the Past to the Contexts in Which 
the Person Likely Will Function in the Future? 

As described in chapter 5, the prediction model suggested by 
Bem and Funder (1978) would lead a clinician to assess two things: 
(a) the characteristics of the situations in which the person tends 
to react violently; and (b) the characteristics of the situations in 
which the person is likely to be functioning in the future. The 
third step (c) would then be to estimate the degree of similarity 
between tQ,ese two kinds of situations. The more the similarity, 
the higher the probability of violent behavior occurring. It was 
noted that this approach is conducive to offering differential pre
dictions, such as that the person has X probability of violence in 
situations typified by A, B, and C, and~ Y probability in sitddtions 
typified by D, E, and F. Such predictions may prove useful in 
deciding among various forms of placement. 

Another way of making the same point may be to reconstruct 
the pattern of violent behavior in the individual's past and to 
ascertain whether it is likely to repeat itself. Did the person become 
violent in the past when he or she was ending a relationship, or in 
fa "manic" state, or when unemployed for several months, or when 
under the influence of alcohol or other drugs? If reliably so, is he 
or she now or in the near future likely to be ending a relationship, 
or in a "manic" state, or unemployed fot several months, or under 
the influence of alcohol or other drugs? Note that one is here 
in~ividualizing the situational and personality bases for prediction. 
It is not that all people or even most people react violently in the 

'''given situations, but rather :that this particular person, when con
fronted in the past with this particular constellation of events, has 
evidenced a pattern of violent behavior. Likewise for dispositional, 
states: It is not that psychological disorder is associated with vio-' 
lence, but rather that this .. particular person, when experiencing 
this particular disorder ,has .. tended to react violently in the past. 
WhiJe individualizing predictions in this manner may be a re
searcher's nightmare, it may also constitute an occasion in which 

, the value of clinical judgment is maximized. 

In Particular, Who Are the Likely Victims of the Person's Violent 
Behavior, and How Jl~vailable Are They? " 

In line with the a'~bove, one may wish to single out for special 
attention the likely victims of a person's violent behavior. As an 
initial step, the dem()gr~phic composition of the past-victim pool 
(e.g., women, the eld~~rly) should be ascertained and, to the extent 
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114 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

possible, an account constru<::ted of the cognitive and affective 
factors motivating the individual to choose:, them rather than others 
as victims. For example, the past-victim pool may have been limited 
to males who cast aspersions upon the individual's sense of mascu
linity, to a particular person such as a spouse or child, or it may 
have been the indiscriminate choice of the next person encountered 
(Shah 1978b). . ... , 

One would then wish to know how likely the environments in 
which the person will function in the future are to contain persons 
of similar characteristics. In situations in which a large class of per
sons forms the potential victim pool (e.g., women in the case of a 
rapist), there will surely be many persons at risk for potential 
victimization. But where only one or a smaJI group of persons is 
the target of potential violence, the unavailability of those persons 
may preclude violent behavior. Thus, a father guilty of forced incest 
may desist from violence when his daughter is older. Removal of 
the potential victim (e.g., spouse or adolescent child) from the 
family through separating residences may decrease the frequency of 
interaction and, hence, the probability of violence. 

In ascertaining the likely victims of an individual's violence, 
muc~~ attention should be given to those who are the expressed 
targets of fantasized, threatened, or planned violence, or who 
elicit strong negative emotions such as anger. In particular~ it should 
be noted whether or not the potential victims are family members. 

As Toch (1969) noted, the reaction of the potenti!!Lyictim of 
violence may distinguish a verbal altercation froItr'a mUrder, and in . 
certain circumstances this reaction may also be foreseeable (e.g., 
if the potential victim, as well as the potential offender, is likely to 
be armed). 

What Means Does the Person Possess To Commit Violence? 

As'in the case of assessing suicide potential, the availability of 
lethal means of stress reduction may be noteworthy. Both the 
person's dispositional capability to do harm (e.g., physical strength, 
expertise in combat or the martial arts), and his or her proclivity to 
make use of access to external aids for harm infliction (e.g., guns, 
knives) should be inquired into. In particular, the recent acquisition 
of a weapon in furtherance of violent cognitions or in response to 
violent affect may be significant. The deluded person who has just 
bought a gun for protection against fantasized aggressors, or the 
easily enraged person who purchases a hunting knife to deter 
further annoyances, may require special attention. 

Summary 

The 14 questions comprising a "reasonable guide" to predicting 
violent behavior are presented in table 6. 
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Table 6.-Questions for the clinician in predicting Violent behavior 

1. Is it a prediction of violent b h . 
2. Am I professionally compete~t ~vlor that is be~ng requested? 

violence? 0 offer an estImate of the probability of fUture 

3. Are any Issues of personal f 
4. Given my answers to the ab

or 
pro essl~nal ethIcs Involved In this case? 

ff ove questIons is this 
o er a prediction? ' . case an appropriate one in which to 

5. What events preciPitated the question of the ' 
raised, and in what context did th person s potential for violence bp.ing 

6. What are the person's releva ese even.ts take place? 
7. What is the person's historyn~ d~mJ ograph,c ~haracterjstics? 
8 Wh . h 0 VIO ent behaVIor? 

• at IS t e base rate of violent b h . . 
,~round7 e aVlor among individuals of this person's back-

9. What are the sO/Jrces of stress in the e' , 
10. What cognitive and affective f. t·. ~ r~on s current environment? 

. ac ors indIcate that the 
cope WIth stress In a Violent manner? person may be predisposed to 

11. What c?gnitive and effactlve factors indicate tha 
cope WIth stress in a nonviolent man? t the person may be predisposed to 

12. How similar are th ner e contexts in whi h th 
In the past to the contexts in which ~he pe pers~~ has used violent coping mechanisms 

13. In particular, who are the likely v' t' erson I ely will function In the future? 
available are they? IC Ims of the person's violent behaVior and ho 

14 Wh ' ' w . at means does the 
, person possess to commit violence? 

After having considered these 14 . . 
priate for the clinician to rev' th questIOns, It would be appro
"reliability" questions: . lew e answers obtained with four 

Can .l be sure that the infor t" . . . 
. It is advisable to corrobora~a :~':nI have obt~~ned lS accurate? 

SIble. This can be done with. . u~h .of the mformation as pos
legality, by verifying the' f tID thli~ ~um~ of confidentiality and 
ti . ac ors e CIted m- th 1·' on WIth other sources 1m 1 e c mIcal exannna-
the ~ase. The police may h~: e:ea~le .a?out, particular ~acets of 
hOSPItal his or her COInmI·tm t . IDdIVldual s arrest record the 

firm en record and a '.' con , refute, or add additio al . '. ' spouse or friend may 
the individual being examined n ~etail to what has been said by 
trustworthiness of th~ inform 't·WIthOut suc~ corroboration 1 the 
be based may be questionable a !~n :.on WhICh a decision is to 
wri~en request for past record~ ~d t~ se~se ~e tel~phone, the 
agaIllst .. other informants . are ' . e c ec~g of mformation 
(Scott 1977, P. 129). ' the Important dIagnOstic devices" 

While no formula can be offered . t h 
what a person reveals on.';the various ~ 0 ~w to score and combine 
the several admonitions '~\.'~n . .dun1ensIOns of the examination, 
d · th e" \;0.:. ...... preVIOUS y should b k t· . urmg . e process of arrivin'" ,:C • • e ep m mmd 
potential. The following three qg u att~ clIDIcal estimate of violence 

es Ions. may help in doing this: 
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116 CIJINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

Am I giving adequate attention to what I estimate the base rate 
of violent behavior to be among persons similarly situated to the 
person being examined? 

What evidence do I have that the particular ;factors I have relied 
upon as predictors are in fact predictive of violent behavior? (e.g., 
are illusory correlations being avoided?) 

Am I giving a balanced consideration to factors indicating the 
absence of violent behavior, as well as to factors indicating its 
occurrence? 

Finally, while professional peer review is becoming accepted 
practice for psychiatric or psychological treatment, there appears 
to be less emphasis on the peer review of clinical l!Ssessments. The:::::' 
development of some formal means for obtaining the opinion of 
colleagues in difficult cases of violence prediction appears a highly 
worthwhile endeavor. How do others rate the sources of stress in 
the person's environment? What is their best estimate of the rele
vant base rates? Consultation with colleagues on such issues may do 
much to improve the reliability of clinical predictions of violent 
behavior and may be a source of mutual professional education. 

Particular attention should be paid to organizational contingen
cies and their associated demand characteristics which may bias 
clinical assessments ina conservative "better safe than sorry" 
direction. 

A Case Study 

To illustrate how the questions presented above might be used 
to facilitate the clinical examination of a given case, a case will be 
described, the questions answered, and a report presented. The 
case is hypothetical. It should be noted that the examination and 
report are for the purpose of predicting violent behavior only. Addi
tional issues that are often addressed by a· mental health profes
sional, such as the presence of psychological disorder or recom
mendations concerning treatment, are not considered (See' Roth 
1978). The examination and report should be modified to consider 
such questions when they are of concern. 

The case is that of Mf. Smith, a person who was civilly S9m
mitted as "dangerous to others" under 'an emergency commitment 
statute, and who, several'.days later, desires his release on the 
grounds that he is not, in fact, "dangerous." The hospital staff, 
believing otherwise, wishes to have him remain in the hospital for 
an additional period of treatment. A judge requests a mental health 
professional not oli the hospital staff to assess the individual's 
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CLINICAL EXAMINATION 117 

" potential for violent beRafior and to submit a report of the findings. 
, '"The specific, facts of the case are as follows. ' 

,,"c, Mr. Smith isa 20-year~oh:t male who has never married and who 
dropped out of school in the ninth grade. His IQ is estimated to be 
in the dull~normal range. He has been residentially unstable, living 
at sixcdifferentaddresses since being, discharged from the Marines 
2 years ago. 

,The police, report accompanying the commitment form states 
that they received a call from an employee of the NT company 
,saying that Mr. Smith had gone "berserk" and was threatening his 
supervisor. When the police arrived they found Mr. Smith with a 
crowbar in, his hand threatening to kill Mr. Brown, his supervisor. 
Mr. Smith appeared to be either drunk or otherwise "high" and was 
described as "incoherent and bizarre." When Mr. Smith broke the 
window of the office into which Mr. Browtt had fled, the police 
fordbly subdued him. 

Dm,ing the evaluation interview, Mr. Smith stated that Mr. Brown 
had told him when he was hired that he could progress rapidly 
through the tanks of the company. At the time of the incident, 
1 month after being hired, Mr. Smith was still on the assembly line 
and felt that he had been deceived. When Mr. Brown criticized Mr. 
Smith for arriving at work several hours late and being in a state of 
intoxication, Mr.: Smith became enraged. Thereupon, Mr. Brown 
fired him, and Mr. Smith picked up the crowbar. 

Mr. Smith appeared very frustrated that he has not achieved a 
higher level of responsibility at his job. He wanted both the pres
tige and money thafwould go with advancement and felt cheated 
that he has not received them." 

During the interview, Mr. Smith stated that he would like to get 
even. with Mr. Brown, and that he would love to get him alone for 
just 5 minutes. He stated that he had thought about' nothing else 
while in the hospital and that he did. not know how he could give 
Mr. Brown"what he has coming to him" other thanbyphysicaIIy 
assaulting him. , 

Mr. ~mith appeared very agitated at the melltion of Mr. Brown's 
name and readily volunteered that he was stilI enraged at how Mr. 
Brown had treated him. . 

Mr. Smith . stared that he did not want to go to jailor return to 
the hospital for "injuring Mr. Brown. He also stated that he realized 
Mr. Brown '''had a job to get dOlle" at the plant but that he did not 
think "his . arriving late·· for work o~ occasion should bother ~Mr. 

. Brown as much as it did. ffe stated that he felt sotty that he had 
threatened some of his co-workers in his 'attempt to reach Mr. 
Brown . 
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118 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

His pelice recerd revealed that Mr. Smith had been arrested three 
times during the past 4 years, ence fer aggravated assault, ence for 
simple assault, and ence fer publicintexicatien. He received a sus
pended sentence fer the first incident, charges were medified to. 
"disturbing the peace" in the secend incident, and he served a few 
days in the ceunty jail en the final charge. When asked tQ describe 
the previeus assaults, he stated semeene tried to. "push me areund 
and put me dewn in frent of my friends." He admitted that he had 
been drinking heavily prier to. both assaults. 
No~ let us apply the questiens to. the clinician in this case. 
Is it a vrediction of violent behavior that is being requested? 
lam ~learly being requested to. effer an assessment ef the likeli

heed ef violent behavier teward ethers and net, fer example, ef 
cempetence to. stand trial er criminal respensibility. 

Am I professionally competent to offer an·· estimate of the 
probability of future violence? 

In additien to. being knewledgable abeut the general tepic ef 
the clinical prediction of vielent behavier (e.g., I have read the 
American Psychiatric Asseciatien (1974) repert, Kezol et al. 1972; 
Cehen et al. 1978), I have just read Menahan's menegraph en the 
predictien ef vielent behavier and several current articles en the 
topic in prefessienal jeurnals. I recently attended a centinuing 
educatien seminar en civil cemmitment precedures in my State 
and believe I understand them. I am unaware ef persenal biases 
that' weuld compremise my abilities to. evaluate this case. In all, 
I believe that effering a predictien in a ca~e like this is within the 
realm ef mental health expertise and that I am prefessienally 
cempetent to. de so.. 

Are there anyissq,es of personalior professional ethics involved 
in .this case? 

To. participate in a shert-term civil cemmitment decision dees 
net threaten tocempremise my ethical integrity, ner are the facters 
I will clinically rely upen to. predict vielent behavier in this case 
merally preblematic. \ 

I am bethered by the fact that neither statutory ner case law 
prevides me with a definitien ef vielent behavier, a statement of 
the time frame ef cencern" er a thresheld probability ef vielence 
necessary to. inveke civil cemmitment. Therefere, I will specify that 
what I am predicting is "serieus, unjustified bedily harm" within 
the next 2 weeks, and I will simply state the prebability figure I 
arrive. at. It will'then be up to. the judge to. de with this infermatien 
what he er she will. 
, Given my anSwers to the above questions, is this case an appro-

priate one in which to offer a prediction? 
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CLINICAL EXAMINATION 119 

Offering a predictien in this, case does indeed appear to. be appre
priate. 

What .events precipitated the question of the person's potential 
for violence being raised, and in what context did these events talle 
place? 

He was picked up by the pelice fer threatening his superviser. 
This teek place while the examinee was intexicated and after he 
had ,been reprimanded foJ:' peer werk perfermance. 

What are the person's relevant demographic characteristics? 
He is a 20-year-eld,never-marned male high scheel drepeut. His 

IQ is dull-normal. He has a history of alcehol preblems but no. in
v<;>lvement with ether drugs. His residential and empleyment histery 
have been unstable. 

What is the person's history of violent behavior? 
His history, with two. arrests fer vielent acts in additien to the 

current incident, is fairly extensive. 
What is the base rate of violent behavior among individual's of 

this person's background? 
To. myknewledge (and I have seught such infermatien) , no. base 

rates ef vielent behavier ameng persens with whem I weuld gr:oup 
Mr. Smith are available. Extrapelating frem the mest relevant pieces 
of research and based on my ewn clinical experience, my best esti
J.nate ef the base rate ef vielent behavier among persons Sllch as 
Mr. Smith is in the range of 80 percent. <::J • " 

What are the sources of stress in the person's current environ-
ment? \, 

He is frustrated at net being able to. achieve unrealistically high 
jeb advancement with little effert en his part. He feels bitter and 
cheated by his lack ef advancement and attribute~ respensibility 
ter this to. Mr. Brewn. . 
, What cognitive and affective factors indicate that the person 

may be predisposed to cope with stress in a violent manner? 
He is in a acute state ef emetienal areusal which 'he labels as 

anger. He readily expresses vielent fantasies teward Mr. Brewn. " . 
What "cognitive and affective factors indicate that the persOn 

may be predisposed to cope with stress ina nonviolent manner? 
He expresses fear of being institutienalized if he assaults Mr. 

Brown and seme empathy for his ce .. werkers who were threatened 
during the precipitating htcident. 

. How similar are the contexts in which the person has used violent 
coping mechanisms in the past to. the contexts in which the person 
likely will function in ·the future,?' 

Mr. Sm,ith's past assaultive behavior eccurred in contexts that 
ceuld be characterized as including the presence ef an authority 
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. ilitation in the presence of peers, and a 

figure, a rep~an~ or hili t f Mr Smith. These fa~tors are 
state of intoncation on e'par o. e future since Mr. Smith is 
likely to be pr~sent inh.thfe un:epd;::e of empioyment to confront 
intent on returnmg to IS orm 
Mr. Bro~ as soon as he is trhele~::Z,y victims of the person's violent 

In partzeular, who are e z . 
behavior, and how avail~ble are1'.tkhe

1
y

? . tim and both his place of 
Plainly, Mr. Brown IS the 1 e y VIC " 

ddt are known to Mr. SmIth. 
work and home a ess ommit violence? 

What means does the pe~son.potSS~SS ~~ methods of assau1~. 
Mr. Smith, as an ex-Marme, IS rame ,~ 

« . 

A Clinical Report' 
Tl1e following is the form a report' might take based upon the 

above examii,lation: 
If 

Judge Jane Doe 
County Court House 

Dear Judge Doe: ' al tion of the likelihood that Mr. 
This letter reports my ev. u~ flict'serious bodily harm upon 

J, Smith (Case No. 1234) will m k c, • d This evaluati,on 
during the next 2-wee per10 . " 

another pe~on , " e Court's request for information 
. was done m response to th co 'M S 'th's petition for re-

't th . ue of whether r; mI 
relevant .0 e ISS M d' al Center psychiatric Unit should 
lease from the, COUD:ty, h e l~en involuntarily committed for 
be granted. Mr. S~lth as,;" ' 'tion 5150, and the 
a 72-hour observation. penoh~ under ,StmeCent for an additional 

'tal 'hes to contmue IS commI hospI WIS, ' 't Mr Smith through his attor-
14 days of mtens1v

al
e
1 
tre~tme~~t h~ cbnstltutes a continuing 

ney, contests ili.e" ega"L~n 

"dan,ge-r to, othedrsM, Smith at the Medical Center for approx-
I mteIVlewe r. 14 I' f rmed him of the 

imately 1 hour ~!:~~~~ A:era~! it 'be:an~ I also read "~. 
~ur~~: ~!s~~ records and the written police report on h lID· 

mI S' 'th' se with the ward staff. 
I discussed Mr. mI s ca '., , arried male who apperu:s 

Mr Smith is a 20-year old, never-m ., 't 'ttently 
. f dull normal intelligence; He has been m erm1 . 

to be 0 - '.' k! since dropping out of hIgh 
employed as a factory wor er, At--,the time of his 
school in the ninth grade severalJ:gar~~~e aSsembly line at 
commitment, he had been wor , "') 
the N T company for aperiod of 1 mo~th, 
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His police record reveals that he has been arrested three 
times during the past 4 years-c-ance for ag,~ava:ted"assault, 
once for simple assault, and once for public !intoxication. He 
received a suspended sentence for the first rhcident, chE!\lges 
were modified to disturbing the peace in the :6econd incident, 
and he served several days in the County Jfan on the final 
charge'i~ His hospital record reveals no prior hospitalizatiOl~~, 
lIe admits to several schqol suspensions for fighting arid 
several barroom altercations that did not result in an arrest. 

The police report filed for the incident precipitating his 
commitment states that the police responded to a call from 

.' a supervisor at the N T company on Friday, August 11. When 
they arrived they found Mr. Smith with a crowbar in his hand 
threatening to kill a Mr. Brown, his foreman. Mr. Brown had 
barricaded himself into an office. Mr. Smith appeared to the 

" officers to be intoxicated from alcohol or some other sub-
stance and his screaming at Mr. Brown was described as 
"incoherent" and "bizarre." The officers failed to talk him 
into putting doVi'll the metal bar, and, when he broke the 
window on the door of the office into which Mr. Brown had 
fled, the police forcibly subdued him and, brought him to the 
Medical Center, 
D~g the interview, Mr. Smith was clearly upset at the 

" incident. He raised his voice frequently and began t.o pace the 
roo~m. He stated that Mr. Brown had told" him when he was 
hired that he could progress through the ranks of tl1e compat£Y 
"all the way to the top," i£'"he had the ability ~ry.d the energy. 
Now, .1 month later, he was still on the assembly lfue ~'going 
nowhere." He blamed Mr. Brown fQr his predicament and said 
that Mr. BroWlt, ~as deliberately "holding me down" so that 
his superior talents would go unnoticed and not become a 
source of competition ,to Mr. Brown himself. When Mr. Brown 
criticized Mr. Smith for arriving at work several hours late and 
appearing in a state of mtoxication, MJ;, Smitfr @tates that he 
"just s~w red" and told the foreman that he could do a better 
job clrt1flk and in half the time than thellforeman could ever do." 
Mr. Brown thereupon fireQ, Mr. Smith and ordered him out of 
the plant. At that point, Mr. Smith said that he "went wild" 
and began chasing Mr. Brown wIth the iron bar. 

During the interview, Mr. Smith repeatedly and with much 
anger referred to his former foreman as "that " 
He states that Mr. Brown "has not heard the end of'this-not 
by a long shot" and tnat "nobody makes a fool of me and gets 

'away with it." When asked directly whether lle intended· 'to 
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122 CLINICAL PREDICTION OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR 

harm Mr. Brown, Mr. Smith was evasive and would only reply, 
"we'll see" we'll see." He intends to confront Mr. Brown. at his C, 

first oppo~nity. He deniE)d owning a gun but stated that he 
had easy access to the gur\~ of a friend. The ward staff con- (; 
firmed his state of acute agit;ation. 

Based upon the above data, in particulal' upon his demo ... 
graphic profile, his history of violent behavior including a 
recent overt act of violence, his currently sgessful employ
ment situation, his alcohol-suppressed inhibitions, and his 
acute and clearly unresolved hostility toward Mr. Brown, it 
is my professional opinion that Mr. Smith is more likely than 
not tolnflict serious bodily harm upon another person within 
the next 2-week period. That other person is likely to be Mr. 
Brown. 

Conclusion 
1/ 

// 

A study recently published in the Stanford~ LaW Review (Wise 
1978) surveyed over 1,200 psychologists and psychiatrists in Cali
fornia concerning the issue of "dangerous behavior." Eighty percent 
J)f the responding .mental health professionals saw at least one 
patient per ye~ whom they considered to be "potentially danger
ous."· The mean number of "potentially dangerous" patients seen 
per year was 14. Despite the prevalence of violence prediction as 
an issue of clinical concern-arising an average of more than once 
per month for psychiatrists and psychologists throughout the 
State-the clinicians "found it difficult to articulate their standards. 
Typically, they said that they based their decisions on 'clinical 
judgement that the threat was serious,' or that they 'believed' the 
patient was 'clearly dangerous' and likely to 'act ,on the threai' 
(78.2% of those stating their criteria)" (p. 181). 

It was to ,assist in articulating standards that this monograph was 
written. Yet, even those most adept at preqiction will be hard 
pressed not. to let themselves be influenced by ,;the contingen.cies 
operating in the clinical situation. The Stanford survey tried to 
assess the effects of the Tarasoff decision-...that psychiatrists and 
psychologists .may be liable for the vjolent acts of patients they 
predict, or should predict, 'to be violent-on the clinical practice 
of the 1,200, therapists who responded to their survey. 

One quarternf the therapists who responded to the surVey said 
that they were now giving more attention in their therapy sessions 
to the possibilit.y of their patients' violent 'behavior. Almost as 
many said that the ruling led them to focus more frequently on less 
serious threats made by their patients. One-third of the psychia-
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tlis.ts and psychologists surveyed increased the frequency with 
~hlCh they cons~ted with colleagues concE~ming cases in which 
VIOlence :vas an Issue, and over half reported an increase in their 
own anxIety concerning the entire topic of "dangerousness" as a 
resut~0 of the Tarasoff decision. Unfortunately, the survey'also 
revealed that as a. result of Tarasoff almost one-fifth of the re
~ponden~s had ~~Ided to a~oid asking questions that coUId yield 
m~~rmatIOn bearmg on the h~eIihood of violent behavior by their 
patIe!lts. Even more. repo~~dc tha,t they had changed their record-( .. 
keepm~ pr?ce~ures m an effort to avoid legal Iiability they might 
othe:WIse m\~ as a result of Tarasoff. "So~e therapists ceased 
keepmg ?etail~,\ r~cords; ?thers began keeping more detailed 
records, mcludI~g\ mformatI.on that might justify any decisions 
they made and. thereby trymg to create a favorable evidential 
record for f~t~e litiga~ion" (Wise J978, p. 182). . ry \ ' 
. The predIctIOn of VIolent behavior is difficult under the best of 

c~rcumstances. It becomes more so when powerful social contingen
CIes pull and push the clinician, now in one direction then in 
ano~her. But .suc~ is. likely to be the. case for the foreseeable future, 
~tilf the patIent s rIght not to be a false positive and the victim'8 
rIght not to be set upon by a false negative are balanced in'th 
courts and legislatures of the If}W)d. e 
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